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In the broadest sense, oxygen-enhanced combustion (OEC) refers to the use of 

oxygen to improve combustion and/or process characteristics. When a stream of oxygen is 

available, a wide range of flame configurations is possible. This work considers two specific 

configurations of OEC and is divided into two parts. In Part I, fundamental experimental 

and numerical flame studies explore the combustion of gaseous fuel/inert mixtures in 

oxygen-enriched air or pure oxygen under well-defined conditions. Part II targets a more 

practical application by considering the combustion of solid fuels in a variety of 

oxygen/carbon dioxide mixing scenarios. 

For gaseous non-premixed flames, combining fuel-dilution with oxygen-enrichment 

can dramatically alter the flame structure (i.e. the relationship between the local temperature 

and local species concentrations). The extent of fuel-dilution and oxygen-enrichment can be 

quantified by the stoichiometric mixture fraction, Zst, with fuel/air flames characterized by 
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Zst values closer to zero and diluted-fuel/oxygen flames characterized by Zst values closer to 

unity. Changes in flame structure resulting in less fuel and more oxygen in the region of high 

temperature have been identified as the primary cause for reduced soot formation in high Zst 

flames. Local temperature-species relationships resulting in soot-free conditions have been 

shown to correlate with a single conserved scalar, the local atomic carbon-to-oxygen ratio 

(C/O). A simple model has been developed suggesting that for soot-free conditions to exist, 

the local C/O ratio and local temperature must be below critical values, i.e. C/O < (C/O)cr 

and T < Tcr. For high Zst flames, the local critical C/O ratio was associated with the 

increased presence of oxidizing species on the fuel side of the flame. This argument was 

supported by experimental and numerical results showing that for high Zst flames 

appreciable concentrations of molecular oxygen are observed at the location of maximum 

temperature (xTmax). Nevertheless, the significance of the local critical C/O ratio has not 

been fully explained and the role of oxidizing species on the fuel side of the flame in soot 

suppression has not been verified. Moreover, the mechanisms responsible for the presence 

of appreciable oxygen at the location of maximum temperature in high Zst flames have not 

been evaluated. These issues are addressed in Part I of this work. 

In Part I, coflow flame experiments were performed to compare and evaluate the 

influence of flame structure on soot formation when operating under normal and inverse 

flame conditions. Flame structure was shown to influence soot formation in a similar fashion 

for normal and inverse flames when the effects of residence time were removed. The simple 

model previously discussed was modified to account for finite-rate chemistry and residence 

time effects, and was correlated with experimental data leading to the determination of the 

critical local temperature and critical local C/O ratio for soot inception in ethylene flames. 
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The presence of appreciable oxygen at the location of maximum temperature was 

investigated using a flame code with detailed chemistry. The mechanisms responsible for O2 

at xTmax in high Zst flames were determined and explained. This phenomenon was attributed 

to a shifting of the location of maximum temperature relative to the location of oxygen 

depletion, and the temperature shift was explained by considering the variations in the heat 

release profile at high Zst. 

A second numerical investigation was also conducted to evaluate the significance of 

the local critical C/O ratio as a parameter describing soot-free conditions, the role of 

oxidizing species at this location, and changes that occur in the chemical pathway to the 

formation of soot precursors at high Zst. The critical local C/O ratio was shown to 

correspond to the edge of the radical pool for flames of any Zst, and oxidizing species did 

not appear to accelerate soot precursor oxidation at high Zst as previously thought. A reverse 

pathway analysis was used to determine the dominant chemical pathway leading to the 

formation of soot precursors. At high Zst, a key soot precursor formation step was observed 

to reverse leading to the destruction of propargyl (C3H3) to form acetylene (C2H2) as 

opposed to benzene (C6H6) and phenyl (C6H5). The existence of soot-free flames at long 

residence times was attributed to this phenomenon. 

In Part II of this work, a form of OEC currently being considered as an enabling 

technology for carbon dioxide capture from pulverized coal (PC) utility plants, termed oxy-

fuel combustion, was considered. Oxy-fuel combustion utilizes oxygen and recycled flue gases 

(RFG) as the oxidizer instead of air, therefore the concentration of oxygen in the coal carrier 

stream, as well as any other concentric stream or quiescent environment, is a variable. The 

viability of oxy-fuel combustion can be enhanced by its ability to reduce capital and 
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operational costs by, for example, lowering the emissions of nitrogen oxide species (NOx) in 

situ. Studies have demonstrated that oxy-fuel combustion can lower NOx emissions by as 

much as 70% when compared to conventional coal/air combustion, largely due to the 

reduction of recycled NOx to molecular nitrogen when interacting with hydrocarbon species 

in the flame. 

This work investigates the potential for reduced NOx emissions under oxy-fuel 

conditions through variations in the gas composition of the fuel carrier and concentric 

oxidizer streams. Nitric oxide (NO) emissions were measured during the combustion of PC 

and PC/sawdust mixtures under air-fired and oxy-fuel conditions. The effects of excess 

oxygen, secondary oxidizer swirl, carrier gas flow rate, and sawdust cofiring on NO 

emissions were investigated. Under oxy-fuel conditions, the effect of varying the 

compositions of the carrier gas and concentric oxidizer streams on NO emissions was also 

investigated. Under the optimal oxy-fuel conditions, NO emissions were reduced by 20% 

when compared to air-firing. Cofiring coal with sawdust that contained less fuel bound 

nitrogen did not reduce the NO emissions under air-fired or oxy-fuel conditions. Changing 

the adiabatic flame temperature by varying the oxygen concentration in the concentric 

oxidizer stream did not significantly influence NO emissions until the temperature was too 

low and flame instabilities were observed. When increasing the oxygen concentration in the 

coal carrier gas a critical local stoichiometric ratio was observed that led to increased NO 

emissions. 
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1 Introduction 

While combustion can be considered the oldest technology of mankind, the complex 

processes involved in even a simple candle flame continue to intrigue and perplex modern 

scientists. Michael Faraday, one of the greatest scientists of the 19th century, introduced his 

first lecture on the chemical history of a candle by saying, “There is not a law under which 

any part of this universe is governed which does not come into play and is touched upon in 

these phenomena. There is no better, there is no more open door by which you can enter 

into the study of natural philosophy than by considering the physical phenomena of a 

candle.” [1]. Indeed combustion is a rich and challenging field of study involving fluid 

mechanics, transport, thermodynamics, chemical kinetics, radiation, and turbulence. And yet, 

for all of the physical complexities associated with studying combustion science, it could be 

argued that there is no simpler way to produce heat, light, and electricity than by the burning 

of a hydrocarbon fuel in air. As a consequence, the combustion of fossil fuels has been, and 

remains the dominant source of primary worldwide energy production. 

Unfortunately, many of the by-products of fossil fuel combustion can be detrimental 

to the environment and human health if released into the atmosphere. Particulate matter 

(PM) such as soot, which forms during fuel-rich premixed combustion or in many 

conventional non-premixed combustion scenarios, has been linked to respiratory illnesses, 

cancer, and death. Nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2), which can be formed 

from both the oxidation of molecular nitrogen (N2) in the combustion air and the oxidation 

of nitrogen found in most solid fuels, can lead to acid rain and photochemical smog, while 

nitrous oxide (N2O) is a greenhouse gas (GHG) capable of influencing the balance of heat 
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within the earth’s atmosphere. A key feature of the pollutants mentioned above along with 

other common combustion pollutants such as sulfur dioxide (SO2), carbon monoxide (CO), 

and unburned hydrocarbons (UHCs) is that they are typically found in concentrations on the 

parts-per-million (PPM) scale and can be reduced or even eliminated in some cases without a 

crippling economic penalty by combustion modifications or post-combustion treatment of 

the exhaust gases. On the other hand, carbon dioxide (CO2), which is a greenhouse gas and a 

main product of fossil fuel combustion, cannot be avoided by combustion modifications and 

is expensive to capture from both a capital and operational cost perspective. Moreover, in 

April of 2009 the Environmental Protection Agency categorized carbon dioxide (CO2) along 

with five other key greenhouse gases as a danger to “the public health and welfare of current 

and future generations through climate change” [2]. 

Heightened awareness and concern among all facets of society regarding the 

environmental impacts of energy derived from fossil fuel combustion, especially the threat 

of global climate change due to increased CO2 in the atmosphere, has elevated efforts among 

researchers and industry to further develop and use carbon-neutral or carbon-free energy 

sources such as biofuels, wind turbines, solar thermal, and solar photovoltaics. Nevertheless, 

in 2007 only 7% of the total energy supplied in the U.S. came from renewable sources, with 

3.7% of this generated from biomass, 2.5% from hydroelectric, 0.35% each from geothermal 

and wind, and only 0.07% from solar voltaics and solar thermal combined [3]. Thus, even 

with the growing interest and support for renewable energy technologies analysts have 

concluded that global energy needs in the foreseeable future will continue to be met 

predominantly by fossil fuels [4, 5]. As such, there is a need to better address the combustion 

by-products and pollutants that have been regulated and those, such as carbon dioxide (CO2) 
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that may soon be regulated. One of the technologies with the potential to address both 

pollutant reduction and CO2 capture is oxygen-enhanced combustion (OEC). 

In general, oxygen-enhanced combustion refers to the use of an oxidizer stream 

containing a higher O2 concentration than that in air (>21% vol.). Baukal [6] reported in 

1998 that there are four common techniques for implementing OEC in industrial heating 

processes, namely:  air enrichment, oxygen lancing, oxy/fuel (or oxy-fuel), and air-oxy/fuel. 

Air enrichment refers to the addition of oxygen to the combustion air prior to mixing the 

fuel with the oxidizer, oxygen lancing involves strategically placed ports inside the 

combustion chamber where oxygen is introduced, oxy/fuel refers to the use of pure oxygen 

as the oxidizer, and air-oxy/fuel is a hybrid of the three previous methods in which air and 

oxygen are injected separately through the burner. 

From a historical perspective, oxygen’s potential for improving the combustion 

process in steel production was recognized by Bessemer in 1855; however, the earliest record 

of oxygen usage in this process was not until 1931. By the 1960s and 70s the use of oxygen 

enhanced combustion in both ferrous and non-ferrous metallurgical industries was 

commonplace, while nearly all facets of the glass industry had implemented a form of OEC 

by the 1990s [6]. In the late 1980s OEC proved beneficial in waste incineration, and reports 

sponsored by the Department of Energy (DOE) in 1987 [7] and the Gas Research Institute 

in 1989 [8] indicated that the use of OEC would be increasingly important in the future. 

In the processes mentioned above, the potential benefits of OEC over conventional 

air-fired combustion include [6]: 

• increased thermal efficiency, processing rates, and productivity as the chemical 

energy released from the fuel is transferred at a higher rate to the raw materials; 
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• reduced flue gas volume (since some or all of the N2 has been removed from the 

system) leading to lower capital equipment costs for flue gas ductwork and flue 

gas cleanup equipment; 

• reduced pollutant emissions since the combustion process can be modified to 

minimize pollutants in situ and lower flue gas volumes leading to higher 

pollutant concentrations making their capture more efficient; 

• improved flame stability, turndown ratio, and ignition characteristics, as elevated 

O2 concentrations result in higher near-burner temperatures and enhanced 

kinetics; and 

• greater fuel and material flexibility since low heating value fuels can be utilized 

and the extremely high processing temperatures required for certain materials 

can be achieved. 

Although full commercial deployment of OEC has been largely limited to industrial 

heating processes for the production of materials, OEC technologies are being considered in 

transportation and electricity generation applications as well. For example, OEC has been 

investigated as a method to improve performance and reduce particulate emissions in 

gasoline and diesel engines [9-17] and oxy-fuel combustion with flue gas recycle (FGR) has 

been identified as an enabling technology for CO2 capture from coal-fired power plants 

while incorporating many of the benefits listed above [18]. One factor that may influence the 

economics when considering oxy-fuel combustion for post-flame CO2 capture, as opposed 

to exhaust scrubbing techniques (e.g. amine absorption), is the ability of oxy-fuel technology 

to reduce nitrogen oxide (NOx) levels in situ such that NOx flue gas cleanup equipment can 

be greatly scaled back or completely eliminated resulting in capital and operational cost 
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savings. Laboratory and pilot-scale studies have demonstrated NOx reductions as high as 

70% with oxy-fuel combustion; however, the mechanisms responsible for this reduction are 

not completely understood, making NOx formation in oxy-fuel combustion a relevant and 

timely area of study [19-21]. 

Another application for oxy-fuel combustion in conjunction with CO2 capture 

involves the cofiring of biomass with coal, an approach that would remove CO2 from the 

atmosphere. Cofiring studies performed under conventional air-fired conditions have 

identified economic and environmental benefits as well as many combustion related 

difficulties, which will be discussed later [22-25]. Because of the flexibility of an oxy-fuel 

system, it is believed that oxy-fuel combustion can be utilized to address many of the 

challenges associated with cofiring biomass and coal. Moreover, initiatives at the federal and 

state level in the United States are seeking to increase the production of energy from 

renewable sources [26]; and, in many instances the cofiring of biomass in coal fired power 

plants may be the lowest-cost and highest impact solution in the near-term to meeting the 

renewables requirements [27]. 

The potential for increased utilization of OEC has also led to numerous academic 

studies investigating the effects of OEC on flame characteristics at a fundamental level. For 

example, several studies have demonstrated that combining oxygen-enrichment with fuel 

dilution has an inhibitory effect on soot formation [28-38]. While there has been some 

debate in these studies over the controlling factors, the most recent experimental evidence 

suggests that fuel-dilution combined with oxygen-enrichment inhibits soot formation 

through the dramatic changes that occur in the relationship between the local temperature 

and local species concentrations (i.e. flame structure) [35, 36]. A model has been developed 

by Sunderland et al. [36] that describes how oxygen-enrichment and fuel dilution influence 
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the flame structure in the region conducive to soot particle inception in non-premixed 

flames. While this simple model is able to predict the effects of flame structure on soot 

inception, many simplifications were made. To advance this model and further the 

understanding of structural effects on soot formation, finite-rate reactions and the influence 

of flame structure on detailed chemistry must be considered. Furthermore, the presence of 

appreciable molecular oxygen at the location of maximum temperature has been observed 

numerically and experimentally in diluted-fuel/oxygen-enriched flames and this was 

considered to play an important role in soot suppression by Du and Axelbaum [30] and in 

flame stability by Chen and Axelbaum [39]. While these studies highlighted the benefits of 

appreciable oxygen at the location of peak temperature, the phenomenon has not been 

explained. 

The above discussion has highlighted many of the benefits of OEC and introduced 

some of the fundamental and applied focus areas requiring attention. As the title suggests, 

the overarching goal of this work is to further the understanding of the effects of OEC at 

both a fundamental level and in relevant areas of application. Chapter 2 discusses the 

research objectives of this work in detail. 
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2 Research Objectives 

In this work two specific aspects of oxygen-enhanced combustion are investigated:  

fuel-dilution and oxygen-enrichment in gaseous laminar non-premixed flames, and oxy-fuel 

combustion of coal and coal/biomass mixtures. Consequently, this work is divided into two 

parts. Part I addresses fundamental aspects related to the effects of fuel-dilution and oxygen-

enrichment on soot formation and flame structure in gaseous laminar non-premixed flames 

having thermal inputs less than 1 kW. Part II investigates the effects of oxy-fuel combustion 

with simulated flue gas recycle on nitric oxide emissions in turbulent coal and coal/biomass 

cofired flames at thermal inputs ranging from 19 kW to 35 kW. 

The dissertation is organized as follows:  Part I, Fundamental Non-premixed Gaseous 

Flame Studies begins in Chapter 3 with background information on non-premixed flames, 

flame structure, and soot formation, and a review of the relevant literature. Chapters 4-6 

then present the results of the fundamental flame studies performed. Part II, Air-fired and 

Oxy-fuel Combustion of Coal and Coal/Biomass Mixtures begins in Chapter 7 with background 

information on coal and biomass, a summary of  the processes involved in the combustion 

of solid fuels, and an overview on the formation of nitrogen oxides with a review of the 

relevant oxy-fuel and biomass cofiring literature. Chapter 8 presents the experimental studies 

investigating the influence of oxy-fuel combustion and biomass cofiring on NO emissions. A 

summary of the work and recommendations is provided in Chapter 9. 
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2.1 Part I Objectives 

Counterflow flame studies by Kennedy [40], Du et al. [41], Du and Axelbaum [30], 

and Lin and Faeth [42] have demonstrated the importance of residence time and finite-rate 

chemistry for soot formation in non-premixed flames. A model developed by Sunderland et 

al. [36], which describes the structural effects of oxygen-enrichment with fuel dilution on 

soot formation, does not account for these effects. One objective of this work was to 

demonstrate and evaluate the influence of finite-rate chemistry on soot formation in non-

premixed laminar coflow flames of ethylene and to expand the model of Sunderland et al. to 

include these effects. Experimental data was also correlated with the updated model to 

determine empirical constants and evaluate the model’s predictive capabilities. 

In the work of Du and Axelbaum [30] and Chen and Axelbaum [39] the presence of 

oxygen at the location of peak temperature for flames having high levels of oxygen-

enrichment and fuel dilution was identified and associated with inhibition of soot and 

improved flame stability, respectively. In subsequent work with these flames, Sun et al. [33] 

and Cheng et al. [43] verified the presence of appreciable O2 at the location of peak 

temperature experimentally using spontaneous Raman spectroscopy. Simplified flame 

models assuming infinitely fast chemistry, which inherently predict zero O2 at the location of 

peak temperature, correlate reasonably well with experimental measurements and detailed 

numerical modeling results for the fuel/air flame; however, in diluted-fuel/oxygen-enriched 

flames a more complex description is required. Thus, another objective of this work was to 

evaluate and explain the key sub-mechanisms responsible for the presence of appreciable 

oxygen at the location of peak temperature in diluted-fuel/oxygen-enriched flames. 
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As mentioned above, the increased presence of oxygen in the high temperature 

region for diluted-fuel/oxygen-enriched flames has been associated with the inhibition of 

soot formation. However, the effects of changing flame structure through oxygen-

enrichment and fuel dilution on the detailed chemistry of soot precursor formation have not 

been evaluated. This is of particular importance when considering the existence of high 

temperature soot-free flames at long residence times (i.e. permanently blue flames). In such 

flames, simplified first-order in fuel kinetics may not capture important changes that occur in 

the soot precursor chemistry for diluted-fuel/oxygen-enriched flames. Thus, the final 

objective of Part I was to determine the dominant pathway to the soot precursor species 

benzene and phenyl, evaluate the concentrations and rates of key intermediates under 

conventional fuel/air conditions and when combining oxygen–enrichment with fuel dilution, 

and use this information to explain the phenomenon of permanently blue flames. 

2.2 Part II Objectives 

Under the anticipated carbon cap-and-trade legislation utilities providers emitting 

CO2 in excess of predefined limits will be required to pay a monetary penalty by purchasing 

additional carbon credits. Thus, the economics of any carbon capture and storage scenario 

will depend upon the costs associated with CCS versus the price of carbon credits. If the 

cost margins are close, the viability of oxy-coal combustion as an enabling technology for 

CCS may depend upon its potential for reducing the emission of nitrogen oxides (NOx) 

such that post-combustion NOx cleanup equipment is deemed unnecessary. Both 

laboratory-scale experiments and pilot-scale demonstrations have shown that significant 

NOx reductions are possible due to the reduction of recycled NOx by hydrocarbon species, 

achieving in some cases up to 70% less NOx in the exhaust [18, 44-60]. Under oxy-fuel 
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conditions, a wide range of gas compositions can be set in the primary oxidizer (PO, or fuel 

carrier gas) and secondary oxidizer (SO) streams since the oxygen and inert (recycled flue 

gas) streams can be independently controlled. Thus, NOx emissions during oxy-fuel 

combustion could potentially be further reduced if an optimal set of PO and SO gas 

compositions exists. A key objective of Part II therefore, was to investigate the effect of 

varying the PO and SO gas compositions on NO emissions in a 30 kWth laboratory-scale 

unstaged combustor. Preliminary work involved characterizing NO emissions under air-fired 

conditions to develop a baseline while varying the thermal input, secondary swirl, the 

primary stream flow rate, and the system stoichiometric ratio (i.e. excess air). 

The cofiring of biomass with coal has also been investigated as a means to reduce the 

net output of CO2 from coal utility boilers and as a means to reduce NOx emissions. While a 

net reduction in CO2 output per unit energy produced is essentially guaranteed when cofiring 

a sustainably produced/harvested biomass with coal (since the CO2 released during biomass 

combustion is part of the active carbon cycle), lower NOx emissions appear to be achievable 

only under certain conditions [23, 24]. A second key objective of Part II was to evaluate the 

effects of cofiring biomass (sawdust) with coal on NO emissions under both air-fired and 

oxy-fuel conditions. At the time of this work, no cofiring studies considering nitric oxide 

emissions under oxy-fuel conditions were available in the literature; thus, this work will be 

the first of its kind. 
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3 Background 

3.1 Non-premixed Combustion of Gaseous Fuels 

Most practical combustion systems are non-premixed. That is, the fuel and oxidizer 

remain separated and unreacted except in a thin reaction region where the fuel and oxidizer 

mix in nearly stoichiometric proportion. The reaction region acts as a sink for the reactant 

species and a source for product species and heat. As such, non-premixed combustion is 

characterized by steep temperature and species concentration gradients on both sides of the 

flame, which can introduce complexity when attempting to understand flame processes at a 

fundamental level. This complexity however, provides an opportunity to manipulate the 

flame in ways that are not possible in premixed systems. 

For example, changing the free stream reactant concentrations by diluting the fuel 

with an inert and enriching the air with oxygen in a non-premixed flame can have a 

significant impact on the relationship between the local temperature and local species 

concentrations (i.e. flame structure). Moreover, the range of fuel and oxidizer free stream 

concentrations that will yield a robust flame at standard conditions for a variety of fuels 

spans an order of magnitude—making non-premixed flames highly flexible [39, 61, 62]. 

Much work has been done to understand and quantify the effects of combining 

oxygen-enrichment with fuel dilution on the structure of non-premixed flames. Significant 

insight can be gained through a simplified approach that assumes one-step, infinitely fast 

chemistry. Under these assumptions the flame structure is representative of equilibrium flow 

conditions [63]. Section 3.1.1 briefly introduces one formulation of this simplified approach 

and demonstrates the influence of fuel dilution and oxygen-enrichment on the equilibrium 
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flame structure. A more detailed description of the formulation used here is provided in 

Appendix A, while a highly rigorous discussion of this and other simplified formulations can 

be found in Law [63] or Williams [64]. 

3.1.1 Equilibrium Flame Structure 

The governing equations for reacting flows can be greatly simplified under the 

following assumptions. 

• steady-state 

• mass diffusion occurs only due to concentration gradients 

• viscous heating is negligible 

• body forces are ignored 

• radiation heat transfer is ignored 

• diffusion coefficients equal for all species (i.e. Di,j=D) 

• unity Lewis number, i.e. equal thermal and mass diffusivities 

• one-step chemistry, Fuel + Oxidizer →Products 

Further, by using conserved scalars or coupling functions the reaction terms (as 

detailed in Appendix A) can be eliminated resulting in a general form for the species and 

energy conservation equations given by 

( )[ ] 0 v =∇−⋅∇ ββ ρρ D      (3.1) 

where ρ is the density of the mixture, v is the velocity of the bulk flow, D is the diffusion 

coefficient assumed equivalent for all species, and β is any conserved scalar that is unaffected 

by reaction in the flame. Under the one-step chemistry formulation used here, it is sufficient 
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to define conserved scalars for the stoichiometrically weighted fuel and oxygen mass 

fractions 

2 2,F O F OY Yβ = −ɶ ɶ ,          (3.1a) 

the stoichiometrically weighted fuel mass fraction and stoichiometrically weighted non-

dimensional temperature 

F FY Tβ = +ɶ ɶ ,         (3.1b) 

and the stoichiometrically weighted oxygen mass fraction and stoichiometrically weighted 

non-dimensional temperature 

2 2O OY Tβ = +ɶ ɶ .           (3.1c) 

In equations 3.1a-3.1c the stoichiometrically weighted mass fraction for species i, Yi, is given 

by, 
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In Eq. 3.1e, W is the molecular weight, and v’ and v’’ are the stoichiometric coefficients in the 

one-step reaction for the reactants and products, respectively. The stoichiometrically 

weighted non-dimensional temperature in Eqs. 3.1b and c is given by 
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is the chemical heat release per unit mass of fuel reacted. In Eq. 3.1g, hk
0 is the heat of 

formation of species k and N is the number of species (i.e. fuel, oxygen, and products). 

It is useful to consider structural changes in non-premixed flames independent of the 

flame’s configuration or coordinate system. One approach that is commonly used involves 

transforming the equations from physical space to mixture fraction space. The mixture 

fraction, Z, is a conserved scalar and is defined as the local fraction of mass that originated 

from the fuel stream. For one-step chemistry 
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where σO2,F is defined as before and the subscript ox indicates that the quantity is to be 

evaluated in the oxidizer free stream. It can be seen in Eq. 3.2 that the mixture fraction has 

been written in terms of the stoichiometrically weighted fuel and oxidizer mass fractions that 

were defined previously. Thus, a simple algebraic solution for the species profiles in mixture 

fraction space can be obtained by rearranging Eq. 3.2. Moreover, under the unity Lewis 

number assumption, the mixture fraction can be written in terms of the stoichiometrically 

weighted species mass fraction and stoichiometrically weighted non-dimensional 
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temperature (see Appendix A in detail). Consequently, the temperature profile can be 

obtained in a similar fashion. 

At the flame sheet the reactants are in stoichiometric proportion and the mixture 

fraction is the stoichiometric mixture fraction, Zst given by 

( )
2 2

1

, , ,1st O F F fu O oxZ Y Yσ
−

= +  .   (3.3) 

Thus, pure fuel burning in air represents a low Zst flame while heavily diluted fuel burning in 

pure oxygen represents a high Zst flame. If the free-stream temperatures, Tfu and Tox are 

equal 

( )2 2
2 2

, , ,, ,F F fu O ox O oxO F O F
Y Y Y Z Yσ σ= + −    (3.4) 

and 

2

2

,

,

(1 )
O oxc

ox

p O F

Yq
T Z T

c σ
= − +     (3.5) 

on the fuel side of the flame where Z > Zst and YO2
 = 0. On the oxidizer side of the flame, 

where Z < Zst and YF = 0, 

( )
2 2 2 2, , , ,O O F F fu O ox O oxY Y Y Z Yσ= − + +     (3.6) 

and 

oxfuF

p

c TZY
c

q
T += , .     (3.7) 
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As an example of the effects of oxygen-enrichment with fuel dilution on non-

premixed equilibrium flame structure, consider the global reaction of ethylene (C2H4) with 

air represented by 

C2H4 + 3(O2 + 3.76N2) →  2CO2 + 2H2O + 11.28N2.   (3.8) 

Stoichiometry requires 3 moles of oxygen per mole of ethylene along with 11.28 

moles of N2 since air is approx. 79 vol.% N2. The free-stream mass fractions of fuel and 

oxygen for this flame are unity and 0.233, respectively, resulting in a stoichiometric mixture 

fraction of 0.064 and an adiabatic flame temperature of 2370 K. 

If pure oxygen is placed in the oxidizer stream and the stoichiometric amount of N2 

previously carried by the air is used to dilute the fuel stream i.e., 

(C2H4 + 11.28N2) + 3O2 →  2CO2 + 2H2O + 11.28N2,  (3.9) 

the free-stream fuel and oxygen mass fractions are 0.08 and unity, respectively, resulting in a 

stoichiometric mixture fraction of 0.78, while the adiabatic flame temperature remains 2370 

K. The impact of fuel-dilution and oxygen-enrichment on flame structure can be observed in 

Fig. 3.1 where the fuel and oxidizer concentration profiles and temperature profiles from 

Eqs. 3.4 through 3.7 are shown. 

Note first that the concentration gradients in Z space are dictated by Zst such that the 

fuel and oxidizer are transported to the flame sheet in stoichiometric proportions. This 

explains why the flame of Eq. 3.8 is close to the Z = 0 boundary and the flame of Eq. 3.9 

resides near the Z = 1 boundary. For low Zst greater demand for O2 forces the flame to 

reside close to the oxidizer free stream, while for high Zst greater demand for fuel forces the 

flame to reside close to the fuel free stream. Consider also the region of high temperature 

where T/Tad > 0.7 designated by the shaded region. Comparing the fuel and oxygen 
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concentrations in this region for the low and high Zst flames, it is apparent that more fuel is 

found in the high temperature region of the low Zst flame while more oxygen is found in the 

high temperature region of the high Zst flame. These structural changes have been identified 

as dominant factors leading to reduced soot formation at high Zst, and furthering the 

fundamental understanding of these effects is a key component of this work. A brief 

introduction to soot is provided in Section 3.1.2 and a review of the relevant literature on the 

effects of flame structure on soot formation is provided in Section 3.1.3. 

 

Figure 3.1. Illustration of equilibrium structure of (a) ethylene/air Zst = 0.064 and (b) diluted-

ethylene/oxygen Zst = 0.78 flames at Tad = 2370 K. Filled area indicates the region of high 

temperature (T/Tad ≥ 0.7). 

3.1.2 Soot 

Soot can be defined as the carbonaceous particulates that form during rich premixed 

hydrocarbon combustion or in non-premixed hydrocarbon combustion where sufficient 

time, temperature, and carbon containing species are available. Epidemiological studies have 

linked soot inhalation to death from lung cancer and cardiopulmonary disease [65-72]. The 

heightened health impact of particles formed via hydrocarbon combustion processes is due 

to their small size (< 2.5 µm), which allows them to travel deep into the lungs where they are 
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quickly introduced into the blood stream. Also, they are associated with mutagenic and 

tumorigenic polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) [67-72]. Soot has been identified as a 

potential contributor to global climate change [73-77], and along with other particulate 

matter (PM), soot is a major contributor to reduced atmospheric visibility [78]. 

Palmer and Cullis [79] reported that soot contains at least 1% hydrogen by mass, 

resulting in an approximate empirical formula of C8H. Transmission electron microscope 

(TEM) images of soot aggregates from a non-premixed flame indicate a fractal-like structure 

with primary particle sizes ranging from 100 to 500 Å and a fractal dimension of 1.82 [80, 

81]. Rates of soot formation can be extremely high, with particles forming in less than 1 

millisecond and growing to diameters of 500-1000 Å in less than 10 milliseconds [82]. 

While the formation processes are not completely understood and there has been 

debate regarding the dominant reaction pathways, it is generally accepted that in the 

combustion of aliphatic fuels the self-combination of propargyl is the dominant pathway 

leading to the first aromatic ring and that the hydrogen abstraction and acetylene addition 

(HACA) mechanism is involved in the growth of soot precursor species from benzene and 

phenyl to higher aromatics [83-91]. In this work emphasis is placed on the gas phase 

reactions leading to the formation of the first aromatic ring species, which lead to larger 

aromatics that are stable enough to combine and eventually nucleate forming incipient soot 

particles. For example, pyrene has been identified in molecular dynamics simulations as a 

species that is sufficiently stable and can survive long enough to evolve into soot nuclei [92]. 

The present understanding of the complex processes involved in soot formation has 

required a substantial amount of experimental and theoretical research, and reviews can be 

found in Haynes and Wagner [93], Bockhorn [94], Kennedy [95], Richter and Howard [85], 

and Hansen et al. [91].  
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3.1.3 Flame Structure and Soot Formation 

One of the earliest studies of the effects of fuel and oxidizer dilution on soot 

formation, as determined by smoke point measurements, was performed by McLintock [96] 

who showed that soot formation is dependent upon diluent type, dilution conditions, and 

burner dimensions. The smoke point is typically defined as the flame height immediately 

prior to the flame emitting smoke (i.e. soot particles surviving oxidation downstream of the 

flame sheet). Thus, at the smoke point soot formation is exactly offset by soot oxidation. 

Glassman and Yaccarino [97] also used fuel dilution with various inert types and suggested 

that flame temperature and fuel structure are the most important factors determining a non-

premixed flame’s propensity to soot and that fuel concentration was of secondary 

importance. 

The effects of temperature and fuel dilution on soot formation were isolated by 

Axelbaum and co-workers [41, 98-100] who showed that temperature effects dominate 

under heavily diluted fuel conditions while for moderate fuel dilution, where temperatures 

are only slightly reduced, dilution effects dominate. Axelbaum and co-workers also 

investigated the effects of preferential diffusion on soot formation by using several inert 

types with different diffusivities and showed that inert diffusion rates in the fuel rich region 

can influence local fuel and soot precursor concentrations thereby influencing soot 

formation [101]. 

Glassman [102] postulated that the soot formation region in fuel/air and diluted-

fuel/air flames is bounded by the incipient particle formation isotherm and the 

stoichiometric flame temperature isotherm and that the size of this region controls the soot 

volume fraction. It was stated that this distance corresponds to the particle growth time 
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before soot particle oxidation occurs at the flame, and thus the thermal diffusivity of the fuel 

or fuel additives has a direct effect on the soot growth time. Glassman showed further that 

soot formation exhibits a logarithmic dependence on temperature and a linear dependence 

on dilution. 

The effect of oxygen addition in the fuel stream was studied by Hura et al. [103, 104] 

and Sugiyama et al. [105], while Du et al. [106] studied both the effects of oxygen and carbon 

dioxide addition. The results of Du et al. [106] indicated that thermal, chemical, and dilution 

effects were significant when introducing CO2 with the fuel. When introduced with the 

oxidizer both thermal and chemical effects were observed. Oxygen addition to propane was 

shown to suppress soot chemically at concentrations up to 30 vol.%. Above 40 vol.% 

oxygen addition to propane resulted in a rapid increase in soot formation kinetics. The effect 

of varying the oxygen concentration in the oxidizer was demonstrated to be primarily 

thermal. Liu et al. [107] performed a numerical study and concluded that soot suppression 

occurs with CO2 addition to the fuel and oxidizer side due to the elevated production of the 

hydroxyl radical (OH) when CO2 is attacked by H. Increased OH was shown to attack soot 

precursors thereby reducing the soot nucleation rate, and the chemical effect was observed 

to me more significant when CO2 was added to the oxidizer. 

Glassman and Yaccarino [108] studied the effect of increasing the O2 concentration 

in the oxidizer stream on sooting heights for non-premixed coflow flames and found that 

increasing the O2 concentration has two competing effects on soot formation. The first 

effect is an increase in fuel pyrolysis and soot formation rates due to elevated adiabatic flame 

temperatures, while the competing effect is an increased particle oxidation rate near the 

flame. Results suggested that increased fuel pyrolysis and soot formation rates dominate for 
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high levels of oxygen addition while increased oxidation rates dominate for low levels of 

oxygen addition. 

By diluting the fuel with inert and using oxygen-enriched air Sugiyama [28], Du and 

Axelbaum [30], Lin and Faeth [29, 42, 109, 110], and Kang et al. [111] showed that soot 

could be eliminated in non-premixed flames of aliphatic fuels, even at high temperatures. 

Sugiyama, Lin and Faeth, and Kang et al. attributed this result to the direction of gas flow 

relative to the flame sheet. This argument can be understood by observing the spatial 

changes that occur in counterflow flames when increasing Zst. Figure 3.2 provides a simple 

schematic of the fuel/air and diluted-fuel/oxygen flames in a counterflow configuration. 

Here it is observed that the fuel/air (i.e. low Zst) flame resides on the oxidizer side of the 

stagnation point, whereas the diluted-fuel/oxygen (i.e. high Zst) flame resides on the fuel side 

of the stagnation point. In both cases, soot formation occurs on the fuel side of the flame so 

that in the fuel/air case convection carries soot particles toward the fuel-rich region 

promoting soot growth whereas in the high Zst flame convection carries the soot particles 

toward the oxygen rich region promoting soot oxidation. 

Du and Axelbaum [30] attributed the soot inhibiting effects of increased Zst to flame 

structure and considered hydrodynamic effects to be secondary. They showed further that 

for small amounts of fuel dilution and oxygen-enrichment soot is reduced primarily due to 

the lower fuel concentration, while for higher levels of fuel dilution and oxygen-enrichment 

the radical species OH and O shift toward the fuel side of the flame and appreciable O2 is 

present at the location of peak temperature resulting in a narrowing of the soot inception 

zone. The presence of O2 at the location of peak temperature for high Zst flames was 

confirmed by Sun et al. [33] and Cheng et al. [43], who validated their numerical results by 

measuring temperature and O2 concentrations via spontaneous Raman spectroscopy.  
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Figure 3.2. Schematic of counterflow flames at (a)Zst = 0.064 (ethylene/air) and (b) Zst = 0.78 (diluted-
ethylene/oxygen) 

Structural changes leading to accelerated consumption of soot and soot precursors at 

high Zst were investigated by Chao et al. [32] and Liu et al. [112] using a simplified 3-step 

reaction scheme for fuel consumption, soot or precursor production, and soot consumption 

with high activation energy asymptotics. It was demonstrated that the soot precursor 

consumption reaction had a negligible effect on the soot process for conventional fuel/air 

flames but was significant for high Zst flames. Moreover, soot precursor consumption in 

high Zst flames was attributed primarily to structure and not hydrodynamics. 

In further support of the work by Du and Axelbaum [113], non-premixed spherical 

microgravity experiments by Sunderland et al. [35] also showed that soot suppression occurs 

at high Zst predominantly due to structural effects and that convection direction has a 

secondary influence on soot inception. Sunderland et al. [36] also demonstrated that the 

flame temperature increases linearly with Zst for non-premixed flames at their sooting limits 

and attributed the linear relationship to the existence of a critical local temperature Tcr, and a 

critical local carbon-to-oxygen ratio (C/O)cr where soot formation is no longer favorable. A 

simple model was developed that correlated well with experimental data, but did not account 

for potentially important residence time effects or finite-rate chemistry. Kumfer et al. [37] 

also found that the sooting limit flame temperature increases linearly with Zst for non-
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premixed coflow flames and correlated the critical local C/O ratio for soot inception 

proposed by Sunderland et al. [36] with experimental measurements of polycyclic aromatic 

hydrocarbons (PAH). 

In this dissertation, the work presented in Chapter 4 extends the model of 

Sunderland et al. to include the effects of residence time and finite-rate chemistry and 

correlates the updated model with experimental data. Chapter 5 contains a numerical study 

investigating the presence of appreciable oxygen at the location of maximum temperature in 

high Zst flames. Part I concludes with Chapter 6, which contains another numerical study 

examining the effects of flame structure on the detailed chemistry leading to the formation 

of key soot precursor species. 
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4 Measuring and Modeling Soot Inception 

Limits in Laminar Diffusion Flames 

4.1 Introduction 

For a typical fuel/air diffusion flame, it is generally accepted that soot inception 

occurs as a consequence of fuel pyrolysis, which leads to the formation of polycyclic 

aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) and soot particles. Given that the chemistry of soot inception 

is high-activation energy, soot inception will only occur if the local temperature and 

residence time are sufficiently high. The soot inception temperature, i.e. the temperature at 

which soot is first observed on the fuel side of the flame, has been measured in sooting 

diffusion flames [114-116]. Gomez et al. [114] measured the inception temperature along the 

centerline of the coflow flame for four different fuels and determined it to be approx. 1350 

K, regardless of fuel type or level of dilution. Dobbins [117] proposed that the inception 

temperature can be predicted from an Arrhenius reaction equation, which describes the 

conversion of soot precursors to soot particles. Glassman [102] postulated that the distance 

between the incipient particle formation isotherm and the stoichiometric flame temperature 

isotherm controls the soot volume fraction. He further stated that this distance corresponds 

to the particle growth time before soot particle oxidation occurs at the flame, and thus the 

thermal diffusivity of the fuel or fuel additives has a direct effect on the soot growth time. 

Counterflow flame studies have also shown the importance of residence time on soot 

formation. For example, it has been observed that a sooting counterflow flame will become 

soot-free upon increasing the strain rate. The limiting strain rate that results in a soot-free 

flame has been measured by Kennedy [40], Du et al. [41] and Lin and Faeth [42]. 
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The local gas composition is also an important criterion for soot formation in 

diffusion flames. In the work of Du et al. [106], it was demonstrated that fuel dilution 

reduces soot. This effect was separated from the effects of temperature by using different 

inert gases, while maintaining constant flame temperature. Furthermore, it has been 

demonstrated that fuel dilution and oxygen enrichment can lead to a net reduction in soot 

formation, even at high temperatures. For example a sooting fuel/air flame can be made 

blue (soot-free) by replacing air with oxygen and diluting the fuel while maintaining constant 

flame temperature [30]. As demonstrated in Chapter 2, the relative amounts of oxygen 

enrichment and fuel dilution can be quantified by the stoichiometric mixture fraction, Zst. 

The influence of Zst on soot inception has been the subject of many investigations [29, 36, 

113, 118, 119]. Lin and Faeth [109] suggested that changes in Zst affect soot formation 

through the variation in the velocity and direction of flow normal to the flame sheet, while 

Du and Axelbaum [113] and Sunderland et al. [36] have concluded that soot inception is 

affected by Zst primarily because of its influence on the relationship between the local 

temperature and the local gas composition in the soot zone. 

In this work emphasis is placed on soot inception, which is considered here to be the 

growth of gas-phase species culminating in the creation of a luminous soot particle. 

Phenomenon occurring after particle inception, such as particle transport and surface 

oxidation, will not be considered here. In previous studies, soot inception limits were 

measured as a function of Zst in counterflow flames [41], spherical microgravity flames [36] 

and normal coflow flames [37]. In each of these studies, the flame temperature at the sooting 

limit was found to increase linearly with Zst and this behavior was attributed to the variation 

in flame structure with Zst. In other words, gas composition and its relationship to 

temperature plays a primary role in governing soot inception. In addition, a theory for 
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predicting the sooting limit data was evaluated, which assumes that soot inception can only 

occur when the local C/O ratio is equal to or above a critical value [36]. Values for the 

nonpremixed critical local C/O ratio were previously derived utilizing the normal coflow 

flame and, perhaps surprisingly, the sooting limit results agreed well with published results 

for the global C/O ratio for premixed flames for a variety of gaseous fuels [37]. However, 

these results were obtained with the assumption that the variation in residence time between 

flames had a secondary effect on the sooting limits. 

The objective of this chapter is to expand the sooting limit model to include the 

effects of finite rate soot chemistry and the characteristic residence time. In order to better 

examine these effects, both normal and inverse coflow flames are utilized. Normal flames 

are created by injecting fuel into a surrounding oxidizer stream, while inverse flames are 

created by injecting oxidizer into a surrounding fuel stream. While soot formation in the 

normal coflow flame has been well characterized, soot formation in the inverse flame has 

received less attention [120-125]. In the inverse flame, soot particles form in the fuel-rich 

region on the outside of the stoichiometric flame surface and they are not directed into the 

oxidizer stream by convection. Thus, the inverse flame is valuable for studying early-stage 

soot formation since formation processes are well separated from oxidation processes [121]. 

More importantly for this work, the inverse flame has the added advantage that the flame 

height can be varied without varying the fuel flow rate, enabling one to separate effects from 

these parameters. Studies characterizing soot formation in the inverse flame were performed 

by Sidebotham and Glassman [120, 121], who utilized gas chromatography, and Makel and 

Kennedy [122], who utilized light scattering. Vander Wal [123], Blevins et al. [124], and Oh et 

al. [125] performed studies on the early stages of soot inception in the inverse flame, while 
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Kaplan and Kailasanath [126] employed numerical simulations to compare flow-field effects 

on soot formation in normal and inverse flames. 

4.2 Experimental Methods 

The experimental setup consists of a tri-axial coflow burner surrounded by an 

octagonal stainless steel chimney with three of the steel panels replaced by acrylic window 

for optical diagnostics as shown in Fig. 4.1. The inner, secondary, and tertiary tube diameters 

are 6.2 mm, 17 mm, and 120 mm, respectively. The third coannular flow is added to ensure 

that sufficient fuel is available within the chimney when operating in the inverse mode and to 

provide for an overventilated condition independent of the secondary stream velocity. The 

gas composition exiting the outer tube (tube C) and the intermediate tube (tube B) are kept 

identical at all times. The outer flow rate is kept small, while the exit velocity of the 

intermediate stream can be increased as needed. In this way, when operating in the inverse 

mode, the velocity of the fuel stream adjacent to the oxidizer stream can be varied without 

introducing significantly more fuel into the system, which would result in safety concerns 

associated with exhausting large amounts of unburned fuel. Honeycomb is used in all 

streams to produce uniform and stable flows. The fuel (C2H4) and oxidizer mass fractions 

are controlled by dilution with nitrogen. Flow rates are measured with calibrated sonic 

nozzles. At the top of the chimney, the exhaust is forced through 6 outlet tubes and when 

operating in the inverse mode, any unburned fuel is immediately burned in room air with the 

aid of pilot flames. 
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Figure 4.1. Schematic diagram of burner for normal and inverse coflow flames. 

The sooting limit is defined as the flame condition that leads to the disappearance of 

visible soot luminosity at a given location as observed using a cathetometer in a dark room. 

In a previous study, the sooting limit as determined by soot luminosity was compared with 

the limit determined by the threshold of Rayleigh scattering of laser light from particles [41]. 
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The sooting limits based on these two methods were found to be in good agreement, and in 

fact the visible soot luminosity method was found to be slightly more sensitive than the light 

scattering method. Thus, soot luminosity will be used to obtain the sooting limit. We 

observe the sooting limit at a fixed height of 8 mm, measured from the burner exit. The limit 

is obtained by varying the total amount of inert (nitrogen) at constant Zst until yellow 

luminosity is first perceptible at the 8 mm height. That is, above this height there is yellow 

luminosity in the flame, but below this height there is no yellow luminosity at any radial 

position in the flame. 

(a) (b)(a) (b)
 

Figure 4.2. Photographs of (a) normal and (b) inverse sooting limit flames. The sooting limit is 
observed at a height of 8 mm from the burner tip. 

The adiabatic flame temperature for each sooting limit flame is computed using the 

CEA chemical equilibrium code [127]. Photographs of both a normal and inverse flame near 

the sooting limit are shown in Fig. 4.2. It is noteworthy that the soot luminosity in the 

normal flame is yellow in color, while the soot appears orange in the inverse flame. This 

difference in emission may be attributed to differences in particle temperature. 
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The flame temperature is measured in selected limit flames using a bare Pt-

6%Rh/Pt-30%Rh thermocouple constructed from 50 µm wire. Corrections for radiative 

heat loss are made using the Nusselt number correlation for convective heat transfer to a 

spherical bead, with a measured diameter of 290 µm and assuming a bead emissivity equal to 

0.22. Thermocouple temperatures in excess of approx. 2100 K are not obtainable due to the 

limits of the Pt-6%Rh/Pt-30% wire. Measurements of the velocity field are taken using laser 

Doppler velocimetry (LDV). The flows are seeded with alumina particles manufactured by 

Alfa Aesar, which have a nominal size of 0.3 µm. 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

For the first set of experiments, the flame height is held constant and the flow rate 

from the central tube is varied. In the second set, the fuel flow rate is held constant, resulting 

in a variable flame height (for the normal flame). The input parameters for all of the limit 

flames are summarized in Table 4.1, where Ve,F and Ve,O are the mean fuel and oxidizer exit 

velocities, which are determined by dividing the volumetric flow rate by the exit area, and 

YF,0 and YO,0 are the fuel and oxygen mass fractions at the burner outlet, respectively. 

Constant Flame Height For this set of experiments, the flame height is maintained at 

16 +1 mm. When Zst is varied in the normal flame configuration, a constant 16 mm flame 

height can only be obtained if the fuel stream flow rate is varied, since flame height is a 

function of both Zst and fuel flow rate. For inverse flames, flame height is controlled by the 

oxidizer stream flow rate, and thus the fuel stream flow rate can be held constant for all 

stoichiometric mixture fractions. The flow rate of the oxidizer stream in the inverse flame is 

found to have no effect on soot inception in the region of interest for the flow rates 

considered in this study. Since the fuel flow rate can be held constant and the oxidizer flow 
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rate does not affect the sooting limit, only buoyancy should have an impact on residence 

time for the sooting limit data for the inverse flames. 

Table 4.1. Input parameters for sooting limit flames 

Normal Coflow  Inverse Coflow 

Zst YF,fu YO2,ox Ve,fu Ve,ox  Zst YF,fu YO2,ox Ve,fu Ve,ox 

-- -- -- cm/s cm/s  -- -- -- cm/s cm/s 

 Exp. #1 Constant Flame Height 
 
0.20 0.259 0.222 11 17  0.20 0.259 0.222 11 45 
0.25 0.215 0.245 14 17  0.25 0.215 0.245 11 42 
0.30 0.185 0.272 18 17  0.30 0.185 0.272 11 38 
0.35 0.163 0.301 21 17  0.35 0.163 0.301 11 34 
0.40 0.148 0.338 24 17  0.40 0.148 0.338 11 31 
0.45 0.138 0.387 28 17  0.45 0.136 0.379 11 29 
0.50 0.133 0.454 31 17  0.50 0.125 0.429 11 24 
0.55 0.129 0.541 37 17  0.55 0.118 0.495 11 18 
0.60 0.126 0.648 47 17  0.60 0.111 0.568 11 17 
0.65 0.126 0.799 48 17  0.65 0.105 0.668 11 14 
           
Exp. #2 Constant Mean Exit Velocity 
 
0.17 0.314 0.218 43 43  0.24 0.220 0.244 30 30 
0.21 0.255 0.238 43 43  0.32 0.179 0.288 30 30 
0.24 0.232 0.249 43 43  0.39 0.150 0.330 30 30 
0.30 0.195 0.288 43 43  0.42 0.150 0.364 30 30 
0.36 0.168 0.324 43 43  0.45 0.145 0.404 30 30 
0.42 0.154 0.377 43 43  0.47 0.140 0.422 30 30 
0.46 0.145 0.428 43 43  0.51 0.134 0.480 30 30 
0.55 0.139 0.587 43 43  0.56 0.128 0.553 30 30 
0.59 0.133 0.647 43 43  0.61 0.125 0.680 30 30 
      0.66 0.122 0.800 30 30 
      0.73 0.110 1.000 30 30 

 

Since the sooting limit is defined for a height of 8 mm, these flames may be 

described as half blue [37]. In Fig. 4.3, the adiabatic flame temperature corresponding to the 

half blue condition is plotted as a function of Zst. In addition, the measured flame 

temperature at the flame half-height (8 mm) is plotted. The normal and inverse data are 

shown together for comparison. For both normal and inverse flames, the sooting limit flame 

temperature increases with Zst by as much as 500 °C. This is the case for both flame-types 
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despite the fact that the direction of convection for the normal flame is opposite that of the 

inverse flame. The suppression of soot with increasing Zst is consistent with results in 

counterflow flames [29, 118], spherical microgravity flames [36] and normal coflow flames 

[37]. The results further demonstrate the usefulness of oxygen-enhanced combustion in 

combination with fuel dilution as a tool for optimizing temperature while minimizing soot 

formation. 

 

Figure 4.3. Sooting limit flame temperature vs stoichiometric mixture fraction for normal and inverse 
flames. Case 1:  Constant flame height of 16 mm. 

As demonstrated in Fig. 4.3, the limits for the normal and inverse flames are similar 

for 0.2 < Zst < 0.4. Beyond Zst = 0.4 the limits for the normal flames deviate from those of 

the inverse flame. As shown in Table 4.1, at Zst = 0.20 the mean fuel stream exit velocities 

for the normal and inverse flames are nearly identical, while for larger Zst the differences 

increase by up to 300%. The increased fuel stream velocity in the normal flame may reduce 

the characteristic residence time for soot formation in coflow flames. Decreasing residence 

time results in a reduction of soot, as demonstrated by the aforementioned counterflow 
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studies [29, 41]. Thus, the deviation of the normal flame limit data from the inverse flame 

data may be a result of reduced residence time. The flow field and thus the residence time 

may be affected by both exit velocity and acceleration due to buoyancy. The influence of 

buoyancy can be assessed from the Richardson number, Ri, defined as 

Ri = gL(Tf-T0)/(T0V
2).      (4.1) 

Since we are concerned with the effects of buoyancy on the soot inception limit, we 

choose L = 8 mm (soot inception height) and V = Ve,F. The Richardson numbers for the 

extreme cases (low and high Zst) are given in Table 4.2. Indeed, for most of the flames in this 

study, Ri >> 1 indicating that the flow field is dominated by buoyancy. Thus, the exit 

velocity alone is insufficient to characterize the residence time for soot inception in these 

flames. The high-Zst normal flame, in which the Ri is on the order of unity, is an exception 

to this. In this case, the exit velocity is sufficiently high such that buoyancy effects are 

reduced and the residence time begins to scale with L/V. 

In order to obtain a more accurate characterization of residence time, the vertical 

component of velocity in the region of soot inception was measured by LDV. These results 

are also summarized in Table 4.2. Using these data, the residence time, τ, for soot inception 

is found by tracking a parcel of fuel from the burner exit to the location of soot inception, 

and is calculated from 

8

0
1 ( )

mm
V z dzτ = ∫ .            (4.2) 

It is assumed that the vertical component of velocity increases linearly with 

height, z. Earlier measurements of the entire flow field taken in similar half-blue coflow 

flames [37] indicated that this is a good approximation. As can be seen from Table 4.2, 
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the residence time in the normal flame decreases dramatically as Zst is increased, while τ 

is nearly constant (within 6%) for the inverse flame over the entire span of Zst. This is 

strong evidence that the differences between the normal and inverse sooting limits 

observed in Fig. 4.3 can be attributed to residence time. 

Table 4.2. Selected properties of sooting limit flames 

 Zst Ve V8mm Ri τ 

 -- cm/s cm/s -- ms 
Normal 0.20 11 66 32 26.1 
 0.65 48 100 2 11.3 
      
Inverse 0.20 11 87 32 21.8 
 0.65 11 80 40 23.0 

  

Constant Exit Velocity Measurements of sooting limits were performed in a 

second set of experiments in which the mean exit velocities of the fuel and oxidizer streams 

are set equal and held constant as Zst is varied. While this causes the flame length to vary, the 

sooting limit is still identified at a height of 8 mm from the burner lip throughout the 

experiments. The flow rates are kept large so that Ri = O(1) and the effects of buoyancy at a 

height of 8 mm are minimized. In this way, the residence time is held constant as Zst is varied 

and velocity gradients normal to the flame surface are minimized. For the normal flames, the 

mean exit velocity is 43 cm/sec. For the inverse flames, a mean exit velocity of 43 cm/sec 

could not be attained without flame fluctuations; thus for these flames a mean exit velocity 

of 30 cm/sec is used. Since some of the flames in these experiments are quite tall, a 12.7 mm 

stainless steel tube is placed above the flame at a height of approx. 50 mm from the burner 

to quench and stabilize the top portion of the flame and minimize flame fluctuations. The 

flames were observed with and without the quenching tube to ensure that the tube caused 

no visible effect on the sooting limit. The sooting limit results for constant residence time 

are shown in Fig. 4.4. 
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In this case, the slope of the best-fit line through the data for the normal flame is 

nearly equal to that of the inverse flame. This implies that the effects of Zst on soot inception 

are the same, regardless of the geometric differences, provided that the residence time is 

fixed. The intercept of the best-fit line is larger for the normal flame, and this is attributed to 

the overall shorter residence time associated with these flames. 

 
Figure 4.4. Sooting limit flame temperature vs stoichiometric mixture fraction for normal and inverse 
flames. Case 2: Constant gas exit velocity. 

 

In the following section, we present a simple model for sooting limits that combines 

the residence time effects demonstrated above with the idea of a critical local C/O ratio, as 

proposed by Sunderland et al. [36]. 

 

Modeling the Sooting Limit The region conducive to soot inception in a 

nonpremixed flame can be considered bounded by two locations in the fuel side, one is at a 

low temperature, below which the chemistry of soot inception is too slow; the other is at a 
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higher temperature where the local gas composition is not favorable for soot inception due 

to the presence of oxygen-containing species. This concept of two boundaries has 

similarities to that proposed in the work of Glassman [102]. In that work it was assumed that 

the high temperature sooting limit boundary was coincident with the location of 

stoichiometric flame temperature. 

For simplicity, we assume that the onset of soot can be described by a set of 

reactions that are overall first-order in fuel such that they can be represented by 

fuel             soot.     (4.3) 

The reaction rate coefficient, k, is assumed to be of Arrhenius form, and the change in soot 

mass fraction, Ysoot, due to soot formation is written as, 

 fuel
soot Y

TR
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dt
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w ⋅
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−⋅== exp          (4.4) 

where E is the activation energy for soot inception, R is the gas constant, and Yfuel is the local 

fuel mass fraction. The local fuel mass fraction can be related to the local temperature by 

imposing the classical Burke-Schumann assumptions and utilizing coupling functions. 

Through this approach, the local soot formation rate can be written as a function of 

temperature only. Thus for any flame defined by the flame temperature, Tf, and Zst we can 

write, 
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where cp denotes the constant gas specific heat and qc the heat of combustion. Also note that 

for given freestream fuel and oxidizer concentrations, Zst and Tf are uniquely defined. 

→k
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We now identify Tkin as the temperature above which the kinetics are favorable for soot 

formation. More specifically, at the location of Tkin there is a barely detectable luminous 

quantity of soot, and this critical soot mass fraction is denoted as Ysoot,c. It is assumed that 

the time required to reach Ysoot,c is proportional to the characteristic residence time, τ, and by 

considering the mean soot formation rate over the soot inception region, W = 1/L ∫ w dx, 

we can write the following, 

 ., WY csoot ⋅∝ τ         (4.6) 

By substituting Eq. 4.6 into Eq. 4.5, and lumping the constants together into a new constant, 

C0, we obtain, 
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Thus for any flame defined by Zst, Tf, and τ, Tkin can be predicted provided that C0 can be 

obtained for one set of conditions.  

The boundary on the high temperature side of the soot formation zone corresponds 

to the location at which the local gas composition is no longer favorable for soot formation 

since sufficient oxygen-containing species exist. It has been proposed that soot formation is 

no longer favorable when the local C/O ratio is less than some critical value, (C/O)cr [30]. 

Sunderland et al. [36] employed the Burke-Schumann approach and derived Eq. 4.8 below, 

which relates the local temperature to the local C/O ratio at the high temperature boundary, 
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where TC/O is the local temperature at this soot formation boundary and (C/O)cr is the 

critical carbon-to-oxygen ratio. In Eq. 4.8, m represents the number of carbon atoms and n 

the number of hydrogen atoms in fuel CmHn, and T0 denotes the inlet temperature. 

Based on Eqs. 4.7 and 4.8 above, the sooting limit occurs when the low temperature 

boundary and the high temperature boundary converge, i.e. TC/O = Tkin. For a flame at its 

sooting limit, a decrease in Zst, or an increase in either residence time or flame temperature 

will result in the appearance of luminous soot. We define Tlim as the temperature at the 

location where soot is first observed in a limit flame such that at the sooting limit Tlim = Tkin = 

TC/O. 

To use the model the pre-exponential constant (C0) in Eq. 4.7 must first be 

determined. Once this is known, Tkin can be predicted for a given residence time and Zst. The 

amount of inert in the freestreams must also be provided as this will affect the flame 

temperature. The pre-exponential factor C0 and Tkin in Eq. 4.7 can be obtained empirically. 

Since τ and Tf were measured in the inverse flames of constant flame height, this data can be 

substituted into Eq. 4.7. The overall activation energy for soot inception is available in the 

literature. Du et al. measured an activation energy for ethylene of 31 kcal/mol [113]. 

Equation 4.7 can then be solved for C0 at each experimental data point by letting Tkin vary 

until the standard deviation of C0 is minimized. The best fit for the constant flame height, 

inverse flame data was obtained for C0 = 780 K-1s-1 and Tkin. = 1640 K. Since these are limit 

flames, we can write Tkin = Tlim and thus we conclude that Tlim = 1640 K. 

Using a thermocouple, Gomez et al. [114] measured the inception temperature along 

the centerline of a heavily sooting laminar coflow flame and obtained a temperature of 

approx. 1350 K for a variety of fuels. This is in contrast to the work of Glassman et al. [128], 
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who studied heavily-diluted ethylene/air coflow flames where soot luminosity was no longer 

visible at the tip. They measured the temperature where luminosity last appeared and found 

it to be approx. 1600 K. Note that the measurements of soot inception temperature in these 

two studies were obtained using different criterion. Gomez et al. measured the centerline 

temperature where soot was first observed in sooting flames, which is consistent with our 

definition of Tkin, whereas Glassman et al. measured the temperature where soot appears in a 

flame at its sooting limit, or Tlim. The latter is more relevant to this work and the value of 

circa 1600 K fairs well with our predicted value of 1640 K. 

With Tlim known, Eq. 4.8 can now be solved for the critical C/O ratio at each 

experimental data point. Letting TC/O = Tlim = 1640 K, we obtain an average (C/O)cr of 0.53 

with a standard deviation of 0.005. The linear relationship between the flame temperature at 

the sooting limit and Zst predicted by the model is shown together with the experimental 

data from the inverse flame in Fig. 4.5, and the model is a good representation of the data.  

Interestingly, the value for (C/O)cr is similar to, though slightly lower than, the global 

critical C/O ratio that is observed in ethylene premixed flames. Harris et al. [129] observed 

that for premixed flames, the critical C/O ratio varies from 0.55 to 0.64 in the temperature 

range of 1620-1840 K. The value of (C/O)cr for ethylene obtained in this work is somewhat 

lower than the value obtained previously by this group in the study of normal coflow flames 

of constant flame height (0.53 compared to 0.60) [37]. This difference is likely due to the fact 

that the soot inception model of the previous work did not address the effects of variable 

residence time. The results in Fig. 4.3 demonstrate that the slope of the sooting limit line 

increases with Zst for the normal flames at constant flame height. As discussed, residence 

time decreases for these flames and thus the higher Zst flames are expected to have higher 

limit temperatures than they would if residence time were constant. The increase in slope 
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will in turn result in an overprediction of (C/O)cr if Eq. 4.8 is directly fitted to this sooting 

limit data as it was in [37], and thus the value of (C/O)cr = 0.6 in [37] is believed to be an 

overprediction. 

 

Figure 4.5. Comparison of measured inverse flame sooting limits and the model (line) obtained 
with Ea = 31 kcal/mol; C0 = 780 K-1 s-1, τ = 22.4 ms and (C/O)cr = 0.53. 

Plotting Eqs. 4.7 and 4.8 in Zst space provides valuable insight into the effect of Zst 

on soot inception. Both Tkin and TC/O are plotted in Fig. 4.6 as functions of Zst assuming a 

flame temperature of 2100 K and a residence time of 22 ms. The residence time was chosen 

to be similar to that of the inverse flame data in Table 4.2 but is for illustrative purposes 

only. To understand how to interpret Fig. 4.6, first consider the Tkin curve (solid line). This 

curve represents simple Arrhenius kinetics that are first order in fuel. The abscissa is the 

temperature on the fuel side of the flame and if we consider a given Zst we see that soot will 

not form in the regions where temperature is low on the fuel side (e.g. below 1450 K at Zst = 

0.3). That is, below the solid line even though there is a high concentration of fuel, the 
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kinetics are too slow to form soot in the available residence time. As we cross the solid line 

we move into a region where the temperature is sufficiently high to allow soot to form in the 

available time. The upper branch of the solid line represents a region very close to the peak 

temperature location where soot can not form because the fuel concentration is too low, 

approaching zero at the flame. Of course, multistep kinetics would alter the details of this 

description, but this simple description yields the critical features associated with flame 

structure. 

 

Figure 4.6. Representation of the collapse of the soot formation zone with increasing Zst. 

As we shall show below, the relevant branch on the Tkin curve is the lower branch, as 

the upper branch is not realizable in practice. Consider the dashed curve that represents TC/O 

obtained from Eq. 4.8. Above TC/O, soot cannot form because the C/O ratio is too low, i.e. 

there is too much oxygen available from oxygen-containing species relative to carbon from 
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carbon-containing species. Also, as can be shown from Eq. 4.8 the temperature at which this 

critical C/O ratio occurs decreases with Zst. 

This reduction of TC/O with Zst is critical to understanding why high Zst flames can be 

made to be intrinsically soot free for any strain rate, i.e., they can be “permanently” blue [42]. 

It can also be used to illustrate how, for a given residence time and flame temperature, a 

sooting limit can be achieved by increasing Zst. To illustrate this, the results from the flame 

sheet model are plotted in mixture fraction space in Fig. 4.7. These figures correspond to the 

three flames considered in Fig. 4.6, which have identical flame temperatures and residence 

times but distinct stoichiometric mixture fractions. To begin this illustration, first consider 

Case 1 (as denoted by subscript 1) in Fig. 4.6, which represents a fuel/air flame with Zst = 

0.064 and a flame temperature of approximately 2100 K. 

Moving vertically from the x-axis to point C1 in Fig. 4.6 is equivalent to moving 

along the temperature curve from right to left in mixture fraction space in Fig. 4.7a. At C1 

there is sufficient temperature, time, and fuel species for soot formation to occur on the fuel 

side of the flame where the local temperature is approximately 1250 K. At any temperature 

lower than C1 soot will not form because the chemistry is too slow. Moving vertically in Fig. 

4.6 from C1 to B1, we pass through the broad soot zone associated with the fuel/air flame, 

until we reach the location in the flame where sufficient oxygen containing species are 

available so that soot formation is no longer favored. At point B1 the soot zone ends because 

the local C/O ratio is equivalent to the critical C/O ratio. We note also that the high 

temperature soot zone boundary at B1 is not coincident with the peak temperature location 

at A1 although for low Zst flames the two are relatively close. Thus, for low Zst flames our 

results compare well with Glassman’s statement that soot particles begin forming at the 

nucleation boundary and are consumed at the location of stoichiometric flame 
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temperature[102]. As Zst increases however, the high temperature soot zone boundary moves 

away from the stoichiometric flame temperature location, as will be shown next. It is also 

noteworthy that the finite distance between the peak temperature and the high temperature 

soot inception boundary predicted by the model indicates that a dead space should exist on 

the fuel side of the peak temperature where no soot can form as has been observed by Du 

[30]. 

Increasing Zst to 0.3 while maintaining the same flame temperature and residence 

time, is Case 2 in Fig. 4.6. As we move up in temperature to point C2, we notice that the low 

temperature boundary has moved to a higher temperature compared with C1 at Zst = 0.064. 

The increased temperature necessary for the onset of soot can be explained by the lower fuel 

concentration at the Z location of C2, as indicated in Fig. 4.7b. Moving vertically from C2 in 

Fig. 4.6 we note that the high temperature boundary at B2 is found at a lower temperature 

than that of the fuel/air case. This suggests that the effect of increasing Zst results in 

oxidizing species moving farther into the fuel rich side of the peak temperature location 

where they are available to oxidize potential soot precursor species. Note that the peak 

temperatures of these two flames are the same; however, as seen in Figs. 4.7a and b, the 

location of peak temperature has shifted in mixture fraction space, as expected. 

At Zst = 0.6, we see from Fig. 4.6 that the low temperature boundary represented by 

C3 and the high temperature boundary represented by B3 have converged, indicating a 

sooting limit. If we first consider the low temperature boundary, which is governed by finite 

rate chemistry, there is sufficient fuel, temperature, and residence time for soot formation at 

C3. However, by considering the boundary governed by the critical C/O ratio, we see that 

the increase in Zst has moved oxygen-containing species farther into the fuel rich zone, 

thereby preventing soot formation at this location. We also note as before that the 
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magnitude of the peak temperature has not changed but the location of the peak 

temperature has shifted further in mixture fraction space as indicated by A3 in Fig. 4.7c. 

 

Figure 4.7. Flame sheet approximation results for Cases 1, 2, and 3 from Fig. 4.6 showing shrinking of 
soot formation zone due to convergence of low-temperature (Tkin) and low C/O ratio (high-
temperature TC/O) boundaries. 

This approach to describing the dynamics of soot inception in nonpremixed flames 

can be used to understand the controlling mechanisms for the sooting limits at different 

values of Zst. In Fig. 4.8 plots similar to Fig. 4.6 are shown for flames corresponding to the 
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inverse diffusion flames in Fig. 4.3. In Fig. 4.8a, a limit flame at Zst = 0.2 with a flame 

temperature of 1800 K is shown. For this flame temperature and residence time the model 

suggests that the sooting limit is controlled by flame temperature, residence time, and fuel 

dilution alone, with no supplemental effect from the critical C/O ratio boundary. This can 

be seen as the Tkin and TC/O curves intersect slightly above the point where Tkin has reached its 

peak value of Zst. That is, the model indicates that for a flame with a residence time of 0.022 

s and a flame temperature of 1800 K the sooting limit is achieved at Zst = 0.2 because there 

is insufficient time, temperature, and fuel—not because of the availability of oxygen 

containing species as characterized by the TC/O curve. This case is characteristic of the 

common case of a fuel/air or diluted-fuel/air flame. In Fig. 4.8b the model predicts a 

sooting limit at Zst = 0.25 for a flame temperature of 1840 K. At this temperature and 

residence time the Tkin and TC/O curves intersect below the point where Tkin has reached its 

peak value of Zst suggesting that the boundary associated with oxygen-containing species 

(the critical C/O boundary) begins to affect sooting limits when Zst > 0.2. 

In Fig. 4.8c the model predicts a sooting limit at Zst = 0.4 for a flame temperature of 

1960 K. Unlike the case in Fig. 4.8a, now the TC/O curve does not intersect the Tkin curve until 

well below the point where Tkin reaches its peak value of Zst. In other words, the soot region 

is being substantially narrowed due to the critical C/O boundary. Figure 4.8d demonstrates 

the dramatic effect of the critical C/O ratio boundary when the flame temperature is 2150 K 

at Zst = 0.65. The Tkin curve clearly extends beyond the realizable value of stoichiometric 

mixture fraction, suggesting that if the soot zone were considered to be strictly governed by 

pyrolysis then one would conclude that a sooting limit cannot exist for this flame 

temperature and residence time. On the contrary, a sooting limit is easily obtained for this 

flame because of the effect of the critical C/O ratio boundary. These results dramatically 
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illustrate that flame structure governs soot inception in high temperature oxygen-

enhanced/diluted-fuel (i.e. high Zst) flames. 

 

Figure 4.8. Representation of the sooting zones of four flames with varying flame temperatures. 

4.4 Conclusions 

A simple theory for predicting soot inception limits in nonpremixed flames has been 

presented that takes into account temperature, residence time, and gas composition. This 

model is an extension of previous soot inception models for diffusion flames in that it is 

applicable to high Zst combustion. This model is particularly useful for demonstrating how 

oxyfuel combustion may lead to reduced soot formation without a compromise in flame 

temperature. By increasing the stoichiometric mixture fraction via the combination of 

oxygen enrichment and fuel dilution, soot formation is reduced and thus the sooting limit 
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occurs at a higher temperature. This is found to occur in both normal and inverse flames. 

The sooting limit inception temperature is influenced by residence time, and when the 

effects of residence time are removed it is clear that increasing Zst affects both the normal 

and the inverse flames equally, indicating that flame configuration does not have a strong 

effect on the sooting limit. As demonstrated by the model, the effect of increasing Zst is to 

move the two boundaries of the soot formation zone towards each other. We find that the 

analysis made by Glassman [102], that the soot formation region is bounded by the 

isotherms corresponding to the incipient particle formation temperature and the 

stoichiometric flame temperature, to be a good approximation for flames of very low Zst, e.g. 

the typical fuel/air flame. The proposed sooting limit model reveals, however, that the high 

temperature soot boundary can be moved well into the fuel side of the peak temperature for 

flames with higher Zst. We find that oxygen enrichment begins to affect soot inception limits 

when Zst > 0.2. Following the work of Sunderland et al. [36], the high temperature soot 

boundary is described as the location where the local C/O ratio is equal to a critical value. 

The results of this work suggest that (C/O)cr = 0.53 for the case of ethylene. It is 

demonstrated that the soot inception temperature is not a unique quantity, but rather is 

dependent upon residence time and Zst. Finally, after comparing various measurements of 

soot inception temperature found in the literature, we find that there is an important 

distinction to be made between a soot inception temperature that is measured at the low 

temperature boundary of a large soot formation zone (Tkin), and an inception temperature 

measured at the sooting limit, where the soot zone can be considered infinitely thin (Tlim). 
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5 Structural Changes in OEC Resulting in 

the Presence of  Appreciable Oxygen at 
the Location of  Maximum Temperature 

5.1 Introduction 

When utilizing oxygen-enhanced combustion in non-premixed systems the 

concentrations of the free-stream fuel and oxidizer can have a dramatic impact on the flame 

structure, i.e. the relationship between local temperature and local species concentrations. 

When oxygen-enrichment is combined with fuel-dilution such that a constant amount of 

inert is present at the flame, the adiabatic flame temperature is unchanged. Nonetheless, the 

flame structure is changed dramatically. The extent of oxygen-enrichment and fuel dilution 

can be quantified by the stoichiometric mixture fraction, Zst, given by 

( )
2 2

1

, , ,1st O F F fu O oxZ Y Yσ
−

= +     (5.1) 

where σO2,F and Yi,j are defined as in Chapter 3. While examining the effects of flame 

structure on soot formation, Du and Axelbaum [30] showed that increasing the 

stoichiometric mixture fraction in ethylene flames can result in a nearly two order of 

magnitude increase in the concentration of molecular oxygen at the location of maximum 

temperature (xTmax), with molar concentrations of O2 reaching 8 vol.%. This phenomenon is 

referred to here as appreciable molecular oxygen at the location of maximum temperature and has been 

subsequently observed both numerically and experimentally by Sun et al. [33] in acetylene 

flames and Cheng et al. [43] in methane flames. Experimental results suggest that 
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characteristics of the OEC-process are quite sensitive to changes in the concentration of 

molecular oxygen at the location of maximum temperature. 

With regards to flame strength, Du and Axelbaum [61], Chen and Axelbaum [39], 

and Kitajima et al. [62] showed experimentally that increasing Zst results in a higher strain 

rate and scalar dissipation rate at extinction for non-premixed counterflow flames. At high 

Zst extinction scalar dissipation rates 20-40 times greater than for fuel-air flames can be 

obtained even when the equilibrium flame temperatures are the same. To understand their 

results Du and Axelbaum and Chen and Axelbaum simulated the flames using a counterflow 

flame code and proposed that the availability of oxygen in the high temperature region due 

to increased Zst accelerates the chain branching reaction H + O2 = OH + O resulting in 

improved flame strength. Furthermore, Chen and Axelbaum [39] found that at high Zst the 

flames are able to resist extinction at lower temperatures because at high Zst the location of 

radical production and xTmax are coincident, which allows the branching reaction to “make 

most efficient use” of the high temperature zone. To the contrary, in fuel-air flames the 

radical production zone is found at a lower temperature on the oxidizer side of xTmax. 

The increased presence of oxygen and oxidizing species in the region of high 

temperature for high Zst flames can also influence soot inception by affecting both the rate 

of soot precursor oxidation and the relative location of precursor oxidation to precursor 

formation as discussed in Chapter 4. Sunderland et al. [36] proposed a theory suggesting that 

in order for soot to form in a non-premixed flame the local temperature and local carbon-to-

oxygen ratio (C/O) must be above threshold values and the work in Chapter 4 expanded 

this theory to include the effects of finite-rate chemistry and residence time and developed a 

simple model that describes the region conducive to soot inception as being confined 
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between two boundaries:  a low temperature boundary that is governed by finite-rate 

chemistry and can be manipulated by changing the fuel concentration, flame temperature, or 

characteristic residence time, and a high temperature boundary that is related to the presence 

of oxygen and oxidizing species and is characterized by the local C/O ratio as described in 

Sunderland et al. [36]. 

The above findings indicate that high Zst dramatically affects flame properties, and 

that one of the primary reasons for this is that high Zst flames have appreciable molecular 

oxygen at the location of maximum temperature. While the existence of appreciable 

molecular oxygen has been observed both numerically and experimentally [30, 33, 43], no 

explanation has been given in the literature for this phenomenon. The purpose of this work 

is to develop such an explanation by using a counterflow flame code with detailed chemistry 

in order to distinguish the key sub-mechanisms responsible for the existence of appreciable 

O2 at xTmax. Results obtained in this study will further our fundamental understanding of the 

effect of oxygen-enhancement and fuel-dilution (i.e. increasing Zst) on flame structure.  

5.2 Numerical 

The counterflow flame code employed here was originally developed by Kee et al. 

[130] for premixed opposed-flow flames and was later modified for adiabatic non-premixed 

combustion by Lutz et al. [131]. Chemical reaction rates, transport properties, and 

thermodynamic properties are evaluated by the Chemkin software package. The detailed 

kinetic mechanism used here consists of 101 species and 544 reactions and was proposed by 

Wang and Frenklach [132] and modified by Appel et al. [133]. The mechanism is publicly 

available, and therefore, is not included in the appendix. 
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The accuracy of a mechanism similar to that used here was demonstrated by Sun et 

al. [33] at low and high Zst by comparing numerical results with temperature and species 

profiles obtained via spontaneous Raman spectroscopy. The larger mechanism used here 

was validated by modeling the flame conditions of Sun et al. and verifying that temperature 

and species profiles were replicated. 

The computational grid was initialized with 21 grid points and the fuel and oxidizer 

stream inlet boundaries were spaced 2 cm apart. Adaptive grid refinement was utilized 

resulting in approx. 105 grid points on average at convergence. The fuel and oxidizer stream 

exit velocities were held constant at 80 cm/s for all flames resulting in a strain-rate, a, of 62 

s-1 for the fuel-air case (Flame A), 61 s-1 for the Zst = 0.4 case (Flame B), and 68 s-1 for the Zst 

= 0.78 case (Flame C). The strain rates were determined by fitting a straight line to the 

computed velocity profile upstream of the thermal mixing layer on the oxidizer side for 

Flames A and B, and on the fuel side for Flame C. Chen and Axelbaum [39] reported 

numerically determined extinction strain rates greater than 2400 s-1 for ethylene counterflow 

flames at Tad = 2370 K, thus the flames considered in this study are far from extinction. The 

square of the gradient in mixture fraction (dZ/dx)2, which is proportional to the scalar 

dissipation rate, was also calculated at the location of stoichiometry for all flames. The values 

were found to be 0.45 cm-2, 5.76 cm-2, and 4.12 cm-2 for Flames A, B, and C, respectively. To 

ensure that the higher scalar dissipation rates of Flames B and C were not responsible for the 

increasing concentrations of O2 at xTmax, Flames B and C were generated a second time 

(labeled Flames B’ and C’) with fuel and oxidizer exit velocities of 15 cm/s resulting in strain 

rates of approx. 8 s-1 and mixture fraction gradients much closer to that of Flame A. It was 

observed that the peak temperature shift was more pronounced in Flames B’ and C’ 

resulting in an even higher concentration of O2 at the location of maximum temperature. 
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Thus, leakage is not responsible for the presence of appreciable O2 at xTmax in high Zst 

flames. Rather, this phenomenon is a result of changes in flame structure. The relevant flame 

parameters are provided in Table 5.1 for reference. 

Table 5.1. Flame Parameters 

Flame XF,fu XO2,ox a (dZ/dx)2 O2 at xTmax 
-- -- -- (s-1) (cm-2) (vol.%) 
A 1.0 0.21 62 0.45 0.34 
B 0.16 0.33 61 5.76 0.93 
C 0.08 1.0 68 4.12 8.18 
B’ 0.16 0.33 8 1.02 1.39 
C’ 0.08 1.0 9 0.76 8.22 

 

5.3 Preliminary analysis: comparing the detailed 
chemistry with the flame sheet approximation 

Significant insight can be gained by comparing the basic structure of low and high Zst 

flames obtained with detailed chemistry and with the traditional flame sheet approximation. 

For example, it is instructive to compare the case of ethylene burning in air with that of 

heavily-diluted ethylene burning in pure oxygen represented by the global reactions: 

Flame A: C2H4 + 3(O2+3.76N2) → 2CO2 + 2H2O + 11.28N2 

Flame C: (C2H4+11.28 N2) + 3O2 → 2CO2 + 2H2O + 11.28N2.  

In Flame C the stoichiometric amount of N2 is the same as that found in air except the N2 is 

placed in the fuel stream. In this way the adiabatic flame temperature is unaffected [30]; 

however, the flame structure changes dramatically as demonstrated in Fig. 5.1 below. The 

abscissa in Fig. 5.1 is the mixture fraction, Z, defined as the local fraction of mass that 

originated from the fuel stream. Thus, Z = 0 is the oxidizer boundary and Z = 1 is the fuel 

boundary. 
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In Fig. 5.1, results from the flame sheet approximation are given by the solid lines 

while the dashed lines represent numerical results similar to those of Du and Axelbaum [30] 

for flames at strain rates away from their extinction strain rates. We note first that for the 

conventional fuel-air flame shown in Fig. 5.1a the numerical results agree with the flame 

sheet approximation in that molecular oxygen is depleted at the location of maximum 

temperature, xTmax, which is coincident with the location of stoichiometric composition for 

the global reaction, xZst . The consistency of this result with the flame sheet approximation 

under fuel-air conditions may lead one to believe that O2 will be depleted at the xTmax for 

OEC as well. However, this is not the case, as demonstrated in Fig. 5.1b where we see that 

the concentration of molecular oxygen at xTmax has increased to 8 vol.% for the high Zst 

flame. 

Clearly, for high Zst flames the location of oxygen depletion is not coincident with 

xTmax because the location of maximum temperature has shifted toward the oxidizer side of 

xZst. From this preliminary analysis, there are two key questions to consider when explaining 

the presence of appreciable molecular oxygen at xTmax: 

(1) Molecular oxygen is depleted at xZst for low and high Zst flames; however, are the 

controlling mechanisms for molecular oxygen depletion the same at low and high 

Zst? 

(2) Why does xTmax shift toward the oxidizer side of xZst for high Zst flames? 
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Figure 5.1. Flame sheet approximation (solid) and numerical solution (dash-dot) for (a) ethylene/air 
(Zst = 0.064) and (b) diluted-ethylene/oxygen (Zst = 0.78). 

5.4 Results and Discussion 

5.4.1 Characterizing oxygen depletion 

To explain the presence of appreciable molecular oxygen at xTmax for high Zst flames, 

first we analyze the process of molecular oxygen depletion. Specifically we evaluate  

(i) the characteristics of the location where O2 is depleted; 

(ii) the reaction(s) responsible for O2 consumption in both low and high Zst flames. 

Figures 5.2a-c present profiles of the O2 mole fraction for Flames A-C and corresponding 

profiles of the net rate of molecular oxygen consumption and the rate of the reaction 

H + O2 = OH + O.     (5.1R) 

In this figure xZst is indicated by the filled arrow and xTmax is indicated by the open-faced 

arrow. From this figure it is clear that 5.1R is the dominant reaction responsible for O2 

consumption for flames of any Zst. We note that for all flames, the location of maximum net 
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consumption of molecular oxygen is only slightly to the fuel side (right) of xZst and that the 

concentration of O2 at each of these locations is almost identical for the three flames. 

 

Figure 5.2. Oxygen mole fraction and net rate of oxygen consumption for flames at (a) Zst = 0.064, (b) 

Zst = 0.4, and (c) Zst = 0.78. Filled arrow indicates xZst.  Open-faced arrow indicates xTmax. 

For example, the O2 mole fraction at the location of maximum O2 consumption is 

1.13 X 10-2 in the fuel-air flame, 1.06 X 10-2 in the Zst = 0.4 flame, and 1.21 X 10-2 in the Zst 

= 0.78 flame. Moreover, one could consider the location where the rate of 5.1R reaches its 

maximum to be the characteristic location of O2 depletion, independent of Zst, since the rate 

of O2 consumption diminishes rapidly and in a similar fashion for all flames beyond this 
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location on the fuel side. As mentioned previously, the location of oxygen depletion differs 

significantly from xTmax for high Zst flames because xTmax has shifted toward the oxidizer side 

of xZst. Because of this shift, Fig. 5.2 demonstrates that the concentration of O2 at xTmax 

increases from 0.3 vol.% for Flame A to 8 vol.% for Flame C. 

The location of molecular oxygen depletion, or equivalently, xZst, can also be 

identified with the location of product formation (i.e., CO2 and H2O). Figure 5.3 shows the 

net rate of 5.1R with the rates of reactions 

CO + OH = CO2 + H     (5.2R) 

and 

H2 + OH = H2O + H     (5.3R)  

for Flames A-C. The relative locations where 5.1R-5.3R occur and the basic trends of the 

distributions are similar for all three flames. 

Noting that 5.1R requires H radicals and both 5.2R and 5.3R produce H radicals, it 

can be seen that in the region where molecular oxygen is depleted, a “balancing” is observed 

between the oxygen consuming reaction (H + O2 = OH +O) and the reactions that produce 

H radicals. In this sense, we can talk about a kinetic coupling between H and OH radicals 

and moreover between 5.1R-5.3R, which confines the location of molecular oxygen 

depletion to the location of stoichiometry for flames of any Zst. Thus, we conclude that the 

mechanisms responsible for O2 depletion are unaffected by changes in Zst, and the presence 

of appreciable molecular oxygen at the location of maximum temperature is a result of the 

shift in maximum temperature relative to the location of O2 depletion at high Zst. 
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Figure 5.3. Rates of reactions 5.1R, 5.2R, and 5.3R for (a) fuel/air Zst = 0.064, (b) Zst = 0.4, and (c) 

diluted-fuel/oxygen Zst = 0.78. Filled arrow indicates xZst.  Open-faced arrow indicates xTmax. 

5.4.2 Maximum temperature shift at high Zst  

Next we investigate the shifting of xTmax relative to the location of O2 depletion at 

high Zst. Early investigations on the structure of non-premixed flames revealed distinct heat 

release “zones” within the reaction region. Pandya and Weinberg [134] and Pandya and 

Srivastava [135] observed two small valleys in the heat release profile on either side of the 

maximum heat release, suggesting a reaction region with three distinct zones. Bilger [136] 
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proposed that the reaction region in hydrocarbon diffusion flames could be described by a 

double-zone structure consisting of an endothermic pyrolysis zone and an exothermic zone 

at the location of stoichiometry. In a more recent study, Sun et al. [33] distinguished the 

following three reaction zones in ethylene flames:   

1. A zone of pyrolysis with a net conversion of C2H4 to C2H2  

2. A primary oxidation zone characterized by acetylene oxidation and CO formation  

3. A secondary oxidation zone characterized by CO2 and H2O formation via 5.2R and 

5.3R, respectively. 

With respect to the total heat release rate profile Sun et al. also noted that three distinct 

zones could be identified and associated the secondary exothermic heat release peak with 

5.2R and 5.3R and the reactions 

H + O2 + H2O = HO2 + H2O    (5.4R) 

and 

HO2 + OH = O2 + H2O.    (5.5R) 

In our flames we also see three heat release zones in the profile of the total heat release rate 

as demonstrated in Fig. 5.4. We also point out that in the low Zst flame of Fig. 5.4a the 

location of peak temperature, indicated by the open faced arrow, is coincident with the peak 

heat release location, while in the high Zst flame the location of peak temperature has shifted 

to the oxidizer side (left) of the peak heat release location. 
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Figure 5.4. Total heat release rate for (a) fuel/air Zst = 0.064, (b) Zst = 0.4, and (c) diluted-fuel/oxygen 

Zst = 0.78. Filled arrow indicates xZst. Open-faced arrow indicates xTmax. 

Figure 5.5 demonstrates that it is actually possible to identify four overlapping, but 

distinct zones with respect to heat release. The reactions responsible for the majority of the 

heat release in each zone are provided in Table 5.2, and were selected such that the overall 

shape of the total heat release profile was maintained and approx. 65% of the total integrated 

heat release was captured. 

In Fig. 5.5 each curve represents the combined heat release in each zone from the 

reactions listed in Table 5.2, e.g. Qex1 is the exothermic heat release from the dominant 
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reactions identified in Zone 1. From right to left in Fig. 5.5, we distinguish the four zones as 

the 

1. endothermic pyrolysis zone 

2. high heat intensity zone 

3. moderate heat intensity zone 

4. low heat intensity zone. 

For low Zst flames the pyrolysis zone (Zone 1) is overall endothermic; however, as Zst 

increases the endothermicity of the pyrolysis zone decreases until it eventually becomes 

overall exothermic as demonstrated by the pyrolysis zone in Fig. 5.4c. Just as exothermic 

reactions may contribute significantly in the pyrolysis zone, significant endothermic reactions 

are found in the high heat intensity zone (Zone 2) and moderate heat intensity zone (Zone 3) 

(see Table 5.2 in detail). 

 As in Sun et al. [33], we note that the dominant reactions in the endothermic 

pyrolysis zone involve the decomposition of ethylene and the vinyl radical in the formation 

of acetylene, while the reactions dominating the high heat intensity zone involve the 

oxidation of acetylene, the methyl radical, and CH by O. The moderate heat intensity zone is 

characterized by the formation of CO2 and H2O via CO and H2 oxidation by OH and the 

consumption of O2 by H radicals. Recognizing that 5.1R is endothermic while 5.2R and 5.3R 

produce substantial heat, it appears that the kinetic coupling discussed previously is further 

intensified by the interplay of the exo- and endothermic reactions in Zone 3. Furthermore, 

Fig. 5.6 demonstrates that the endothermicity of 5.1R and the exothermicity of 5.2R nearly 

mirror each other. Finally, the broad low heat intensity zone (Zone 4) is characterized by 

5.4R and 5.5R. 
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Figure 5.5. Four zones of heat release for (a) fuel/air Zst = 0.064, (b) Zst = 0.4, and (c) diluted-
fuel/oxygen Zst = 0.78. Qex(i) represents the summation of the heat released by the exothermic 
reactions associated with Zone (i). Qen(i) represents the summation of the heat consumed by the 
endothermic reactions associated with Zone (i). 
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Table 5.2. Dominant reactions in four different heat zones. 

  Exothermic Reactions 

 Qmax ≥ 20 (cal/ccm/s) 10 ≤ Qmax < 20 (cal/ccm/s) 5 ≤ Qmax < 10 (cal/ccm/s) 

Zone 1   C2H3+H(+M)=C2H2+H2(+M) 
C2H2+O=CH2+CO C+O2=CO+O CH2O+OH=HCO+H2O 
CH+H2O=CH2O+H HCCO+H=CH2*+CO CH2O+H=HCO+H2 
 C2H2+O=HCCO+H HCO+H=CO+H2 
 C+OH=CO+H CH2*+CO2=CH2O+CO 
 CH3+O=CH2O+H CH+CO2=HCO+CO 
  HCCO+O=H+CO+CO 
  CH2+OH=CH2O+H 
  C2H+O2=HCO+CO 
  CH+H=C+H2 

Zone 2 

  CH3+H(+M)=CH4(+M) 
CO+OH=CO2+H H+OH(+M)=H2O(+M)  Zone 3 
H2+OH=H2O+H   
 H+O2+H2O=HO2+H2O HO2+OH=O2+H2O 
  HO2+H =OH+OH 
  H+O2+N2=HO2+N2 

Zone 4 

  OH+OH=O+H2O 
  Endothermic Reactions 

 |Qmin| ≥ 20 (cal/ccm/s) 10 ≤ |Qmin| < 20 5 ≤ |Qmin| < 10 

Zone 1 C2H3(+M)=C2H2+H(+M)  C2H4+H=C2H3+H2 
Zone 2  HCO(+M)=H+CO(+M)  
Zone 3 H+O2=OH+O OH+OH=H2O+O  

Note: the asterisk denotes an energized molecule 

This fourth zone plays an important role in the phenomenon of appreciable 

molecular oxygen being present at the location maximum temperature in high Zst flames 

because it is displaced from the location of O2 depletion and contributes substantially to the 

secondary peak in the total heat release rate (Fig. 5.4). As noted previously, the exothermic 

contribution from 5.2R to the total heat release rate profile is counteracted by the 

endothermic heat release from 5.1R. This amplifies the observed exothermic contribution 

from 5.4R and 5.5R and displaces the secondary exothermic zone peak farther from the 

location of O2 depletion. We also point out that the production of H2O in Zone 4 differs 
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from that of Zone 3 in that the intermediate step (5.4R) forming HO2 in Zone 4 requires a 

third body and is inversely dependent on temperature. Moreover, while oxygen is consumed 

in the formation of HO2, it is produced when HO2 forms H2O in 5.5R such that the net O2 

depletion rate in Zone 4 by 5.4R and 5.5R, shown in Fig. 5.7, is an order of magnitude less 

than the peak O2 depletion rate via the reaction H+O2 = OH+O (compare Fig. 5.2). 

 

Figure 5.6. Heat release from reactions 5.1R and 5.2R for (a) fuel/air Zst = 0.064, (b) Zst = 0.4, and (c) 
diluted-fuel/oxygen Zst  = 0.78. 
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Figure 5.7. Rates of O2 destruction and production by reactions 5.4R and 5.5R for (a) fuel/air Zst = 
0.064, (b) Zst = 0.4, and (c) diluted-fuel/oxygen Zst  = 0.78. 

Figure 5.7 also shows that 5.4R and 5.5R are broadened at high Zst and that the peak 

rate of 5.4R is reduced by a factor of approx. 3 when comparing Flame A to Flame C. 

Comparing the temperatures and the H, O2, and H2O concentrations in this zone for Flames 

A and C, we note that the broadening of 5.4R and 5.5R is due to the higher O2 

concentration, while the reduced peak rate of reaction 5.4R is predominantly due to the 

increased temperature observed in this zone for Flame C because of the temperature shift. 

Even though the lower peak rate of 5.4R at high Zst reduces the amplitude of the exothermic 
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heat release in this zone, the broadening of 5.4R and 5.5R result in exothermic heat release at 

locations farther displaced from the location of O2 depletion. As will be demonstrated 

below, the separation of the location of O2 depletion and this secondary heat release zone 

contribute to the shifting of the location of maximum temperature. 

To explain the shifting of the maximum temperature relative to the location of O2 

depletion at high Zst a method of superposition was used to evaluate the effective increase in 

temperature (enthalpy) that would result from displaced point sources of heat in a diffusion 

controlled system. For simplicity, we perform a simple qualitative analysis for both low and 

high Zst flames to demonstrate the effect of two displaced heat release points. These points 

represent the primary exothermic zone where acetylene (as a product of ethylene 

decomposition) is oxidized and the secondary exothermic zone where the heat release from 

5.2R-5.5R combines to form the secondary heat release maximum. In Fig. 5.8 the vertical 

dashed lines represent the point sources of heat release. The lightweight solid lines represent 

the temperature profiles, θ1 or θ2, which would result if only the primary heat source or 

secondary heat source existed, respectively. The superposition of the two independent 

temperature profiles, θ3, is represented by the bold curve and the approximate location of 

stoichiometry is given by the filled arrow. We note immediately in Fig. 5.8b that the shifting 

of xTmax toward the oxidizer side of xZst, which results in the presence of appreciable O2 at 

xTmax for the high Zst flame, is captured in this simple demonstration. Note also that for the 

low Zst fuel-air flame of Fig. 5.8a xTmax and xZst are nearly coincident, as expected. 

The shifting of xTmax towards the oxidizer side of xZst can be explained by 

considering how the magnitude of the independent temperature profile slopes change in Fig. 

5.8 when going from low to high Zst. Beginning with the low Zst flame of Fig. 5.8a and 
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moving from left to right we see that θ3 increases with a constant slope until the location of 

the heat source responsible for θ2 is reached. At this point, the slope of θ3 is reduced because 

θ2 is decreasing; however, θ3 continues to increase because the magnitude of the positive 

slope associated with θ1 is greater than the magnitude of the negative slope associated with 

θ2. Upon reaching the location of the heat source responsible for θ1, the θ3 curve decreases 

linearly since both θ1 and θ2 decrease after this point. 

 

Figure 5.8. Superposition of temperatures resulting from two displaced heat sources for (a) low Zst 

flame (b) high Zst flame. Filled arrow indicates xZst. 

For the high Zst flame of Fig. 5.8b, moving left to right we see that θ3 again increases 

linearly until we reach the location of the heat source responsible for θ2; however, rather than 

continuing to increase after this point with a reduced slope as in the low Zst flame, θ3 begins 

to decrease. This occurs because the heat release region is closer to the Z = 1 boundary, 

which causes the magnitude of the negative slope associated with θ2 to be greater than the 

positive slope associated with θ1. Thus, at high Zst the exothermic contribution from 

reactions 5.2R-5.5R at a location displaced from the location of oxygen depletion can be 

considered responsible for the shifting of the maximum temperature relative to the location 

of global stoichiometry. 
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A more thorough analysis can be performed by obtaining values for the three heat 

source zones by integrating the total heat release profile of Fig. 5.4 numerically within each 

reaction zone. The heat sources are placed at the location in mixture fraction space where 

the local heat release extremum occurs for the respective reaction zone. For Flame A the 

fuel pyrolysis zone has a local minimum while for Flame C the fuel pyrolysis zone actually 

has a small local maximum. In the primary and secondary oxidation zones local maxima 

occur for all flames. As above, the final temperature distribution is obtained from the 

superposition of the independent temperature distributions resulting from the point heat 

sources and the results are shown in Fig. 5.9. 

In Fig. 5.9 the dashed curve (Tnum) represents the temperature profile from the 

numerical results plotted in mixture fraction space. The total heat release distribution, Qtot, is 

also included as a reference. θpyr is the temperature distribution that would result if only the 

heat release from the fuel pyrolysis zone were considered, θpri is the temperature that would 

result if only the exothermic heat release from the primary oxidation zone were considered, 

and θsec is the resulting temperature if only the exothermic heat release from the secondary 

oxidation zone were considered. The bold line (Tsup) represents the superposition of these 

temperatures. The location of Zst is indicated by the filled arrow. 

We first note in Fig. 5.9 how well this simple three step empirical correlation 

captures the temperature profile produced by the flame code. By including the endothermic 

zone as a third heat source in the low Zst fuel-air flame (Fig. 5.9a) we see how the 

endothermic reactions result in a narrowing of the high temperature region in mixture 

fraction space. In Fig. 5.9b we again demonstrate how the location of maximum temperature 

shifts to the oxidizer side of xZst. Furthermore, we note that the pyrolysis zone has a 
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negligible effect on the temperature profile and the region of high temperature is broadened 

in mixture fraction space for the high Zst flame due to the secondary exothermic zone. 

 

 
Figure 5.9. Comparison of temperature profiles from the detailed numerical model and that resulting 
from the superposition of temperatures based on three point source heat zones for (a) the low Zst 

(fuel/air) flame and (b) the high Zst (diluted-fuel/oxygen) flame. Filled arrow indicates xZst. 
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5.5 Conclusions 

The presence of appreciable molecular oxygen at the location of maximum 

temperature in oxygen-enhanced combustion of ethylene was analyzed computationally 

using a detailed kinetic mechanism. Based on this analysis, it was found that: 

1) The characteristic location of molecular oxygen depletion is nearly coincident with 

the location of stoichiometry, which can be characterized by the location of 

maximum CO2 or H2O production for both conventional and oxygen-enhanced 

combustion. 

2) Molecular oxygen consumption is dominated by H radical attack for both 

conventional and oxygen-enhanced combustion, and an apparent kinetic and thermal 

coupling was observed between this endothermic reaction and the exothermic 

reactions producing CO2, H2O, and H radicals. 

3) Four heat zones can be distinguished within the reaction region, namely a pyrolysis 

zone that is endothermic at low Zst and is slightly exothermic at high Zst, a high heat 

intensity zone where acetylene is oxidized by O, a moderate heat intensity zone 

where the majority of CO2 and H2O are formed, and a low heat intensity zone that 

broadens and extends farther into the oxygen rich region at high Zst due to the 

increased O2 concentrations. 

4) The presence of appreciable molecular oxygen at the location of maximum 

temperature for high Zst flames is due to a shifting of the location of maximum 

temperature relative to the location of molecular oxygen depletion. This shifting 

occurs at high Zst due to 
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i. finite-rate reactions that release heat at a location displaced toward the 

oxidizer side of the location of stoichiometry, O2 depletion, or maximum 

heat release and contribute substantially to a secondary peak in the total heat 

release rate profile 

ii. the relative location of the heat release region with respect to the Z = 0 and 

Z = 1 boundaries in mixture fraction space.  

Finally, the shifting of the location of maximum temperature was explained by considering 

the superposition of the temperature profiles that would result from two displaced heat 

sources. 
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6 Structural Effects on Soot Precursor 

Kinetics Resulting in Soot-Free Flames 

6.1 Introduction 

 As discussed in previous chapters, for non-premixed flames the free-stream fuel and 

oxidizer concentrations can dramatically impact the flame structure and soot formation 

characteristics; and, the extent of oxygen-enhancement and fuel-dilution can be quantified by 

the stoichiometric mixture fraction, Zst. Lin and Faeth [42] demonstrated that at sufficiently 

high Zst “permanently blue” counterflow flames (i.e. flames in which soot formation does 

not occur even at strain rates approaching zero) could be obtained and concluded, as did 

Sugiyama [28], that the soot inhibiting effect of oxygen-enrichment and fuel-dilution was due 

to hydrodynamics. As discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 however, experiments in which the 

influence of convection direction was minimized or eliminated indicate that flame structure 

is the primary factor influencing soot formation in permanently blue flames with convection 

direction playing a secondary role. Theoretical studies by Chao et al. [32] and Liu et al. [112] 

using a simplified three-step reaction scheme and high activation energy asymptotics reached 

a similar conclusion. 

While the evidence discussed up to this point indicates structural changes in high Zst 

flames are responsible for the permanently blue flame phenomenon, a detailed investigation 

has not been done showing how structure affects the formation and destruction of key 

species leading to soot. This work uses a counterflow flame code with detailed chemistry to 

examine the dominant chemical pathways leading to the formation of phenyl and benzene 

and investigates, in detail, the rates of acetylene and propargyl production and destruction 
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for a set of nine ethylene flames ranging from low Zst (fuel burning in air) to high Zst 

(diluted-fuel burning in oxygen). The main objective of this work is to demonstrate and 

explain how altering flame structure by increasing Zst leads to changes in the soot formation 

pathway and, consequently, soot-free flames. 

6.2 Numerical 

The counterflow flame code employed here was described in Chapter 5. Chemical 

reaction rates, transport properties, and thermodynamic properties are evaluated by the 

Chemkin software package as before. The chemical mechanism used in this study combines 

the latest release from Wang et al. [137] with chemistry up to pyrene from Wang and 

Frenklach [132] and Appel et al. [133]. The mechanism contains 143 species and 938 

reactions and, as this mechanism is a hybrid of two publicly available mechanisms, is 

included in Appendix B for reference. The accuracy of this mechanism was confirmed 

according to the method described in Chapter 5. 

The computational grid was initialized with 21 grid points and the fuel and oxidizer 

stream inlet boundaries were spaced 2 cm apart. Adaptive grid refinement parameters were 

adjusted to ensure the attainment of converged solutions. Flame parameters are provided in 

Table 6.1 and the strain rates were determined as described in Law [63]. The square of the 

gradient in mixture fraction (dZ/dx)2, which is proportional to the scalar dissipation rate, was 

calculated at the location of stoichiometry for all flames. The mixture fraction, Z, is defined 

as the local fraction of mass that originated from the fuel stream and for one-step chemistry 

can be written as  
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where Yi and σ are defined as before in Chapter 3. A more general expression based on the 

local mass fractions of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen atoms is given by 
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where m and n represent the number of carbon and hydrogen atoms, respectively, in the fuel 

CmHn [138, 139]. Thus, the mixture fraction provides an indication of the level of mixing at a 

given location in the flame while the gradient of the mixture fraction is an indicator of the 

rate of mixing. 

Table 6.1. Flame parameters 

 Flame Zst XF,fu XO2,ox a (dZ/dx)2 at Zst  

 -- -- -- (s-1) (cm-2) 

A 0.06 1.00 0.21 8.7 0.08 
B 0.10 0.64 0.22 8.9 0.17 
C 0.20 0.32 0.25 8.9 0.45 
D 0.30 0.21 0.28 9.2 0.78 
E 0.40 0.16 0.33 9.4 0.98 
F 0.50 0.13 0.40 9.6 1.12 
G 0.60 0.11 0.51 9.8 1.08 
H 0.70 0.10 0.70 9.7 0.98 
I 0.78 0.08 1.00 9.8 0.75 

6.3 Results and Discussion 

To illustrate the effects of increasing Zst on flame structure, consider first the 

temperature, and species profiles of the fuel/air (Zst = 0.064) and diluted-fuel/oxygen (Zst = 

0.78) flames shown in Figs. 6.1a and b, respectively. Note the location of each flame relative 

to the stagnation point, the oxygen mole fraction at the location of peak temperature, and 

the fuel mole fraction at 1600 K in the two flames. The selection of 1600 K is justified by 

the results of Glassman and coworkers who measured a temperature of 1600 K in heavily 

diluted ethylene/air coflow flames at the location where soot was no longer visible in the tip 
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[128] and the work of Sunderland et al. [36] and Kumfer et al. [37, 38] who observed a 

correlation between a local temperature near 1600 K and soot-free conditions when varying 

Zst. 

 

Figure 6.1. Computed temperature and species profiles for (a) Flame A (fuel/air, Zst=0.064) and (b) 

Flame I (diluted-fuel/oxygen, Zst=0.78). Arrow indicates the location of the stagnation point. Asterisk 
indicates the mole fraction of ethylene at 1600 K. 

In Fig. 6.1a it can be seen that the fuel/air flame is located on the oxidizer side of the 

stagnation point, the oxygen is nearly depleted at the location of peak temperature, and the 

mole fraction of ethylene at 1600 K (indicated by the asterisk) is approx. 0.05. In contrast, 
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the results in Fig. 1b demonstrate that the high Zst flame resides on the fuel side of the 

stagnation point, more than 5 vol.% oxygen is found at the location of peak temperature, 

and the mole fraction of ethylene at 1600 K is approx. 0.01. Clearly, the relationship between 

the local temperature and local fuel and oxygen species concentrations is significantly 

different in these two flames. 

In Fig. 6.2 the mole fraction profiles of the hydroxyl radical (OH), H, O, O2, and 

acetylene are plotted along with temperature profiles for Flame A and Flame I. In this figure 

the abscissa is the local carbon-to-oxygen ratio (C/O) given by 
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Du and Axelbaum [30] first discussed the local C/O ratio as a potentially important 

parameter for characterizing a non-premixed flame’s propensity to soot. Sunderland et al. 

[36] and Kumfer et al. [37], as well as the results presented in Chapter 4, showed a 

correlation between soot-free conditions in ethylene flames and a local C/O ratio of 0.5-0.6 

at a local temperature of ca. 1600 K. It was suggested that for high Zst flames in the region 

where the local C/O ratio was 0.5-0.6, the increased presence of oxidizing species may 

inhibit soot formation. Thus, it is instructive to consider the structure of low and high Zst 

flames in C/O ratio space. Comparing Figs. 6.2a and b it is observed that in C/O ratio space 

the location and shape of the radical profiles is similar for low and high Zst flames and it is 

apparent that the region associated with a local C/O ratio in the range of 0.5-0.6 can be 

identified with the edge of the O2 concentration profile and the edge of the radical pool. 

Note also that the location of the peak OH and O concentrations is fixed near the location 

where the local C/O ratio is in stoichiometric proportion (based on the global reaction of 

ethylene with oxygen). This was discussed in Chapter 5, and is due to the coupling of the 
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chain branching reaction H+O2=OH+O to CO2 and H2O production via 

CO+OH=CO2+H and H2+OH=H2O+H [140]. More specifically, the chain branching 

reaction requires heat and H radicals to produce OH and O, while the dominant CO2 and 

H2O formation reactions supply heat and H radicals and require hydroxyl radicals. 

 

Figure 6.2. Concentration profiles of OH, O, H, O2, and C2H2 along with temperature in C/O ratio 

space for (a) Flame A (low Zst) and (b) Flame I (high Zst). The dashed lines indicate the region 
between 0.5 ≤ C/O ≤ 0.6. 

Next, consider the temperature and acetylene concentration profiles in Figs. 6.2a and 

b and assume for simplicity that the local temperature and local acetylene concentration is 

sufficient to characterize the flame’s propensity to soot. At C/O = 0.5 the concentration of 
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acetylene is similar in Flame A and Flame I; however, the temperatures at this location differ 

by more than 200 K even though the peak temperatures and adiabatic flame temperatures 

are the same. Moreover, in the region between C/O = 0.5 and C/O = 0.8 the temperature 

drops off more rapidly in Flame I compared to Flame A. Thus, even with similar acetylene 

concentrations at C/O ≈ 0.5 one might expect reduced soot or no soot in Flame I due to 

the lower temperatures inhibiting the high activation energy kinetics of soot formation. 

Nevertheless, this simple example does not explain the existence of permanently blue flames 

since based on this argument soot could still form at these temperatures in Flame I given 

sufficient residence time. Clearly, a more thorough analysis of the changes that occur in the 

key soot precursor reaction steps at high Zst is required to understand the permanently blue 

flame phenomenon. 

As it is well accepted that the formation of the first aromatic ring is an important 

step in the path to soot formation for aliphatic fuels [91, 141], this investigation begins by 

evaluating the effects of structure on the detailed chemistry leading to the formation of 

benzene and phenyl. The dominant pathways to benzene and phenyl in both the fuel/air 

(low Zst) and diluted-fuel/oxygen (high Zst) flames were determined based on a reverse 

pathway analysis, which can be explained by the following illustration. 

Based on the chemical mechanism used here, eight reactions contribute to the net 

formation of phenyl (C6H5) as shown in Fig. 6.3. To determine the contribution from each 

reaction to the total phenyl produced, the net reaction rate profiles were integrated for each 

reaction over the entire domain. Because some reactions produce phenyl in one region of 

the flame and consume phenyl in another region of the flame, only the net positive 

contribution is considered in this analysis. In this way, spatial variations in the net direction 

of each reaction that may result in some reactions being neglected or considered of less 
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importance can be accounted for. Once the rates have been integrated, the sum of these 

quantities represents the total rate of phenyl produced via all contributing reactions in the 

flame. The relative contribution from each reaction was then determined based on the ratio 

of the integrated individual quantities to the sum. 

C6H5
C3H3+C3H3

C6H6+OH

C6H5C2H+H

n-A1C2H2

C6H6+CH3

C6H6+H

o-C6H4+H(+M)

C6H5C2H+OC6H5C2H+O

 

  Figure 6.3. Diagram showing all phenyl producing reactions in [137]. 

In Fig. 6.4, the relative contributions from phenyl producing reactions are shown in a 

pie chart. For this analysis, and for other species evaluated, reactions producing less than 

2.5% of the total have been neglected. Consistent with recent literature, it is clear from Fig. 

6.4 that propargyl (C3H3) self-combination is the dominant reaction leading to phenyl [91]. 

Continuing in reverse order and performing this same analysis with propargyl substituted for 

phenyl yields the dominant propargyl producing reactions as shown in Fig. 6.5. This reverse 

pathway analysis was utilized to evaluate the dominant pathways to benzene and phenyl at 

both low and high Zst, and a graphical representation of the results is provided in Figs. 6.6a 

and b. Though not shown in the figure, the analysis was considered complete when the 

primary production reaction of the analyzed species was fuel decomposition. 
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Figure 6.4. Relative contribution of individual phenyl producing reactions to total phenyl production 
rate. 

 

 Figure 6.5. Graphical representation of dominant propargyl formation reactions. 

The weight of the arrows in Fig. 6.6 indicates the relative net integrated contribution 

for a given reaction. Most importantly, it is apparent that in the low Zst fuel/air flame two 

dominant routes exist for propargyl formation from acetylene; however, in the high Zst 

diluted-fuel/oxygen flame a reaction in the pathway through propyne (pC3H4) is reversed in 

all regions of the flame, and in fact, becomes the dominant route for propargyl destruction. 

As will be presented in detail below, this is a key point in understanding how the flame 

structure in high Zst flames leads to soot-free conditions at high temperature. In the 
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following discussion an analysis is presented of the changes that occur in the acetylene and 

propargyl concentrations and the dominant acetylene and propargyl formation and 

destruction reactions, which lead to the observed changes in the soot formation pathway at 

high Zst. 
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Figure 6.6. Dominant pathways to benzene and phenyl at (a) Zst =0.064 and (b) Zst = 0.78. Note: * 
indicates an activated or energized species. 
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Acetylene Chemistry  Recognizing that acetylene is an important species in both the 

formation and growth of aromatics, the effects of increasing Zst on the integrated amount of 

acetylene and the rates of the dominant acetylene production and destruction reactions are 

first evaluated. A qualitative functional dependence is sought between the total acetylene 

concentration in the flame and the free-stream ethylene concentration in the form of 

[ ] b
fuFtot BXdxHCHC ,22,22 ∫ ==  where x is the coordinate normal to the flame and the 

integration is performed along the stagnation streamline, B is an arbitrary constant, and b = 1 

if the total amount of acetylene in the flame is linearly dependent on the free-stream fuel 

concentration. To determine b, the natural log of the total amount of acetylene in the flame 

is plotted against the natural log of the free-stream fuel concentration in Fig. 6.7. 

 

Figure 6.7. Natural log of the total acetylene concentration in the flame vs natural log of free-stream 
fuel mole fraction. The linear regression fitted to points from flames with similar scalar dissipation 
rates in the region of interest indicates that the total acetylene is proportional to the free-stream fuel 
concentration. 
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Note that additional flame results, not included in Table 6.1, were computed in the range of 

Zst = 0.1 to 0.3 for this figure. The qualitative functional dependence sought here is only 

considered valuable for flames having similar scalar dissipation rates at the location of peak 

acetylene production. When considering a plot of the mixture fraction in physical space as 

shown in Fig. 6.8, it can be seen that for low and high Zst flames the local mixture fraction 

gradient, which is proportional to the scalar dissipation rate, in the reaction region (i.e. the 

region near stoichiometry) can vary significantly. Note also that in Table 6.1 it was observed 

that the scalar dissipation rate at the location of stoichiometry is a strong function of Zst in 

the range of 0.064 < Zst < 0.3, while the changes are moderate for 0.3 < Zst < 0.78. 

However, at the location of peak acetylene production, which is displaced toward the fuel 

side of the location of stoichiometry, it was observed that the scalar dissipation rate 

remained nearly constant for flames between 0.2 ≤ Zst ≤ 0.6. Thus, in this range of Zst the 

apparent order of acetylene with respect to the free-stream fuel concentration may be 

determined. 

 

Figure 6.8. Mixture fraction in physical space showing the variation with increasing Zst. Changing Zst 
can result in different local mixture fraction gradients in the reaction region. 
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 Ignoring the two points on the far left and the four points on the far right in Fig. 6.7 (since 

these results are from flames with different scalar dissipation rates at the location of peak 

acetylene production) a linear fit to the remaining nine points yields a slope of unity with a 

coefficient of determination of 0.997; thus, b = 1.0 and the total amount of acetylene in the 

flame is proportional to the free-stream fuel concentration for the conditions investigated 

here when 0.2 ≤ Zst ≤ 0.6. In the following discussion, changes in the individual acetylene 

reactions as a function of Zst are considered. 

In the mechanism used in this study there are 80 reactions involving acetylene 

chemistry; however, the net rate of acetylene production can be adequately represented 

(within 5%) at low, moderate, and high Zst by the 11 reactions below. 

 C2H3(+M)=C2H2+H(+M) (6.1R) 

 C2H2+O=CH2+CO (6.2R) 

 C2H2+O=HCCO+H (6.3R) 

 C2H2+OH=CH2CO+H (6.4R) 

 C2H2+C2H=C4H2+H (6.5R) 

 C2H+H2=C2H2+H (6.6R) 

 C2H2(+M)=H2CC(+M) (6.7R) 

 C2H2+CH3=pC3H4+H (6.8R) 

 C2H2+CH2=C3H3+H (6.9R) 

 C2H2+CH2
*=C3H3+H (6.10R) 

 H2C4O+H=C2H2+HCCO (6.11R) 
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To determine the relative contribution of each of these reactions to the total net production 

and destruction of acetylene, the net rate profiles of each reaction were integrated and the 

ratio of the individual rate components to the sum of all components from each rate was 

calculated as described previously. As shown in Fig. 6.9, in the low Zst fuel-air flame 6.1R 

contributes approx. 80% of the total net acetylene production with the remaining 20% 

produced by 6.7R and 6.11R. 

 
 Figure 6.9. Contribution to total net acetylene production from selected reactions vs. Zst. 

More dramatic changes are observed in the relative contributions of the dominant acetylene 

destruction reactions when changing Zst, as shown in Fig. 6.10. Specifically, the dominant 

oxidation routes for acetylene, which include 6.2R-6.4R, combine to account for approx. 

50% of the total net acetylene destroyed in the fuel/air flame, while at high Zst, 6.2R-6.4R 

account for more than 80% of the total net acetylene destruction. Thus, at high Zst more 

acetylene is consumed by oxidation than at low Zst resulting in less acetylene available for 

subsequent PAH and soot growth via the HACA mechanism. Also, given that soot 
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nucleation and surface growth is often linked to the gas-phase through a first-order 

dependency on acetylene, as in Leung et al. [142], soot models for OEC may have to be 

updated since the results in Fig. 6.10 indicate that the acetylene destruction chemistry 

changes at high Zst. 

 

 Figure 6.10. Contribution to total net acetylene destruction from selected reactions vs. Zst. 

 

Propargyl Chemistry  It is generally accepted that for aliphatic fuels the self-

combination of the resonantly-stabilized propargyl radical is the dominant source of the first 

aromatic ring and is therefore the rate-limiting step for soot formation [83-91]. Thus, it 

seems plausible that the existence of permanently blue ethylene flames may be related to the 

effects of increasing Zst on either reactions forming propargyl or the self-combination 

reaction itself.  

A qualitative functional relationship similar to that considered above for acetylene is 

sought for propargyl. In Fig. 6.11 the natural log of the total propargyl in the flame is plotted 
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versus the natural log of the free-stream fuel concentration. Unfortunately, the scalar 

dissipation rate at the location of peak propargyl formation is a relatively strong function of 

Zst making this analysis controvertible. Nevertheless, neglecting the differences in scalar 

dissipation rate the results suggest that the total amount of propargyl in the flame is greater 

than would be anticipated based on a linear dependence on the free-stream fuel 

concentration for 0.064 ≤ Zst ≤ 0.2, while for Zst > 0.4 the total propargyl scales with the 

square of the free-stream fuel mole fraction. This being the case, a change in the free-stream 

fuel concentration yields a larger reduction in the total propargyl in a high Zst flame resulting 

in less benzene and phenyl formation via propargyl self-combination. 

 

Figure 6.11. Natural log of total propargyl concentration in the flame vs natural log of free-stream fuel 
mole fraction.  

Next, the effects of increasing Zst on the dominant propargyl formation and 

destruction reactions are considered.The mechanism used in this study includes 36 reactions 

involving propargyl and nearly all reactions are needed to accurately describe the net rate 
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profile. For brevity, only the reactions that combine to account for approx. 80% of the total 

propargyl production and destruction are listed below. Note that 6.9R and 6.10R from above 

also belong to this list. 

 pC3H4=C3H3+H (6.12R) 

 aC3H4+OH=C3H3+H2O (6.13R) 

 C3H3+C2H2=C5H5 (6.14R) 

 pC3H4+OH=C3H3+H2O (6.15R) 

 pC3H4+H=C3H3+H2 (6.16R) 

 CH3+C2H=C3H3+H (6.17R) 

 C3H3+ C3H3=C6H5+H (6.18R) 

 C3H3+ C3H3=C6H6 (6.19R) 

 C3H3+ HCCO=C4H4+CO (6.20R) 

 C3H3+ CH2=C4H4+H (6.21R) 

 C3H3+ H=aC3H4 (6.22R) 

 C3H3+ O=CH2O+C2H (6.23R) 

 C3H3+CH3(+M)=1,2-C2H6(+M) (6.24R) 

In Fig. 6.12 the relative contributions of selected reactions to the total net propargyl 

formation are plotted as a function of Zst. Here significant changes in the contributions from 

6.9R and 6.12R are observed, with smaller changes occurring for 6.10R, 6.13R, and 6.14R. In 

fact, in the fuel/air flame 6.12R is responsible for more than 30% of the propargyl formed, 
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but produces no propargyl at Zst = 0.3 and beyond. Note also that OH is active in propargyl 

formation, not destruction. 

 
 Figure 6.12. Contribution to total net propargyl production from selected reactions vs. Zst. 

Next consider the contributions from selected reactions to the total destruction of 

propargyl as a function of Zst shown in Fig. 6.13. In the fuel/air flame 40% of the total 

propargyl destroyed forms phenyl through 6.18R with nearly 20% forming benzene via 

6.19R. At high Zst these pathways are virtually eliminated. Note also that the percentage of 

propargyl destroyed by O is unaffected when increasing Zst. There is a dramatic change in 

the percentage of propargyl destroyed by 6.12R at high Zst, rising to approx. 75% of the total 

propargyl destruction in the Zst = 0.78 flame. As shown previously in Figs. 6.9 and 6.10, 6.8R 

demonstrated a similar phenomenon resulting in propyne destruction (and thus acetylene 

formation) rather than propyne formation for Zst > 0.3. The following analysis seeks to 

determine why these changes in the forward and reverse rates occur for 6.8R and 6.12R with 

increasing Zst. 
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 Figure 6.13. Contribution to total net propargyl destruction from selected reactions vs. Zst. 

Two important factors influence the net direction of 6.8R and 6.12R in low and 

high Zst flames. The first factor to consider is that H is produced in both 6.8R and 6.12R, 

and if sufficient H is available locally the reverse of these reactions will be preferred, 

even at high temperature. The second factor to consider is that 6.8R and 6.12R are 

endothermic reactions (i.e., the equilibrium constants (Kc) increase with temperature). 

Thus, if the flame structure is altered such that the temperature in the reaction region of 

6.8R and 6.12R is lowered, Kc will be reduced resulting in an increase in the reverse rate 

constant (krev) relative to the forward rate constant (kfor). As shown in Fig. 6.14a, in the 

fuel/air flame a location exists on the fuel side of stoichiometry where the local 

temperature is high (ca. 2000 K) but sufficient H is available to drive 6.8R and 6.12R 

from net propyne and propargyl production to net destruction. In the Zst = 0.2 flame of 

Fig. 6.14b, which would still be producing soot based on the results of Du and Axelbaum 

[30] and Lin and Faeth [109], there are three important observations: 1) a small region on the 
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fuel side (right) of the peak rates of 6.8R and 6.12R exists where the temperature is low and 

the reverse rates are preferred, 2) the peak net rates of 6.8R and 6.12R near 1800 K have 

been reduced by a factor of approx. 4, and 3) just as in the fuel/air flame the reverse rates of 

6.8R and 6.12R dominate in the region of high H concentration and high temperature. 

 
Figure 6.14. Rate profiles for reactions 6.8R and 6.12R, H mole fraction profile, and temperature 
profile in physical space for (a) Flame A, (b) Flame C, (c) Flame D, and (d) Flame I. 

In Fig. 6.14c it is observed that in the Zst = 0.3 flame, which is approaching the 

permanently blue flame conditions observed by Du and Axelbaum [30] and Lin and Faeth 

[29], that the two regions of net propyne and propargyl destruction by 6.8R and 6.12R can 

still be distinguished; however a region of net propyne and propargyl production through 

6.8R and 6.12R no longer exists. In the high Zst flame shown in Fig. 6.14d, which is well 
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beyond the conditions required to achieve a permanently blue flame, the two regions of 

propyne and propargyl destruction by 6.8R and 6.12R are indistinguishable and the rates are 

amplified as the region of low temperature has merged with the edge of the H radical profile. 

Thus, at high Zst the two factors that influence the preferred direction of 6.8R and 6.12R 

(low temperature and ample H concentration) combine to drive the propargyl formed 

through 6.9R and 6.14R back to propyne and subsequently back to acetylene thereby 

significantly reducing the opportunity for benzene and phenyl formation by propargyl self-

combination. 

6.4 Conclusions 

The phenomenon of high Zst soot-free non-premixed flames at strain rates 

approaching zero (a.k.a. permanently blue flames) has been attributed to the effects of 

hydrodynamics by Lin and Faeth [29, 42, 109] and flame structure by Du and Axelbaum [30]. 

Experiments performed with spherical flames in microgravity by Sunderland et al. [34-36], in 

which the effects of hydrodynamics and structure could be isolated, have confirmed that 

structure is primarily responsible for soot suppression at high Zst with hydrodynamics having 

a secondary effect. In this work a counterflow flame code with detailed chemistry was used 

to understand the effects of flame structure, as described by Zst, on the chemistry of soot 

precursors leading to the permanently blue flame phenomenon. The dominant pathway 

leading to the formation of the first aromatic ring (i.e. benzene and phenyl) was evaluated at 

low and high Zst and significant changes were observed in the production and destruction 

characteristics of species critical to soot formation and growth, namely acetylene and 

propargyl. 
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When increasing Zst the total amount of acetylene in the flame is proportional to the 

free-stream ethylene concentration for flames with similar scalar dissipation rates in the 

region of acetylene production. Negligible changes are observed in the relative contributions 

of the dominant acetylene formation reactions with increasing Zst; however, the percentage 

of acetylene destroyed by direct oxidation reactions with O and OH increases from about 

50% to more than 80% for the diluted-fuel/oxygen flame when compared with the fuel/air 

flame. Thus, at high Zst a greater percentage of the acetylene destruction in the flame is due 

to oxidation. 

In the fuel/air flame two dominant propargyl formation routes are observed—one 

direct route via the reaction of acetylene with methylene (and activated methylene) and a 

second via H abstraction from propyne, which is predominantly formed from acetylene 

reacting with the methyl radical. As Zst is increased, propargyl formation through propyne is 

eliminated and this route becomes the dominant propargyl destruction route. The net 

direction of the dominant acetylene→propyne and propyne→propargyl reactions can be 

influenced by the local H concentration and the local temperature. At low Zst these reactions 

proceed in the direction of soot formation until a sufficiently high H concentration in the 

high temperature region promotes the reverse rates. As Zst increases the flame structure 

changes resulting in lower temperatures and more H in the pyrolysis zone, which promotes 

the reverse reactions of the acetylene→propyne and propyne→propargyl pathway. Thus, at 

high Zst the formation of the first aromatic ring via propargyl self-combination is severely 

limited because a key pathway that dominated propargyl production at low Zst has been 

reversed resulting in rapid propargyl destruction. 
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7 Background 

The fundamental studies presented in Part I of this dissertation demonstrated that 

for non-premixed flames the free-stream fuel and oxidizer concentrations can dramatically 

influence flame structure and soot formation. These studies were partially driven by the 

potential for wide-scale deployment of oxy-fuel combustion in coal-fired power plants (oxy-

coal combustion) as an enabling tool for carbon capture and sequestration (CCS), and a need to 

understand the influence of the fuel and oxidizer compositions on flame characteristics. 

Oxy-fuel combustion is one configuration of oxygen-enhanced combustion involving the 

use of an oxygen stream mixed with externally recycled flue gases (RFG) as the oxidizer. 

Because the fuel, oxygen, and RFG can be controlled independently, the fuel and oxidizer 

stream compositions can be altered in a manner somewhat similar to the gaseous flames 

studied in Part I of this work. A key objective of Part II therefore, is to investigate the 

effects of varying the compositions of the coal carrier gas stream (primary oxidizer stream) 

and the concentric or secondary oxidizer stream on nitric oxide (NO) emissions during oxy-

coal combustion. Other objectives include parameterizing the laboratory-scale combustor 

utilized in this study under air-fired conditions and examining the effect of cofiring biomass 

with coal on NO emissions under both air-fired and oxy-fuel conditions. The sections that 

follow provide background and supporting information on coal, biomass, the combustion of 

solid fuels, and the formation of nitrogen oxides during coal and biomass combustion. For 

more detailed information on the combustion of solid fuels the reader is referred to [64, 143-

145]. For more information on biomass combustion and cofiring the reader is referred to 
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Van Loo and Koppejan [25]. A review of NOx formation during the combustion of solid 

fuels can be found in Glarborg et al. [146]. 

7.1 Coal 

7.1.1 Coal Formation and Characterization 

Coal is a solid, brittle, combustible sedimentary rock containing both organic and 

inorganic components. Its formation is believed to have occurred as a result of temperature 

and pressure acting on the remains of fallen plants buried beneath the earth’s surface over 

the course of 200-300 million years. From an elemental perspective, coal contains varying 

amounts of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, and sulfur along with trace amounts of 

other species and mineral matter [147, 148]. Coal can be classified as lignite, subbituminous, 

bituminous, and anthracite, with lignite more closely resembling the original plant matter and 

anthracite more closely resembling graphite. The coal rank increases from lignite to 

anthracite and is determined based on the coal’s calorific value (for low rank coals) and its 

fixed carbon content (for high rank coals) [148]. 

7.1.2 Coal Usage and Resources 

In 2006 coal accounted for nearly 50% of electricity production and 27% of total 

energy production worldwide. From 1980 to 2007 worldwide coal production increased 

almost 70% from 4.2 billion short tons to 7.1 billion short tons and is projected to increase 

1.7% per year until 2030 as China, India, and other developing nations rely heavily upon coal 

as an affordable and reliable fuel [4]. While coal is found on every continent, the largest coal 

reserves that have been identified are in the United States, the former Soviet Union, and 

China—with 29% of the world’s reserves found in the U.S., 19% in the former Soviet Union 

and 14% in China [149]. A comparison based on 2007 data indicated that cost of usable 
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energy generated by coal was $6 per MWhr ($1.78 per million BTU (MMBtu)), while oil and 

natural gas costs were $25 per MWhr ($7.40/MMBtu) and $24 per MWhr ($7.10/MMBtu), 

respectively. Moreover, analysts project that the cost of energy from coal will remain below 

$7 per MWhr ($2.00/MMBtu) in 2007 dollars through 2030 if no penalty for carbon dioxide 

emissions is imposed [150]. Finally, an interdisciplinary study from MIT on the future of 

coal, published in 2007, concluded that energy production from coal would continue to 

increase while renewable energy sources are being developed because a) coal is inexpensive, 

b) coal is abundant in many regions of the world making it a secure energy source, and c) 

existing renewable energy technologies cannot support current worldwide demand and will 

remain so for an extremely long time [5]. 

7.1.3 Coal and Global Climate Change 

Unfortunately, the combustion of coal produces more CO2 per unit energy than any 

other fuel. This, along with its abundant use makes CO2 emissions from coal-fired power 

plants a major contributor to the rising atmospheric CO2 levels that have been linked to the 

melting of polar ice caps, the thawing of permafrost, and global climate change in general. In 

an effort to mitigate anthropogenic CO2 emissions, particularly from coal fired power 

stations, the Department of Energy initiated a carbon sequestration program in 1997 that 

continues to promote and sponsor the development of carbon capture and sequestration 

(CCS) technologies. In the MIT interdisciplinary study previously mentioned it was 

concluded that “CCS is the critical enabling technology that [will] reduce CO2 emissions 

significantly while also allowing coal to meet the world’s pressing energy needs” [5]. 

One of the most promising CO2 storage scenarios utilizes underground geologic 

formations such as deep saline aquifers, oil and gas fields, and unmineable coal seams. In the 
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mid-1990s Statoil, a Norwegian petroleum company, began successfully injecting 1 million 

metric tons of CO2 each year into a deep saline aquifer below the North Sea [151]. Since 

October of 2000, 13 million metric tons of CO2 have been transferred through a 205 mile 

pipeline from a gasification company in North Dakota for sequestration in an oil field in 

Saskatchewan, Canada [152]. And, beginning in 2004 a third sequestration project began in 

Algeria with the goal of sequestering 17 million metric tons of CO2 in a gas reservoir over its 

lifetime at an average rate of 1.2 million metric tons per year [153]. While these projects have 

been successful and show promise, sequestration rates and quantities will need to increase 

substantially for CCS to mitigate CO2 emissions from large coal-fired power plants, which 

individually produce approx. 8 million metric tons of CO2 annually. Fortunately, estimates of 

the worldwide geologic sequestration capacity are large, suggesting that storage sites will not 

be the limiting factor for the geologic CO2 storage scenario for several hundred years [154]. 

Under conventional air-fired coal combustion the exhaust gases typically consists of 

more than 80 vol.% N2. However, because high pressures (ca. 1500 psia) are required for 

geologic sequestration, a relatively pure stream of CO2 is desirable to avoid wasting energy 

compressing N2. Moreover, separating CO2 from the other combustion products also 

drastically reduces the volumetric requirements for CO2 storage. For post-combustion CO2 

capture from existing coal-fired utility boilers, this separation process can be accomplished 

by scrubbing the CO2 from the nitrogen rich exhaust, or by separating the oxygen and 

nitrogen in air prior to combustion and burning the fuel in a mixture of oxygen and recycled 

flue gases (i.e. oxy-fuel combustion). The most commonly discussed and commercially 

proven scrubbing process is chemical absorption using monoethanolamine (MEA); however, 

other methods have been considered such as those using a microporous membrane with a 

solvent, cryogenic fractionation, and adsorption using molecular sieves [155, 156]. While 
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both the MEA scrubbing and oxy-fuel technologies are considered viable and are being 

pursued at the research and pilot-scale, several techno-economic studies have indicated a 

preference for oxy-fuel combustion [18, 157]. A brief discussion of the potential benefits of 

oxy-fuel combustion over the MEA absorption process is included in the next section. 

It should also be noted that for new coal burning utility plants pre-combustion CO2 

capture is possible in an Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC). In an IGCC plant 

equipped for CO2 capture the coal is first converted into gaseous components or syngas (CO 

and H2). Following the addition of water, the syngas then undergoes a water-gas shift to 

convert CO and H2O to CO2 and H2. The CO2 is then captured from the emerging stream 

and the hydrogen combusted to drive a gas turbine. The combined cycle refers to the use of 

a heat recovery steam generator (HRSG), which drives a steam turbine. In addition, direct 

chemical looping in which metal oxides are used as an oxygen carrier and the oxidation and 

reduction reactions proceed in separate chambers has been proposed as a potential retrofit 

technology. Because IGCC is not applicable as a retrofit to the existing fleet of coal-fired 

boilers and direct chemical looping with coal is not yet a proven technology at the 

commercial scale, they will not be discussed in detail here. 

7.1.4 Oxy-Coal Combustion for CCS 

Oxy-coal combustion with flue gas recycle is an enabling technology for CCS as it 

can lead to flue gas CO2 concentrations greater than 90 vol.%. A flow diagram comparing 

conventional air-fired combustion equipped with an MEA absorption unit for CO2 

separation and an idealized oxy-coal system is provided in Fig. 7.1. For oxy-coal combustion 

the amount of flue gas recycled to the burner (i.e. recycle ratio) defines the oxygen 

concentrations and is variable, leading to enhanced flexibility for burner optimization as 
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demonstrated by Liu and Okazaki [158] and discussed by Varagani et al. [159]. While both 

the MEA absorption and oxy-coal scenarios involve parasitic loads that will reduce plant 

efficiency, oxy-coal combustion may be preferred over MEA absorption if the combustion 

process can be designed to recover a portion of the lost efficiency [160] and if lower 

nitrogen oxide (NOx) sulfur oxide (SOx) emissions can be achieved resulting in the 

elimination or scaling back of post-combustion NOx and SOx cleanup equipment [161]. Lu 

and coworkers [157] concluded that electricity costs relative to current sub-critical pulverized 

coal generation would increase by 79% using MEA absorption technology and by 60% using 

oxy-fuel combustion technology. 

Demonstrations of oxy-fuel combustion at the pilot-scale (30 MW and larger) have 

successfully achieved flue gas CO2 concentrations of 95 vol.% while reducing NOx 

concentrations below detectable limits [60, 162]. The greatest additional costs associated 

with the oxy-fuel CCS system result from the air-separation unit (ASU) needed to produce a 

stream of oxygen and the CO2 compression and purification unit (CPU). In addition to the 

cost estimates of Lu and coworkers [157], estimates in a 2005 report from the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) suggested oxy-fuel CCS technology 

could increase consumer energy costs from 50 to 100%; however, cost-saving technological 

advancements in combustion efficiency, air separation, and CO2 capture are anticipated [18, 

163]. 
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Figure 7.1. Flow diagram comparing conventional air-fired coal combustion with MEA absorption for 
CO2 separation with an idealized oxy-coal combustion unit adapted from Buhre et al. [18]. 

 

In the literature review by Buhre et al. [18], four key areas of research were identified 

that need to be addressed to develop a better fundamental understanding of the differences 

between air-fired and oxy-fuel combustion, namely: 

• Heat transfer performance and the effects of oxygen feed concentration 

and the amount of CO2 recycled; 
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• Gas cleaning required (note that the flow diagram in Fig. 7.1 was 

idealized and excluded NOx and SOx gas cleanup equipment); 

• Economic assessments identifying the cost of electricity and the cost of 

CO2 avoided; and 

• Combustion characteristics including ignition, burn-out, and emissions. 

The work performed here addresses issues associated with the fourth research area identified 

by Buhre et al. by investigating the effects of oxy-coal combustion on the formation of nitric 

oxide and comparing the results with baseline air-fired data. Although not specifically 

targeted, some information on ignition and burnout was obtained. Background information 

on the processes involved in the combustion of solid fuels, including ignition and burnout, 

will be presented in Section 7.3, while a summary of nitrogen oxide formation during coal 

combustion and a review of the literature investigating NOx formation under oxy-coal 

conditions will be presented in Section 7.4. 

7.2 Biomass 

In the broadest sense, biomass includes any material that was derived directly or 

indirectly from living or recently living organisms [25]. Humans have long relied upon the 

combustion of biomass in many varieties for heat and light; however biomass currently plays 

a relatively insignificant role in electricity production globally and domestically. Nevertheless, 

in recent years both developing and developed countries have come to recognize the 

potential political, economic, and environmental benefits of increased biomass utilization in 

the utilities sector. Political benefits include energy security by reducing dependence on 

foreign oil and gas, economic benefits may come in the form of job creation, and 

environmental benefits include zero net CO2 emissions, reduced acid rain, and 
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improvements to soil [25]. Economic modeling by Robinson et al. [164] indicated that 

cofiring biomass with coal for electricity generation could be competitive for reducing 

nitrogen oxides and sulfur oxides at fuel prices under $15 per ton, while, depending on 

forthcoming CO2 legislation, cofiring could reduce CO2 emissions in the U.S. utilities sector 

by 100 million tons per year. Moreover, it was noted that renewable cofiring technology can 

be deployed at full-scale within 2-3 years [164]. 

Technically, the combustion of biomass can only be considered a renewable energy 

technology when accomplished in a sustainable manner. Thus, traditional methods of 

biomass utilization for non-commercial heating and cooking cannot be considered 

renewable. When biomass is harvested and utilized for energy in a sustainable manner the 

term “modern biomass” is often applied. In spite of this distinction, many of the statistics 

compiled by energy analysts overestimate the contribution of biomass to the worldwide 

renewable energy figures by including, for example, the use of trees for fuel in a non-

sustainable way [165]. An important requirement for sustainable biomass usage is that 

significantly more energy be extracted from the biomass fuels than is consumed in fossil fuel 

energy resources during its cultivation and processing. Hughes [166] reports that the fossil 

fuel energy consumed during these activities is typically equivalent to less than 5% of the 

biomass energy content. 

7.2.1 Biomass Resources 

The Biomass Research and Development Technical Advisory Committee 

(BRDTAC) that was formed under the Biomass R&D Act of 2000 set the following goals to 

be achieved in the U.S. by the year 2030:  biomass will supply 1) 5% of power, 2) 20% of 

transportation fuels, and 3) 25% of chemicals. Such an undertaking will require a nearly 
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fivefold increase over the current biomass consumption in these sectors and is equivalent to 

displacing nearly 1/3rd of the U.S. transportation demands from petroleum [167, 168]. More 

recently, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) and the Department of Energy (DOE) 

concluded in a 2005 feasibility study that the 900 million dry metric tons of biomass required 

to meet the BRDTAC goals could be produced and utilized domestically while continuing to 

meet food, feed, and export demands [167]. According to this study, a major contribution to 

the total fuel feedstock can come from wood that must be cleared from both public and 

private lands to promote healthy forests. In August of 2000 the U.S. Forest Service 

developed the Nation Fire Plan in response to an unprecedented wildland fire season. They 

reported that 67 million acres of national forests across the country are at moderate to high 

risk for catastrophic destruction by wildfire. Utilization of just half of the reported wood 

resources could result in more than 7,000 MW of power generation annually, which would 

double the current contribution of biomass to electricity production in the U.S. [169]. 

Additionally, three new U.S. Department of Energy sponsored bioenergy resource centers 

were announced in 2007 that will focus on energy specific crops such as poplar and 

switchgrass as well as the development of cellulosic ethanol [170]. A summary of many of 

the biomass fuel resources potentially relevant to combustion are listed in Table 7.1. 

Table 7.1. Potential biomass resources adapted from [24, 25] 

  Agriculture residues Corn stover, wheat and barley straw, sugarcane bagasse, cotton gin 
Forestry residues Branches, treetops, whole trees from early thinnings, prunings 
Lumber industry residues Bark, sawdust 
Food industry residues Olive cakes and pits, rice husks, oat husks, nut shells 
Energy crops Switchgrass, miscanthus, poplar, willow, microalgae 
Waste Cattle manure, sewage sludge, demolition wood, railroad ties 
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7.2.2 Oxy-Coal/Biomass Cofiring 

Another proposed application for oxy-fuel combustion in conjunction with CCS that 

would not only reduce CO2 emissions, but would actually remove CO2 from the atmosphere 

and reduce fossil fuel consumption involves the cofiring of biomass with fossil fuels. In the 

proposed scenario, biomass that has removed CO2 from the atmosphere via photosynthesis, 

is cofired with coal in a CCS equipped plant. Because the CO2 released by the biomass 

during combustion is part of the active carbon cycle, and assuming that nearly all of the CO2 

in the flue gases will be captured, this cofired CCS equipped power plant becomes a carbon 

sink instead of carbon-neutral. Under the proposed CO2 cap-and-trade policy those emitting 

CO2 into the atmosphere beyond predetermined levels will be required to pay a monetary 

penalty (i.e. purchase carbon credits). This means a coal/biomass cofired CCS equipped 

power plant could supplement power production and distribution revenue with carbon-

credit sales. While a substantial amount of work has been done to identify the benefits and 

challenges associated with the cofiring of biomass and coal in conventional air-fired boilers, 

to date this author is aware of only a few studies in the literature investigating the cofiring of 

biomass with coal under oxy-fuel conditions. 

Many of the potential challenges associated with biomass cofiring under air-fired 

conditions have been discussed by Sami et al. [24]  and in detail by Van Loo and Koppejan 

[25], and include fuel feeding, boiler efficiency losses, slagging, fouling, corrosion, flame 

stability, burnout, and pollutant formation. As the focus of this work is in NOx formation, 

only a brief discussion of the other issues is included here. 

Biomass fuel processing and feeding can be difficult as conventional coal milling and 

delivery equipment is not designed for fibrous low-density materials. Low level cofiring has 
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been performed successfully using the existing fuel processing equipment, but has been 

limited to less than 5% biomass (on a thermal basis). When separate biomass feeding 

systems have been utilized the thermal contribution from biomass has been as high as 40% 

[164]. 

Boiler efficiencies can suffer when cofiring if the biomass moisture content is 

excessive. In some of the literature reviewed by Robinson et al. [164] efficiency reductions of 

0.5% per 10 wt.% biomass cofired have been reported, while others reported no efficiency 

reductions and even higher efficiencies when cofiring biomass with less moisture content 

than the coal. 

Slagging can result when the ash that collects on the furnace walls or near burner 

surfaces is at temperatures near or above its melting point. The viscous liquid minerals in the 

ash may collect resulting in flow field changes or blockages, or they may creep downward 

along the furnace walls over time due to gravity. Fouling refers to the build up mineral 

species that condense on heat transfer surfaces and can influence plant efficiency. It has 

been observed that the higher sodium and potassium concentrations in certain forms of 

biomass can aggravate both slagging and fouling problems as these alkaline metals lower the 

melting point of ash. Moreover, biomass combustion deposits can be denser and more 

difficult to remove. In addition, cofiring biomass fuels with high chlorine content can 

accelerate surface corrosion due to the presence of hydrochloric acid. At present, literature 

discussing the combined effects of oxy-fuel combustion and biomass cofiring on slagging, 

fouling, and corrosion could not be found. 

With respect to ignition and flame stability, which will be discussed in Section 7.3.5, 

biomass cofiring can delay ignition resulting in lifted flames and increased NOx formation. 
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Burnout can be influenced by the reactivity of the biomass and was shown to be improved 

when cofiring feedlot waste [171]. The reactivity can be greater in biomass fuels relative to 

coal if the biomass is highly porous. Under both air-fired and oxy-fuel conditions, Arias et al. 

[172] examined  the effect of cofiring Eucalyptus  with coals of differing rank on ignition 

and burnout in an entrained flow reactor. It was demonstrated that biomass addition can 

reduce the ignition temperature of the blend under air-fired conditions and that this effect 

can be amplified under oxy-fuel conditions with oxygen concentrations greater than 30 

vol.%. The lowering of the ignition temperature when cofiring was attributed to the higher 

reactivity of the biomass when compared to the coals used. Char burnout was unchanged 

when cofiring under air-fired conditions, while under oxy-fuel conditions with 35 vol.% 

oxygen an increase in char burnout, though small, was observed. These small differences in 

char burnout were attributed to changes in the temperature distribution within the reactor 

resulting from the different reactivities of the various coals and biomass. 

Cofiring biomass may also influence the formation of nitrogen oxides in ways other 

than by reducing flame stability. Many biomass fuels contain significantly less fuel bound 

nitrogen than coal, and all else being equal, could result in less NOx production when 

cofired with coal. In addition, much of the nitrogen contained in biomass may be converted 

to ammonia (NH3), which can reduce NOx in situ [173, 174]. As the effect of biomass 

cofiring on NOx formation is one focus of this work, additional discussion on the chemistry 

of NOx formation and the potential influence of biomass will be provided in Section 7.4. At 

the present time, no literature has been found investigating the combined effects of biomass 

cofiring and oxy-fuel combustion on NOx formation. Thus, the oxy-fuel cofiring work 

presented in Chapter 8 is the first of its kind. 
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7.3 Physical Processes of Solid Fuel Combustion 

The burning of a solid fuel in a gaseous oxidizer is a more complex process than the 

combustion of a fuel and oxidizer that are both initially in the gas phase. When considering 

the combustion of small solid particles as in this work, there are four key stages involved:  

heating and drying, devolatilization, volatiles oxidation, and char oxidation. These four stages 

are summarized below. A discussion of flame stability and ignition is also included. 

7.3.1 Heating and Drying 

The moisture content of solid fuels varies depending upon the fuel type and the 

conditions under which the fuel was obtained, transported, and stored. On a wet basis (w.b.) 

coal may inherently contain 1 to 40 wt.% moisture. For solid biomass fuels, the moisture 

content can vary even more dramatically reaching 60 to 70 wt.% on a wet basis (w.b.). In a 

pulverized fuel (PF) boiler the heating and drying process typically begins before the fuel 

enters the combustion chamber while it is being transported by preheated air to the burner. 

If the moisture content of the fuel is too high upon entering the combustion chamber the 

ignition process can be negatively affected resulting in poor boiler performance and even 

flame extinction since the remaining water will influence devolatilization and ignition. 

7.3.2 Devolatilization 

Devolatilization, or the release of organic and mineral volatile matter contained in a 

solid fuel, occurs as a result of both pyrolysis and gasification. Pyrolysis is the thermal 

decomposition of the fuel in the absence of an externally supplied oxidizer, whereas 

gasification implies thermal decomposition in the presence of an externally supplied oxidizer 

[175-177]. Solid fuels may contain small amounts of volatiles as in the case of anthracite coal 

(0-10 wt.%, dry basis (d.b.)) or large amounts of volatiles as in the case of woodchips and 
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woody biomass (70-86 wt.% d.b.). Low volatile fuels are not typically used in pulverized fuel 

(PF) combustion due to ignition difficulties. 

When a coal or solid biomass particle enters the combustion chamber it is rapidly 

heated and devolatilization begins. The organic (non-mineral) volatiles released from coal 

and biomass can vary in composition from molecular hydrogen to small hydrocarbons and 

heavy tars, while the devolatilization of oxygen-rich biomass fuels can also release significant 

amounts of CO and CO2 [24]. The rate of devolatilization is dependent upon the heat flux to 

the particle surface by radiation and diffusion, particle size, thermal properties of the particle, 

and thermal effects within the particle. For pulverized coal (PC) and small biomass particles, 

devolatilization typically occurs within the first 10-15% of the particle’s lifetime after 

entering the combustion chamber. The material remaining after all volatiles have been 

released is commonly referred to as char, and contains carbon and various minerals. 

Because the complex physical-chemical processes by which volatiles are released and 

subsequently burned are critical in determining flame characteristics, including flame 

stability, ignition, and pollutant formation, coal devolatilization has been studied and 

reviewed extensively [178-185]. In addition, several studies have been conducted on the 

devolatilization of biomass fuels due to increased interest in direct firing and cofiring of 

biomass with coal [186-195]. 

7.3.3 Volatiles Oxidation 

During the devolatilization of a single coal particle, experimental observations have 

indicated that volatiles can exit the particle and burn as tiny non-premixed jet flames or they 

can exit more uniformly resulting in a non-premixed flame that envelopes the particle and 

prevents oxygen from reaching the particle surface such that heterogeneous char oxidation 
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cannot proceed simultaneously [182, 183]. The large number of species and the complexity 

of a detailed kinetic mechanism including all possible elementary steps for volatiles oxidation 

have led researchers to develop simplified approaches to describe the combustion of 

volatiles [196]. One approach, referred to as local equilibrium, assumes that when local 

temperatures are sufficiently high the volatiles and the oxidizing gas will be in 

thermodynamic equilibrium locally. Under these conditions the volatiles are consumed close 

to the particle surface immediately after being released such that the rate of combustion is 

limited by the rate of devolatilization or pyrolysis [147]. Based on a knowledge of the 

elemental composition of the volatiles and the heat of devolatilization this method has been 

adequate to predict local temperatures, gas compositions, and char consumption times [196].  

Another useful approach that does not require the equilibrium assumption and 

provides some indication of volatiles combustion rates utilizes global reactions. In this 

approach the global rates for the oxidation (or partial oxidation) of various hydrocarbon 

species representative of the volatiles are correlated leading to a global rate expression for a 

“pseudomolecule”, CmHn, having a carbon to hydrogen ratio (n/m) determined by an analysis 

of the coal [196]. 

While these simplified models describing volatiles oxidation have proven useful in 

some applications (e.g. burnout), when attempting to understand near burner phenomena 

relating to ignition and flame stability or the formation of pollutants such as NOx and SOx a 

more detailed description of volatiles chemistry may be required.  

7.3.4 Char Oxidation 

Char oxidation is a heterogeneous process as it involves reactions between gaseous 

oxidizing species and the solid char. Reactions can occur at the particle surface or within the 
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particle’s porous structure. When the particle temperature is high, the heterogeneous 

reactions are fast enough to consume the oxygen at the outer surface of the particle such 

that the rates are limited by the diffusion of the oxidizing species through the boundary 

layer, in which case the system can be understood through transport phenomena alone. At 

moderate particle temperatures, sufficient time is available for oxygen to diffuse deeper into 

the particle pores resulting in simultaneous reactions at the surface and within the particle’s 

porous structure. Thus, at moderate temperatures the process is limited by the reaction 

kinetics and the diffusion of oxygen within the particle. When the particle temperature is 

sufficiently low, oxygen is able to diffuse into the particle uniformly resulting in reactions 

that occur through the entire particle volume and are kinetically limited [147]. The semi-

global reactions commonly used to describe char oxidation include the heterogeneous 

irreversible reactions 

C(s) + 0.5O2 → CO    (7.1R) 

C(s) + O2 → CO2    (7.2R) 

C(s) + CO2 → 2CO    (7.3R) 

C(s) + H2O → CO + H2.   (7.4R) 

where (s) indicates a solid species, and the homogeneous reversible reactions 

CO+0.5O2=CO2    (7.5R) 

H2+0.5O2=H2O    (7.6R) 

and 

CO+H2O=CO2+H2.    (7.7R) 
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7.3.5 Ignition and Flame Stability 

For wall-fired PF combustion, flame stability refers to ignition occurring within a 

reasonable distance from the burner face. Lifted or detached flames are considered unsafe 

due to the increased risk of flame extinction and the potential for a dust explosion [197]. The 

ignition of coal and small biomass particles can be a homogeneous or a heterogeneous 

process depending upon volatile content, fixed carbon, composition, particle size, and heat 

and mass transport. Following their release, volatiles will ignite spontaneously close to the 

parent particle if the local temperature and mixing are sufficient; however, when local 

temperatures are too low the mixture of volatiles and oxidizer can ignite at large distances 

from the parent particle [147]. As mentioned previously for a single particle, if the volatiles 

evolve uniformly and enshroud the particle with a flame, oxygen is prevented from reaching 

the particle surface and heterogeneous ignition will not occur. If the volatile combustion is 

incomplete, or volatiles are released intermittently or as jets, then homo- and heterogeneous 

combustion can proceed in parallel, provided other requirements are met [24]. 

Heterogeneous ignition of char can be predicted by the Semenov model [147, 198], or by 

more modern thermal explosion theories [199], which are based on the principle that 

ignition will occur if the rate of heat release from chemical reaction is greater than the rate of 

heat loss such that “thermal runaway” results. 

Ignition characteristics can be influenced under oxy-fuel conditions. Molina et al. 

[200] found that higher local gas mixture heat capacities resulting from the increased 

presence of CO2 in oxy-fuel systems can inhibit particle ignition and reduce volatile 

diffusivity by up to 20% when compared with N2 dominated mixtures, while Kiga et al. [48] 

studied the combustion of coal dust clouds in microgravity using CO2, N2, and Ar as diluents 
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and demonstrated that the flame speed is lower in environments with high CO2 

concentrations due to the increased heat capacity of the gas mixture.  

As conditions promoting robust ignition characteristics are critical to ensuring the 

safe and efficient operation of pulverized fuel systems, numerous studies have investigated 

these characteristics through flame stability measurements. The earliest work on flame 

stability in coal combustion examined the importance of hydrodynamic effects under 

conventional air-fired conditions. Beer and Chigier [201, 202] and Wolanski and Wojcicki 

[203] considered hydrodynamic effects such as swirl, burner geometry, and the presence of a 

bluff-body. Syred and Beer [204] reviewed the effects of swirl on combustion characteristics 

and Beer and Chigier were the first to reference the use of a divergent extension to the 

burner, commonly referred to as the quarl, which produced a “high intensity, compact flame 

with the flame front within the divergent nozzle even at low degrees of swirl.” The 

pioneering work of Beer  and subsequent studies by Lockwood and Mahmud [205] have 

identified the residence time of coal particles in the internal recirculation zone (IRZ) as the 

key parameter governing pulverized coal flame stability. Long particle residence times in the 

IRZ ensures the availability of hot volatile combustion products that promote early char 

ignition [205]. Experiments by Truelove and Holcombe [206] used coals of various volatile 

content and also identified burner aerodynamics as the most important parameter governing 

flame stability. 

Flame stability challenges due to hydrodynamic effects may arise if oxy-fuel 

technology is to be retrofitted to existing air-fired burners. For example, studies suggest that 

30% by volume O2 is required under oxy-fuel conditions to achieve similar boiler 

temperature profiles and heat transfer characteristics to air-fired combustion. Because the 

total flow of O2 is more or less a fixed quantity (for stoichiometric and pollutant formation 
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purposes) a reduction in the total volumetric flow through the burner occurs for oxy-fuel 

systems. Since the volumetric flow through the primary stream must be maintained for fuel 

entrainment and delivery, flow in the secondary stream must be reduced. In a burner that 

utilizes secondary swirl, a reduction in flow rate can impact flame shape and stability. 

Recognizing the importance of flame shape as it relates to ignition and flame stability, the 

International Flame Research Foundation (IFRF) has developed as classification system to 

identify flame shapes in swirl burners. A Type-0 flame utilizes a small amount or no swirl 

and is characterized by a long jet-flame stabilized at the fuel injector or downstream with 

some amount of external recirculation. Type-2 flames are generated when a high level of 

swirl induces an IRZ resulting in a short high intensity flame that ignites very close to the 

fuel injector. A Type-1 flame is a combination of Type-0 and Type-2 characteristics and 

includes some level of fuel-jet penetration through the IRZ [207]. 

Khare et al. [208] recently examined the effects of oxy-fuel combustion on ignition 

and flame stability retrofitted to existing conventional air-fired swirl burners. The oxy-fuel 

system was configured such that the furnace heat transfer matched that of the conventional 

air-fired system and the flames were identified as Type 0. In addition to delayed ignition and 

flame speed reduction due to the higher heat capacity of CO2, Khare et al. showed that flame 

shape and flame type were influenced by aerodynamic effects and that flame type could 

potentially change from Type-2 to Type-0 in a retrofitted oxy-fuel system due to the 

reduction in total volumetric flow rate and the associated reduced swirl. Thus, maintaining a 

Type-2 flame in a retrofitted system may require burner modifications. 

Flame ignition and stability characteristics may also be affected when cofiring 

biomass with coal. Although biomass fuels and coal follow a similar sequence of 

devolatilization and combustion, their moisture and volatile contents, compositions, and 
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heating values can be significantly different [24]. Biomass typically contains a higher 

percentage of volatiles than coal and begins pyrolysis at lower temperatures, which could 

enhance flame stability; however, biomass particles often contain more inherent moisture 

and are difficult to reduce in size leading to increased heating times and delayed ignition 

[209-213]. In addition, biomass particles may follow different trajectories and interact 

differently with the turbulent flow field (i.e. turbulence modulation) because of their lower 

densities and potentially different shapes and sizes [213]. 

7.4 Nitrogen Oxides 

The formation of nitrogen oxides (NOx), including nitric oxide (NO), nitrogen 

dioxide (NO2), and nitrous oxide (N2O) in combustion processes has been the subject of 

extensive research for more than 30 years. Consequently, an exhaustive review of all the 

potentially relevant literature on NOx formation is not within the scope of this work. The 

adverse effects of NOx in the atmosphere are well known and include the formation of acid 

rain and photochemical smog and global climate change due to the greenhouse effect of 

N2O. The sections that follow present a brief overview of the important chemical 

mechanisms in NOx formation during coal combustion and a summary of recent NOx 

studies examining the effects of oxy-coal combustion as well as the effects of biomass 

cofiring under air-fired conditions. 

7.4.1 Thermal NOx 

Thermal NOx refers to the oxidation of molecular nitrogen (N2) as described by the 

extended Zeldovich mechanism 

O + N2 = NO + N     (7.7R) 
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N + O2 = NO + O     (7.8R) 

N + OH = NO + H.     (7.9R) 

Typically, this mechanism does not contribute significantly to NOx production until 

temperatures exceed 1800 K due to the nitrogen triple bond; however, if high concentrations 

of NO are present due to other mechanisms or if N2 has been removed, as in oxy-fuel 

combustion, the reverse of reaction 7.7R can contribute significantly to NO destruction 

[146, 214, 215]. 

7.4.2 Prompt NOx 

The prompt NOx pathway, proposed by Fenimore, begins with the attack of the CH 

radical on the N2 triple bond and can result in the formation of NOx through intermediate 

amines or cyano compounds within time scales that are short compared to the high 

activation energy kinetics of the thermal mechanism [145, 216]. The dominant route for 

NOx formation via the prompt mechanism is dependent on local stoichiometry and can 

involve numerous elementary reaction steps. For fuels such as coal, which may inherently 

contain up to 2 wt.% nitrogen, the contribution of the prompt mechanism to the total NOx 

emissions is usually insignificant, thus it is not discussed in detail here [196]. Additional 

details on the prompt mechanism can be found in [217] and [145]. 

7.4.3 Fuel NOx 

Fuel NOx refers to the oxidation of nitrogen bound to the fuel, i.e. fuel-N. In coal, 

the fuel-N is contained in both the volatiles and the char (i.e. volatiles-N and char-N), and 

depending on the coal rank and the local temperature, may evolve as hydrogen cyanide 

(HCN), soot bound nitrogen, or to a lesser extent ammonia (NH3) [218]. As discussed in 
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[145], HCN and NH3 may then react with radicals forming intermediate amines, which lead 

to atomic nitrogen, and subsequently NO. Pershing and Wendt [219] demonstrated that fuel 

nitrogen oxidation was the primary source of NO (>75%) during unstaged coal combustion, 

with volatile-N conversion to NO dominating over char-N conversion. Pohl and Sarofim 

[220] concluded that the relative contributions of volatiles-N and char-N to the total fuel-N 

conversion are strongly dependent upon near burner temperature, residence time, and 

stoichiometry. Consequently, many low-NOx coal combustion systems have been designed 

to control these characteristics. 

7.4.4 Conventional NOx Reduction Strategies 

Common thermal NOx reduction methods involve reducing the combustion 

temperatures to prevent the dissociation of N2. The combustion temperature can be reduced 

by injecting water, recirculating flue gases, or if some or all of the combustion air is 

preheated, by reducing the preheat temperature. Injecting water reduces the temperature by 

absorbing energy during a phase transition from liquid to vapor. Flue gas recirculation 

decreases temperature by increasing the amount of inert relative to the stoichiometric 

amount of oxygen and its effectiveness is determined by the amount and initial temperature 

of the gases added, as well as the relative contribution of thermal NOx to the total NOx 

emissions. Recycling flue gases can also reduce NOx in the recycled flue gas to N2 and O2 

via reactions with hydrocarbons and hydrocarbon intermediates, so-called NOx reburning, 

which is an inherent characteristic of oxy-fuel technology discussed in Section 7.4.5. 

Another method to reduce NOx emissions involves oxidizer staging, which is 

accomplished by operating some or all burners with insufficient oxidizer and supplying the 

remaining air to complete the combustion at a location downstream. The goal of oxidizer 
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staging is to create a reducing environment where the NOx that was produced in the high 

temperature near-burner region can react with hydrocarbon species leading to N2. The 

oxidizer deficiency in the near burner region defines the depth of staging, and for wall-fired 

boilers typically 80% of the total combustion air is introduced through the burner. Deeper 

staging (i.e. less air introduced through the burner) can result in flame instability [161, 221]. 

Fuel reburn or fuel-staging is a NOx reduction technique that involves introducing a 

portion of the fuel downstream of the primary combustion zone to create a fuel-rich reburn 

zone [222]. In the reburn zone NOx reacts with hydrocarbon volatiles released from the 

reburn fuel and is reduced to N2 by reactions similar to those described by the Fenimore 

mechanism. Combustors utilizing coal reburn have demonstrated NOx reductions as high as 

60%. 

The emission of nitrogen oxides can also be reduced by post-combustion gas 

treatment methods such as selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) or selective catalytic 

reduction (SCR). Selective non-catalytic reduction involves injecting ammonia or urea into 

the combustion exhaust when it is between 1100 K and 1400 K to reduce NOx to molecular 

nitrogen. Under ideal conditions with perfect mixing, sufficient time, and the proper 

temperature SNCR can theoretically reduce NOx by nearly 90%. In practice however, these 

conditions are not achievable due to temperature gradients, injection constraints, and less 

than ideal mixing resulting in more modest reductions in the range of 20-30%. Selective 

catalytic reduction is similar to SNCR in that ammonia or urea is often used as the reducing 

agent, but differs by using a catalyst to reduce the temperature required to activate the NO 

reducing reactions. Large reductions in NOx emissions with SCR have been demonstrated at 

full-scale (70-95%), but capital and operational costs are restrictive. 
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7.4.5 Oxy-Fuel Combustion for NOx Reduction 

The potential to lower NOx emissions under oxy-fuel combustion conditions was 

demonstrated as early as 1985 by Weller et al. [223]. Several subsequent studies at the 

laboratory and pilot scale have been conducted demonstrating that NOx emissions can 

decrease by as much as 70% when compared to conventional air-fired combustion [18, 44-

60]. Early works reported that the main effects resulting in lower NOx emissions under oxy-

fuel conditions with flue gas recycle were: 1) enhanced NOx reduction by char due to higher 

CO concentrations, 2) the reduction of recycled NOx to N2 by hydrocarbons as it passes 

through the flame zone, and 3) interactions between fuel-N released during fuel pyrolysis 

resulting in decreased NOx formation [47]. Okazaki and Ando [47] investigated the relative 

contributions of these mechanisms using an electrically heated entrained-flow reactor 

containing a flat premixed methane (CH4) flame doped with NH3 to simulate coal volatiles 

and anthracite to simulate char. It was concluded that the reduction of recycled NOx to N2 

through chemical reactions with the hydrocarbon containing volatile species represents the 

dominant mechanism by which NOx emissions are lowered during oxy-fuel combustion. 

Reviewing the work of [47], Mackrory [21] identified three features of the study that may 

have led to results inconsistent with practical systems, namely: 

1) CH4 and NH3 may not sufficiently represent the numerous volatile species associated 

with coal combustion, and CH4 could have amplified the NOx reburning effect and 

prompt NOx mechanism [224]. Moreover, HCN, not NH3, is typically considered 

the dominant nitrogen containing species. 
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2) Premixing of CH4 and NH3 may have prevented the potentially important effects of 

variable local stoichiometry due to imperfect mixing and the time-temperature 

dependent release of volatiles. 

3) Char interactions may have been underrepresented as the active surface area of 

anthracite is considered to be less than that of industrial char. 

Hu et al. [225] studied the effects of oxygen concentration (20, 50, 80, 100 vol.%), 

temperature (1123-1573 K), and fuel equivalence ratio (φ = 0.4-1.6) on NOx emissions 

under both O2/N2 and O2/CO2 environments in an electrically heated furnace using high 

volatility coal (48 wt.% d.b.) at mass flow rates up to 180 g/hr. Measurements were 

compared on a concentration (ppm) basis and in terms of the NOx emissions index (mg-

N/g-Coal-fed). Emissions under the O2/CO2 conditions were observed to be lower than 

those measured in the O2/N2 environment for all oxygen concentrations (<100%), and this 

was attributed to the absence of thermal NOx and/or interactions between NO, CO, and 

char. At 1273 K the NOx emissions index showed some dependence on the oxygen 

concentration under the O2/N2 environment, but limited dependence under the O2/CO2 

environment except at 20 vol.% O2. The maximum NOx emissions index was observed 

under an O2/N2 environment at 50 vol.% O2, and NOx emissions returned to levels 

comparable to the air-fired data at 100 vol.% O2. Peak NOx in the O2/CO2 environment 

was also observed at 50 vol.% O2. Peak NOx at 50 vol.% O2 with N2 was explained based 

on the high concentrations of both O2 and N2 promoting thermal NOx; however, peak NOx 

at 50 vol.% O2 in CO2 was not explained. During single coal particle burning experiments 

Timothy et al. [226] observed that particle temperatures increased from 2000 K in air to 

2750 K in pure oxygen for lignite coal, and from 2300 K in air to 3100 K in pure oxygen for 
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bituminous coal. In addition, the observable volatile “flame” times were reduced from 6-12 

ms in air to 2-4 ms in pure oxygen and char burnout was reduced from 80 ms in air to 10 ms 

in pure oxygen. Thus, the results observed Hu et al. [225] at elevated oxygen concentrations 

may be related to particle temperature and combustion times. Increasing the furnace 

temperature in [225] was observed to have a more significant effect on NOx emissions at 

lower equivalence ratios, with peak NOx increasing by 50-70% for the O2/N2 cases and 30-

50% for the O2/CO2 cases, while for a fuel equivalence ratio φ > 1.4 the differences were 

not as pronounced. Earlier work by Pershing and Wendt [219] using Western Kentucky and 

Colorado coals with volatile contents of 37.9 wt.% d.b. and 40.2 wt.% d.b., respectively, and 

using variable preheat with an oxidizer mixture of argon, nitrogen, and recycled flue gases to 

control temperature, concluded that the effect of temperature on fuel-NOx formation was 

insignificant in the range of approx. 2150-2480 K at 15 vol.% excess air. A comparison of 

[219, 225] suggests that the temperature dependence may be influenced by the coal volatility, 

the concentration of CO2, or that small-scale furnace results may not capture important 

interactions relevant to practical systems. 

Using the same experimental setup, Hu et al. [50] investigated the effects of oxygen 

concentration, temperature, and fuel equivalence ratio on the reduction of simulated recycled 

NOx. Increasing the fuel equivalence ratio was observed to enhance the reduction of 

recycled NOx (i.e. improve reduction efficiency), while increasing the oxygen concentration 

had the reverse effect. Varying temperature did not have an obvious effect. The improved 

NOx reduction at high equivalence ratio was explained by the increased availability of CH 

fragments, unburnt char, and CO, species that would preferentially be oxidized under fuel-

lean conditions. Reduced reduction efficiencies at higher oxygen concentrations were 

explained by rapid consumption of CH fragments early in the flame. The negligible changes 
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observed when increasing temperature were attributed to the competing effects of rapid 

volatile release resulting in higher concentration of reducing species and accelerated NOx 

kinetics. 

Liu and Okazaki [158] used an entrained flow reactor similar to that described above 

[47] and proposed a unique scenario using both recycled flue gas and recycled heat to 

maintain combustion at low oxygen concentrations to further reduce NOx formation. It was 

observed that with 40% heat recycle the oxygen concentration could be reduced to 15 vol.% 

while maintaining combustion intensity and reducing NOx emissions to one seventh of 

conventional air-fired combustion. 

Mackrory and Tree [20] used a laminar unheated multi-fuel flow reactor to 

investigate the various mechanisms contributing to NOx reduction for a variety of coals 

under staged oxy-fuel conditions with approx. 80% of the stoichiometric oxidizer introduced 

at the burner. A premixed natural gas flame was used to sustain coal combustion at coal feed 

rates ranging from 0.6-0.9 kg/hr and it was determined that the methane flame did not 

interfere with the coal processes. In addition to experiments, the system was modeled as a 

plug flow reactor to elucidate detailed information about the influence of oxy-fuel conditions 

on NOx chemistry. Lower NOx emissions and faster NOx destruction were observed under 

oxy-fuel conditions when compared to air-firing, and this was attributed partially to the 

higher observed CO and NO concentrations. Higher CO concentrations were attributed 

primarily to thermal dissociation of CO2 at temperatures greater than 1500 K, while the 

contribution from gasification of char by CO2 was deemed secondary. 

Croiset and Thambimuthu [227] reported NOx emissions under air-fired and oxy-

fuel conditions in 0.21 MW facility while varying the oxygen concentration (28, 35, 42 vol.%) 
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with no flue gas recycle and dry flue gas recycle (i.e. wet recycle = H2O not removed, dry 

recycle = H2O condensed out). Emissions from oxy-fuel flames were always lower than 

those measured while air-firing, even when the oxygen concentration was 42 vol.%. Flame 

temperatures and NOx emissions were observed to increase with increasing oxygen 

concentrations and minimum NOx emissions were observed with 28 vol.% O2. Dry flue gas 

recycle resulted in a 40-50% reduction in NOx emissions when compared to no recycle. 

Liu et al. [228, 229] performed oxy-coal experiments in a 20 kWth down-fired 

combustor using a UK bituminous coal. Axial temperature profiles were measured and 

found to be similar to air-firing when the oxidizer contained 30 vol.% O2 and 70 vol.% CO2, 

although it was noted that approx. 10% of the total flow under oxy-fuel conditions was air 

entrained during coal feeding. During unstaged combustion a burner stoichiometric ratio of 

1.2, fuel-N conversion to NO was lowered by 20% under oxy-fuel conditions with no 

recycle when compared to air-firing. This was attributed to the higher NO and CO 

concentrations in the vicinity of the particle under oxy-fuel conditions (i.e. the total 

volumetric flow is reduced under oxy-fuel conditions) leading to the reduction of NO by 

CO and the reduction of NO on the char surface. Experiments under staged conditions at 

two different levels (570 mm and 880 mm downstream of the burner) were also performed 

and the difference between air-fired and 30/70 oxy-fuel NO conversion diminished as the 

oxidizer was shifted to the closer down stream port, but remained significant as the oxidizer 

was shifted to the far downstream port. Reduction of recycled NOx was shown to improve 

under oxy-fuel conditions when compared to air-firing and with oxidizer staging. Recycling 

NOx through the staging (i.e. overfire) ports was less effective at reducing NOx compared 

to recycling NOx through the burner. 
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Andersson et al. [215] measured NO (NO2 was not reported) under air-fired and 

oxy-fuel conditions at 100 kW with predried German lignite at flame temperatures near 1600 

K. The system was operated with and without air infiltration. A model was also developed 

using both simplified and detailed NO chemistry. Under oxy-fuel conditions NO emissions 

on a mass per unit energy basis were reduced 70-75% compared to air-firing. Air infiltration 

was shown to have no effect indicating that the thermal and prompt NOx mechanisms were 

not important at this temperature. The simple model was shown to adequately describe the 

basic features of NO formation and destruction and it was concluded that lower NO 

emissions under oxy-fuel conditions were due to more rapid destruction of formed and 

recycled NO. Additional modeling indicated that NO destruction may actually be improved 

at very high temperatures under oxy-fuel conditions by the reverse Zeldovich mechanism 

when near-zero levels of molecular nitrogen are present. This concept was discussed further 

by Normann et al. [214]. 

7.4.6 Biomass Cofiring for NOx Reduction 

The cofiring of biomass with coal has been recognized as one of the most promising 

technologies to mitigate CO2 emissions from the utilities sector in the near-term [27]. As 

with oxy-fuel combustion, the economics of biomass cofiring can be improved by its ability 

to reduce NOx emissions, especially when biomass fuel prices are high [164]. Most biomass 

fuels contain less nitrogen than coal; however, cofiring does not always lead to significant 

reductions in NOx emissions, and in some cases may result in higher NOx. The ability to 

reduce NOx emissions when cofiring is dependent on several parameters beyond the 

biomass fuel’s nitrogen content, including: particle size and shape, moisture content, volatile 

content, calorific value, burner hydrodynamics, delivery method and location, staging 
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conditions, coal characteristics, and potentially several others. The effects of cofiring on 

NOx emissions under oxy-fuel conditions is a relatively new area of research for which 

published results are not yet available. A brief discussion of the relevant air-fired cofiring 

studies reviewed by Sami et al. [24] follows indicating the potential for mixed results. 

Regland et al. [230] and Aerts et al. [231] cofired switchgrass with coal in a 50 MW pf 

boiler and observed a 20% reduction in NOx emissions when approx. 25% of the thermal 

input was provided by the switchgrass. This result was attributed to the lower nitrogen 

content of switchgrass. 

Siegel et al. [232] cofired straw and cereal in a 500 kW PF combustor under different 

fuel injection schemes. When biomass was introduced through a central tube and coal was 

injected through a larger diameter coannular tube, NOx emissions began to decrease relative 

to coal only firing (through the coannular tube) at thermal cofiring percentages above 20%, 

with a reduction of approx. 35% when cofiring 60% straw and cereal. Cofiring the coal and 

biomass together through the larger coannular tube also resulted in reduced NOx above 

25% biomass (relative to coal only in the coannular tube), but the change was not as 

significant. When the coal was introduced through the central tube with the biomass exiting 

from the larger coannular tube the NOx emissions increased. It is also important to point 

out that the standard coal-air configuration (coal exiting the central tube) produced the least 

amount of NOx. That is, all cofiring scenarios produced more NOx than coal burning alone 

when introduced through the central tube. 

Brouwer et al. [233] cofired wood waste in a down-fired pulverized fuel furnace 

under both unstaged and staged conditions. The wood waste was introduced directly with 

the coal and as a reburn fuel downstream in a fuel-staging scenario. Results showed that 
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cofiring biomass directly with no air-staging reduced NOx emissions by 17% when biomass 

provided 50% of the thermal input. Under air-staged conditions NOx emissions were not 

reduced until more than 50% biomass was cofired. Using the wood waste as a reburn fuel 

resulted in a 60% reduction in NOx at an optimal reburn stoichiometry of 0.85. 

The literature reviewed by Sami et al. [24] also indicates that fuel-N released from 

biomass may be mostly converted to NH radicals, including ammonia (NH3), which can act 

as a NOx reducing agent provided the local temperature is appropriate [173, 174]. Werther et 

al. [234] notes that the high alkaline content of some biomass fuels can deactivate the catalyst 

used in SCR. 

7.5 Summary 

This chapter has provided background information on coal and biomass and has 

summarized important concepts in the combustion of solid fuels. The relevant NOx 

formation mechanisms were introduced and literature pertaining to NOx reduction under 

oxy-fuel conditions as well as NOx formation during biomass cofiring was reviewed. Many 

issues remain unresolved with respect to the potential for NOx reduction in both scenarios. 

Chapter 8 presents a systematic experimental evaluation of NO emissions from a 30 kWth 

laboratory-scale combustor under a variety of air-fired and oxy-fuel conditions with the goal 

of increasing the current understanding of the effects of oxy-fuel combustion as well as 

biomass cofiring on NOx formation. 
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8 Nitric Oxide Emissions from Coal and 
Coal/Biomass Combustion Under Air-
Fired and Oxy-Fuel Conditions 

8.1 Introduction 

One of the most pressing environmental challenges facing our world is the threat of 

climate change due to the presence of excess greenhouse gases, mainly carbon dioxide 

(CO2), in the atmosphere. As a major contributor to global CO2 emissions coal-fired power 

plants are receiving enormous attention. One of the proposed methods to reduce CO2 

emissions from coal power plants involves capturing the CO2 present in the exhaust gases 

for long-term geologic storage, for enhanced oil recovery (EOR), or enhanced coal bed 

methane (ECBM) production. Under conventional air-fired conditions the concentration of 

CO2 in the exhaust gases is relatively low (10-20%) due to the presence of N2 from air. As 

discussed previously, at such low concentrations CO2 capture requires post-combustion 

separation processes that require a significant amount of energy with no potential benefit to 

the combustion process. However, oxy-coal combustion can produce exhaust gas CO2 

concentrations of up to 95% [235] enabling capture by more direct methods while 

potentially improving combustion efficiency and reducing pollutant emissions. 

Oxy-coal combustion involves replacing the oxidizer air with a combination of 

oxygen (≥95 vol.% O2) and recycled flue gas (RFG). Since proposed as a means to produce 

CO2 for enhanced oil recovery [236], many laboratory-scale, pilot-scale, and computational 

studies investigating the design and operational issues of oxy-coal combustion have been 

performed and a review of the work prior to 2005 is available in Buhre et al. [18]. Increased 
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energy costs are anticipated in an oxy-coal CCS equipped power plant due in large part to 

the parasitic load of the air separation unit (ASU) and the CO2 compression and purification 

unit (CPU). Nevertheless, oxy-fuel combustion results in a reduced flue gas volume enabling 

higher boiler thermal efficiencies and has demonstrated the potential to reduce NOx 

emissions by as much as 60-75% and SOx emissions by as much as 27%, suggesting post 

combustion treatment equipment can be scaled back, improving the benefit-to-cost ratio 

[157, 161]. 

A common low NOx strategy for pulverized coal boilers is oxidizer staging. For 

wall-fired units a burner is typically configured with two separate gas streams that supply 

insufficient air for complete combustion:  a primary oxidizer (PO) in which the coal particles 

are entrained and a secondary oxidizer (SO) that surrounds the PO and usually exits through 

swirl vanes to aid in flame stabilization and mixing. A third flow (overfire air or oxidizer) can 

be introduced some distance downstream to consume the remaining fuel (usually char) 

under fuel-lean conditions. This strategy results in a reducing region between the burner and 

the overfire oxidizer where NOx can be converted to molecular nitrogen. The effectiveness 

of staged combustion can be influenced by the level of oxidizer deficiency in the burner (i.e. 

the depth of staging), the flame stand-off distance, and the near burner temperature, which 

can influence the stand-off distance and the rate of coal devolatilization. Less air is desirable 

in the near burner region for NOx formation suggesting deeper staging would result in lower 

NOx emissions; however, less air reduces near burner temperatures leading to greater flame 

stand-off distances and potential instabilities, late coal devolatilization, and reduced boiler 

efficiencies and char burnout [161, 220]. Increased stand-off distances can result in SO air 

entrainment and higher NOx emissions [237], while delayed or slower devolatilization can 
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result in more nitrogen remaining in the char where it can be converted to NOx after 

overfire oxidizer is introduced [220]. 

Considering these limitations, it has been recognized that oxy-fuel combustion 

provides opportunities for further reductions in NOx emissions since molecular nitrogen has 

largely been removed from the system, some NOx will be recycled through the flame region 

where it will have additional opportunities to be reduced to N2 [44-47], and independent 

control of oxygen and RFG concentrations enables a decoupling of temperature and 

stoichiometry in the near burner and post-flame regions [20, 21, 159, 237-239]. A few of the 

key references are discussed below, while a more detailed review can be found in Chapter 7.  

Early oxy-coal studies [44-47] identified three pathways for NOx reduction in oxy-

fuel combustion, namely:  i) high CO2 concentrations, either due to gasification of char (char 

+ CO2 → 2CO) or thermal dissociation, may lead to more CO available to reduce NOx to 

N2 via the reaction NO+CO=0.5N2+CO2, which can be catalyzed at the char surface ii) 

recycled NOx may interact with nitrogen species released during devolatilization (volatiles-

N), and iii) recycled NOx may be reduced to N2 by hydrocarbon volatiles when passing 

through the flame zone. Okazaki and Ando [47] investigated the relative influence of these 

mechanisms by simulating the effects of volatiles with CH4 and NH3 and char with 

anthracite in separate experiments. It was concluded that increased CO2 concentrations 

contributed to less than 10% of the observed NOx reduction, while reactions between 

recycled NOx and volatiles-N and recycled NOx and hydrocarbon species in the flame 

accounted for 10-50% and 50-80% of the observed reduction, respectively. 

The influence of oxygen concentration (≥ 20 vol.%), as enabled by independent 

control of oxygen and RFG, was demonstrated by Hu et al. [50, 225] at variable 
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temperatures and equivalence ratios in an electrically heated furnace. Emissions of NOx on a 

mass basis were shown to be only slightly dependent on oxygen concentrations ≥ 50 vol.%, 

and were comparable to results obtained in air when pure oxygen was used. Liu and Okazaki 

[158] proposed a novel oxy-fuel scenario in which the oxygen concentration was reduced 

relative to air (< 21 vol.%) and combustion was sustained by recycling heat as well as flue 

gases. It was demonstrated that reducing the oxygen concentration to 15 vol.% while 

recycling 40% of the heat could reduce NOx emissions by a factor of seven. 

In a larger more practical system, Chatel-Pelage et al. [161, 221] indicated that higher 

temperatures in the fuel-rich near burner region induced by high oxygen concentrations can 

increase the rate of NO reduction to N2 as well as the rate of volatile nitrogen species to N2 

relative to NO. The results of Mackrory et al. [239] appeared to support this phenomenon. 

Higher oxygen concentrations have also been utilized to promote shorter flame standoff 

distances resulting in less SO entrainment and lower NOx [237] as well as deeper staging 

without the limitations encountered under air-firing [240]. In addition, Andersson et al. [215] 

and Normann et al. [214] investigated the reduction of NOx at high temperature in oxy-fuel 

combustion and showed that NOx destruction by the Zeldovich mechanism is possible. 

In addition to oxy-fuel combustion for CO2 mitigation and lower NOx emissions, 

increased utilization of biomass in both direct and cofiring scenarios is another viable 

technology receiving increased attention as utilities providers strive to meet regional and 

statewide renewable energy standards. When combined with CCS the cofiring of biomass 

fuels can result in a net decrease in atmospheric CO2. Many studies have examined the 

effects of cofiring biomass with fossil fuels under conventional air-fired conditions and 

reviews can be found in Werther et al. [234] and Sami et al. [24]. Based on the current 

literature, biomass cofiring under oxy-fuel conditions is a nascent area of study with 
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enormous potential. For example, air-fired studies by Brouwer et al. [233] reported a 17% 

reduction in NOx when 50% wood (on a thermal basis) containing 0.2 wt.% nitrogen was 

cofired with coal containing 1.6 wt.% nitrogen during unstaged combustion. While these 

results are promising, the reduction in NO was not proportional to the reduced amount of 

fuel bound nitrogen in the system. Moreover, insignificant changes were observed when 

wood was cofired directly with coal in a staged low-NOx system until 70% wood was cofired 

on a thermal basis. Based on these results it was suggested that reductions in NOx emissions 

when cofiring may not scale with the reduction in fuel bound nitrogen since rapid biomass 

volatile release can result in increased near burner temperatures leading to enhanced thermal 

NOx. However, under oxy-fuel conditions N2 is removed from the oxidizer streams and, all 

else being equal, NOx formation should scale with the fuel-N present in the system leading 

to reduced NOx when cofiring with a biomass having a lower nitrogen content. 

Furthermore, higher local temperatures induced by rapid biomass devolatilization could 

result in reduced NOx formation due to the rate and residence time effects discussed by 

Mackrory [20], or NOx destruction via the Zeldovich mechanism, as suggested by 

Andersson et al. [215] and Normann et al. [214] above. Sami et al. [24] also noted that the 

increased fuel loading required to maintain the same thermal input when cofiring, due to the 

lower heating value of biomass, may alter the flame position resulting in flame instabilities 

and higher NOx. Nevertheless, under oxy-fuel conditions the gas compositions can be 

changed to improve flame stability when cofiring as discussed in [237].  

Recognizing the potential for improvements in NOx reduction under oxy-fuel 

conditions and when cofiring biomass, this work explores a range of oxy-fuel and cofiring 

conditions to quantify their effects on NO concentrations in the exhaust gas using no 

overfire oxidizer and CO2. Baseline conventional air-fired results are first obtained and the 
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effects of thermal input, secondary swirl, primary stream flow rate, excess air, and biomass 

cofiring are demonstrated. Nitric oxide emissions are then examined under oxy-fuel 

conditions while varying excess air, secondary swirl, adiabatic flame temperature, and while 

cofiring sawdust. Finally, the effects of changing both the PO and SO gas compositions on 

NO production at constant adiabatic flame temperature are investigated. 

8.2 Experimental 

Experiments were conducted under both air-fired and oxy-fuel conditions in a 

cylindrical, horizontally-fired 30 kWth combustor. A schematic of the combustor is shown 

in Fig. 8.1. Pulverized coal and sawdust were fed to the combustor using separate volumetric 

screw feeders (K-Tron and Schenk AccuRate, respectively) and were entrained with the 

primary oxidizer (PO) stream using a Fox Valve Venturi eductor. Gas flows were controlled 

using calibrated rotameters. Compressed air was supplied by the building facilities and was 

dried and filtered prior to being metered and sent to the burner. Under oxy-fuel conditions 

flue gases were not recycled; rather, industrial grade O2 and CO2 were metered 

independently and mixed before entering the burner. The refractory lined combustion 

chamber was sealed and the eductor was contained within an enclosure to prevent air 

infiltration. Though not considered in this study, air infiltration can be simulated using a 

separate stream of air or bottled N2. The exhaust outlet was configured with the building 

exhaust system using an adjustable baffle such that the combustor was maintained at a slight 

negative pressure (ca. 10 Pa). The visible flame was largely contained within the first section 

of the combustor (14 cm ID) and the second section (37 cm ID) provided sufficient 

residence time for burnout of larger char particles and for the gas composition to become 

uniform. 
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 Figure 8.1. Schematic of horizontal 30 kWth combustor. 

The burner was constructed in-house and is depicted schematically in Fig. 8.2. The 

coal delivery tube (PO tube) exits the eductor with an inner diameter of 1.1 cm such that 

under standard operating conditions the velocity is high enough to prevent particle settling. 

Approximately 3 cm prior to entering the combustion chamber the PO tube diverges 

gradually to 2.3 cm to reduce the PO exit velocity. The diverging nozzle was custom built 

and includes small openings around the outer edge to allow the use of methane gas for 

lighting purposes only (i.e. all flames were stabilized without the aid of a pilot gas). The outer 

walls of the burner are lined with 1.2 cm of refractory resulting in a secondary oxidizer (SO) 

tube I.D. of 9.5 cm. The SO stream can be introduced axially or through tangential ports to 

induce a swirling secondary flow. Brass wool and stainless steel honeycomb fill the space 

between the inlet of the axial SO and the tangential SO to straighten the axial flow. Both the 

SO axial and tangential flows can be controlled independently enabling variable swirl. 

Neither the PO nor SO flows were preheated. 
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 Figure 8.2. Schematic of experimental burner. 

Exhaust gas samples were extracted 250 cm downstream of the burner exit at a rate 

of 200 ccm using an uncooled ceramic 2 cm I.D. probe and were dried and diluted by a 

dilution probe (Thermo Electron, Inc.). Pershing and Wendt [219] reported no differences in 

NO measurements when using a water-cooled stainless steel probe, a cooled quartz probe, 

or an uncooled quartz probe, but noted that the measurements were taken after the exhaust 

had cooled below 800 K and at least 0.5 vol.% O2 was present in the sample. In this work 

the exhaust temperature at the sampling location was also below 800 K and at least 0.5 vol.% 

O2 was present. The concentrations of CO and NO were monitored using a continuous 

emissions monitoring system (CEM) (Thermo Electron, Inc.). Nitrogen oxide 

concentrations were measured using a chemiluminescence analyzer (Thermo Electron, 

model 42i) and CO concentrations were measured using gas filter correlation (Thermo 

Electron, model 48i). To prevent ash accumulation in the probe the CEM was set to purge 

approx. every 15 minutes. The purge results in a significant pressure increase inside the 

dilution probe, which interfered with the continuous operation of a pressure sensitive O2 

sensor (Maxtec Inc., model MAX-250). Consequently, a separate exhaust slip stream was 
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extracted, dried, filtered, and passed through the oxygen sensor. Prior to each run all gas 

analyzers were calibrated. 

Under oxy-fuel conditions a correction was required to account for changes in the 

operation of the Thermo Electron Inc. dilution probe when the exhaust gases were 

predominantly CO2. In the dilution probe, the gas sample is diluted after passing through a 

critical orifice with a constant pressure drop in which the flow is choked. From compressible 

flow theory, assuming ideal gas behavior and isentropic flow the mass flow rate for choked 

flow is given by 
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where ρ0 and T0 are the density and temperature of the fluid, respectively, at the stagnation 

conditions, γ is the ratio of specific heats, R is the universal gas constant divided by the 

species or mixture molecular weight, and A is the cross sectional area of the throat where 

the flow is choked. When air or predominantly N2 is the working fluid the dilution probe is 

setup for a volumetric dilution ratio of 100:1. Under oxy-fuel conditions the CO2 

concentration in the flue gas is greater than 90 vol.% leading to a significant change in the 

molecular weight and γ of the sample, and consequently a change in the dilution ratio. The 
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where the subscript act refers to the properties of the actual gas being sampled. Other works 

have reported inconsistencies with chemiluminescence NOx analyzers under oxy-fuel 
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conditions due to the increased presence of CO2 molecules quenching the reaction of NO with 

ozone resulting in an underprediction of NO concentrations; however, this phenomenon 

was not observed in this study as the dilution ratio of the sample was sufficient to prevent 

quenching (greater than 100:1) before entering the NOx analyzer. 

 In order to compare NO and CO measurements from flames at different operating 

conditions (e.g. different excess air, air-fired vs. oxy-fuel) the measured concentrations must 

be normalized. Unless otherwise specified, NO and CO concentrations will be reported on a 

mass per unit energy basis (ng/J). The normalization is performed by first computing the 

product of the corrected NO or CO concentration (as described above) and molar flow of 

dry products in the exhaust assuming complete combustion. This value is then divided by 

the thermal input and species molecular weight. 
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Here, WNO is the molecular weight of nitric oxide. In several of the figures below, the right 

ordinate has been converted to units of pounds per million Btu (lb/MMBtu) as these units 

are commonly used by the Environmental Protection Agency when specifying the allowable 

NO emission limits. 

The exhaust gas temperature at the gas sampling location was measured with a 

sheathed 1.6 mm diameter type-K thermocouple. For select flames the maximum 

temperature in the near burner region (Tnb) was measured with an unsheathed type-K 

thermocouple having a bead diameter of 750 microns. No radiation corrections were made. 

To obtain the maximum near burner temperature, the thermocouple was inserted through 

the viewing/ignition port shown in Fig. 8.1. The bead was moved in 1 cm increments until a 

peak temperature was observed. The process was repeated three times to confirm the same 
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peak temperature within 20 K at the same location. When the flame was significantly 

detached the near burner temperature was not indicative of the flame temperature. 

Subbituminous Powder River Basin (PRB) coal provided by a local power plant and 

waste sawdust obtained from a local sawmill were utilized as fuels this study. Proximate, 

ultimate, and sieve analyses were performed for both the coal and sawdust and the results 

are provided in Table 8.1. As obtained from the sawmill, the sawdust contained 21 wt.% 

moisture, which led to feeding difficulties. The moisture content was reduced to 16 wt.% by 

spreading the sawdust out on a large tarp under the sun for approx. 6 hours. Prior to 

combustion, the sawdust was also sieved through a 20 mesh screen. Measurements of the 

moisture content of both the coal and sawdust were taken daily prior to each set of 

experiments using a HI-Res TGA (TA Instruments Inc.). The average moisture content in 

the coal was approx. 20 wt.%. 

The combustor standard operating procedure (SOP) is included in Appendix C. 

Following ignition of the coal flame, the length of time required to reach steady-state NO 

readings was dependent on the thermal input. At 20 kWth a steady-state gas composition, as 

indicated by the CO and NO concentrations, could be achieved within 45-60 minutes, while 

at 30 kWth steady conditions required approx. 80 minutes as shown in Fig. 8.3 (CO was not 

included in the figure due to excessive noise). Furthermore, at steady state conditions with 3 

vol.% O2 in the exhaust CO levels were below the gas analyzer’s detectable limits (0.04 ppm) 

under both air-fired and oxy-fuel conditions. Fly ash particles were viewed by scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) and the images are shown in Fig. 8.4. Loss-on-ignition for the fly 

ash was determined to be less than 1%. 
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Table 8.1. Fuel properties 
  PRB Coal Sawdust 

HHV MJ/kg (DAF) 29.70 20.20 
Proximate Analysis wt.% (dry) wt.% (dry) 

Ash 7.50 0.59 
Volatile Matter 43.36 84.52 
Fixed Carbon 49.13 14.89 

Ultimate Analysis wt.% (dry) wt.% (dry) 

Carbon 69.51 49.28 
Hydrogen 4.61 5.79 
Oxygen 17.02 44.14 
Nitrogen 0.97 0.15 

Sulfur 0.40 0.05 
Sieve Analysis wt.% retained wt.% retained 

20 Mesh -- 0.0 
30 Mesh <0.1 2.3 
50 Mesh <0.1 36.3 
100 Mesh 1.9-3.2 81.3 
200 Mesh 18-29 94.7 

 

 

Figure 8.3. Continuous O2, NO and exhaust temperature measurements following ignition under air-
fired conditoins at 30 kWth. 
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A summary of the range of experimental conditions considered in this study is 

provided in Table 8.2. When possible, conditions were revisited multiple times and on 

different days to demonstrate repeatability and to evaluate the experimental uncertainty for 

the NO measurements. Conventional air-fired conditions were first evaluated and the effects 

of thermal input, secondary swirl, primary stream flow rate, excess air, and sawdust cofiring 

on NO levels are reported. Except for conditions demonstrating the influence of excess air, 

all other air-fired and oxy-fuel experiments were performed such that the combined flow 

from the PO and SO streams resulted in 3 vol.% O2 in the stack (i.e. no overfire oxidizer 

was utilized). 

 

Figure 8.4. SEM images of fly ash collected during steady-state operation of the laboratory-scale coal 
combustor at 30 kWth. 

 

Table 8.2. Summary of experimental operating conditions 

ṁ coal ṁ bio Th. 
Input 

PO O2 QPO SO O2 QSO SO Swirl 

(kg/hr) (kg/hr) (kW) vol.% (m3/hr) vol.% (m3/hr) % 

Air-Fired 

1.8-4.9 0-2.1 19-30 air 4.2-7.7 air 17-30 0-100 

Oxy-Fuel 

3.3-5.7 0-2.1 25-35 0-50 4.2-5.3 24-38 13-21 0-100 

 

As discussed previously, it has been observed that the temperature profile and heat 

transfer characteristics of the oxy-coal and coal-air flame are similar when air is replaced with 
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a mixture of 30 vol.% O2 and 70 vol.% CO2. Under these conditions, the effects of excess 

O2, secondary swirl, and biomass cofiring on NO emissions were investigated, as in the air-

fired studies. The effect of adiabatic flame temperature on NO emissions was also 

investigated with a 30/70 mix of O2 and CO2 in the PO stream while varying the oxygen 

concentration in the SO stream. Finally, the effect of varying the both the PO and SO 

stream gas compositions at constant adiabatic flame temperature on NO emissions was 

examined. 

8.3 Results and Discussion 

8.3.1 Air-fired Conditions 

The effect of increasing the thermal input on NO emissions under air-fired 

conditions with 16 vol.% excess air is shown in Fig. 8.5. Excess air is defined as the 

percentage of air introduced into the system beyond that required by stoichiometry, i.e. (ṁ 

air/ ṁ air,st-1) ×100%. In all cases shown in Fig. 8.3 the primary stream flow rate was held 

constant at 5.3 m3/hr resulting in a variable primary stream stoichiometric ratio, λPO, defined 

as 
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where ṁ  is the mass flow rate, the subscript st refers to the conditions required to meet 

stoichiometry, and the subscript PO refers to the flow issuing from the primary oxidizer 

stream. For the range of thermal inputs considered here the primary stream stoichiometric 

ratio, λPO, varies from 0.28 at 19 kW to 0.18 at 30 kW. The maximum temperature in the 

near burner region at 19, 25, and 30 kWth was measured to be 1450 ± 20 K for the swirling 
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flames and 1000 ± 20 K for the non-swirling flames. In addition, the swirling flames 

appeared brighter and more intense when observed through the ignition port. The higher 

temperature measured for the swirling flame may have been due to enhanced mixing, 

recirculation of hot products that could increase the flame intensity, or Nusselt number 

effects. As mentioned previously, radiation corrections were not made. 

In Fig. 8.5 results from flames having a non-swirling secondary stream are shown 

with open-faced symbols and results for flames in which all SO air was introduced 

tangentially (i.e. 100% SO swirl) are shown with closed-face symbols. For flames with a non-

swirling secondary the NO emissions were initially reduced when increasing power and a 

minimum of 121 ng/J was observed at a thermal input of 25 kW. Upon increasing the 

thermal input above 25 kW, the NO emissions increased reaching ca. 150 ng/J at a thermal 

input of 30 kW. For flames with a swirling secondary stream, the NO emissions were on 

average approx. 30% lower when compared to the non-swirling flames up to a thermal input 

of 25 kW. Above 25 kW the NO emissions from flames with 100% SO swirl remained 

relatively constant with increased thermal input. There is a 40% reduction at 30 kW when 

compared to the non-swirling flame. The higher NO measured in the lower thermal input 

swirling flames correlated with an observable change in the appearance of the flame as seen 

through the axial view port. At 19 kW the flame appeared to be pushed toward one side of 

the combustor. It was concluded that at 19 kWth the secondary oxidizer flow required to 

supply 16 vol.% excess air was insufficient to produce a symmetrical swirling flame, while at 

22 kW and above a symmetrical flame was observed. 

Recognizing the impact of swirl on NO emissions, the effect of variable swirl was 

investigated at thermal inputs of 19, 25, and 30 kW with 16 vol.% excess air. The results are 

shown in Fig. 8.6 below. For all three thermal inputs conditions were observed that resulted 
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in increased NO emissions, with a maximum amount of NO produced when the swirl was 

reduced to 20-25% of the total SO flow. As discussed above, at a thermal input of 19 kW 

100% SO swirl was insufficient to produce a symmetrical swirling flame, thus a small 

reduction in swirl exacerbated the asymmetry and higher NO was observed. At a thermal 

input of 25 kW NO emissions were relatively unaffected until the swirl was reduced to 50% 

of SO flow, at which point asymmetry was observed. 

 

Figure 8.5. Nitric oxide measured in exhaust under air-fired conditions with 16 vol.% excess air as a 
function of thermal input.  No SO swirl;  100% SO swirl 

At a thermal input of 30 kW the NO emissions remained constant until the swirl was 

reduced to 20-25% of the SO flow. The abrupt increase in NO emissions observed under 

these conditions was correlated with another distinct change in the appearance of the flame. 

In addition to appearing asymmetric, the interaction of the swirl and axial flow produced a 

periodic fluctuation of the flame location. After further reducing the swirl, the flame 

appearance improved and the NO emissions were reduced. 
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Figure 8.6. Nitric oxide measured in exhaust vs. % SO swirl under air-fired conditions with 16 vol.% 
excess air.  19 kWth;  25 kWth;  30 kWth 

In Fig. 8.7 the effect of varying the PO flow rate on NO emissions is demonstrated 

for flames with both a non-swirling and swirling secondary stream at a thermal input of 30 

kW. For the non-swirling flames the NO emissions increase linearly with the PO flow rate, 

while moderate changes are observed for the flames with 100% SO swirl. Increasing the PO 

flow rate at constant thermal input can influence the NO emissions in three ways, namely: 1) 

increased mixing rates as characterized by the PO Reynolds number, 2) increased local 

stoichiometric ratios, and 3) flame detachment resulting in SO air entrainment. 

Noting that increasing the PO flow rate did not result in significant increases in NO 

emissions for flames with 100% SO swirl, it can be concluded that the rate of PO mixing 

and the local stoichiometric ratio PO are not primary factors influencing NO formation in 

these flames. At higher PO flow rates or higher local stoichiometric ratios a more dramatic 

effect may be observed. Considering also that the NO emissions for the swirling and non-

swirling flames with a PO flow rate of 4.2 m3/hr were the same and that the lack of swirl can 
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reduce flame stability, the linear increase in NO emissions for the non-swirling flames when 

increasing the PO flow rate was attributed to flame detachment resulting in SO air 

entrainment. Entrainment can increase NO production by allowing more air into the high 

temperature core of the flame creating premixed conditions much closer to stoichiometry. 

 

Figure 8.7. Nitric oxide measured in exhaust vs. primary oxidizer stream velocity.  No SO swirl;  
100% SO swirl  

The effect of varying the excess air, as quantified by the global stoichiometric ratio, 

on NO emissions under swirling and non-swirling conditions at 30 kWth is shown in Fig. 8.8. 

The global stoichiometric ratio, λ, is calculated as in Eq. 8.4 with the numerator replaced by 

the mass flow of air in both the primary and secondary streams. Results from Pershing and 

Wendt [219] are also included in this figure only for reference, as both their primary and 

secondary flows were preheated, their coal contained more nitrogen, and the hydrodynamics 

of their combustor were notably different from the conditions of this study. To 

accommodate the data of Pershing and Wendt the ordinate in Fig. 8.8 was changed to the 

concentration of NO in parts per million (PPM) based on the products of stoichiometric 
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combustion. This quantity was determined by calculating the molar flow or NO in each case, 

multiplying by 106, and dividing by the molar flow of dry products assuming no excess air. 

In Fig. 8.8 it can be seen that the NO emissions from the non-swirling flames of this 

study are approx. 18% lower than the results of Pershing and Wendt but follow a similar 

trend when varying the global stoichiometric ratio. In addition, it was observed that 

increasing the global stoichiometric ratio had a more pronounced affect on NO emissions 

for the non-swirling flames when compared to the swirling flames. This difference can be 

attributed to the slight detachment observed in the non-swirling flames, which resulted in 

entrainment of SO air, and the increased length of the non-swirling flames that led to more 

combustion taking place downstream where the fuel and oxidizer were well mixed and 

excess air was available for NO formation.  

 

Figure 8.8. NO emissions vs. the global stoichiometric ratio, λ, under air-fired conditions at 30 kWth. 
 Pershing and Wendt, 1976; .  No SO swirl;  100% SO swirl 
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The effect of cofiring sawdust on NO emissions is shown in Fig. 8.9. In the 19 kWth 

flames, detachment was observed that became progressively worse as the percentage of 

sawdust cofired was increased and may have been a consequence of one or more of the 

following factors:  the lower swirl associated with the 19 kWth flames, the larger average size 

of the sawdust particles, and the reduced amount of ultrafine coal particles available at 

higher sawdust percentages. Robinson and coworkers [241] noted that biomass 

devolatilization times can be longer than coal due to “intra-particle temperature gradients in 

the relatively large biomass particles”. The appearance of the near burner region when 

cofiring 20 wt.% sawdust at 19 kWth was similar to that of the non-swirling coal-air flames, 

appearing slightly dimmer and less intense than the coal-air flame with a maximum 

temperature 450 K cooler. However, cofiring 30 wt.% sawdust or more at 19 kWth led to a 

dark near burner region as shown in Fig. 8.10 and a maximum near burner temperature 

nearly 900 K cooler than the swirling coal-air flame. Consequently, increasing the amount of 

sawdust likely led to SO air entrainment and higher NO emissions. 

When cofiring sawdust at a thermal input of 30 kW the flame remained attached; 

however it can be seen in Fig. 8.9 that the NO emissions were not reduced even though the 

nitrogen content of the sawdust was 0.15 wt.% compared with the 0.97 wt.% nitrogen 

content in the coal. Measurements of the maximum temperature in the near burner region 

indicated a reduction of approx. 100 K when going from 100% coal to cofiring 40 wt.% 

sawdust, which would influence the rate of volatile release. Observations from the axial view 

port also indicated that as the percentage of sawdust cofired was increased, the central core 

of the swirling flame became brighter. The higher volatile content of the sawdust could have 

elevated the local temperature resulting in this visible change, or the larger sawdust particle 

size and reduced near burner temperature may have resulted in delayed volatile release and a 
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higher local stoichiometric ratio. In either scenario, NO production from both coal bound 

nitrogen and sawdust bound nitrogen could be enhanced when increasing the percentage of 

sawdust cofired, resulting in no change in the NO emissions per unit energy. 

 

Figure 8.9. NO emissions vs. % sawdust under air-fired conditions and 100% SO swirl at  19 kWth 
and  30 kWth 

 

Figure 8.10. Photographs of primary tube exit as seen through the burner ignition port showing (a) 
attached flame (b) detached or lifted flame. The bright yellow luminance observed near the PO exit in 
(a) is not observable in (b) because the flame has moved downstream out of the field of view. (Note: 
aperture and shutter speed settings were identical for both photographs.) 
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8.3.2 Summary of Air-fired Results 

The effects of thermal input, secondary oxidizer swirl, primary oxidizer flow rate, 

excess air, and sawdust cofiring on NO emissions under air-fired conditions were 

investigated systematically to parameterize the experimental system and to develop a baseline 

for comparison when considering oxy-fuel conditions in the next section. The follow key 

results will aid in interpreting the oxy-fuel results: 

1) Increasing thermal input did not dramatically effect NO emissions for flames with 

100% SO swirl unless visible hydrodynamic differences were observed. 

2) Decreasing swirl can increase NO emissions dramatically when interactions between 

the swirling flow and the axial flow create unsteady behavior. For this burner, 

unsteady behavior was observed when the SO swirl was reduced to approx. 20-25% 

of the total SO flow. 

3) Increased PO flow rates resulting in variable mixing rates (Re~4,000–8,000) and 

stoichiometric ratios (λPO~0.14-0.26) did not influence NO emissions for flames with 

100% SO swirl. NO emissions from non-swirling flames increased linearly with 

increasing PO flow rate, likely due to SO air entrainment. 

4) Increasing the global stoichiometric ratio had a more pronounced effect on NO 

emissions for non-swirling flames. Results from Pershing and Wendt [219] were 

found to be approx. 18% higher than the non-swirling results of this study, but 

appeared to follow a similar trend. 

5) Sawdust cofiring reduced flame stability and increased NO emissions significantly 

when cofiring more than 20 wt.% sawdust at a total thermal input of 19 kW. 
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Cofiring sawdust up to 40 wt.% at 30 kWth resulted in no observable changes to NO 

emissions, though the maximum near burner temperature was reduced. 

8.3.3 Oxy-fuel Conditions 

As discussed previously, the temperature characteristics of the oxy-coal flame 

resemble air-fired conditions when the oxidizer air is replaced with a mixture of 30 vol.% O2 

and 70 vol.% CO2 largely due to the higher specific heat of the triaomic CO2 molecule. As a 

consequence, the volumetric flow through the burner is reduced by approx. 30% under these 

conditions when compared to the air-fired scenario, if the same amount of excess oxygen is 

supplied. If the amount of oxygen measured in the exhaust gases is to be matched with the 

air-fired case, as in this study, the volumetric flow through the burner is reduced even more. 

Thus, if an air-fired burner is to be utilized without modifications for oxy-fuel combustion 

the burner hydrodynamics will be affected, which can ultimately influence flame attachment 

and pollutant formation [208]. The oxy-fuel results presented below first examine the effects 

of excess oxygen, swirl, adiabatic flame temperature, and sawdust cofiring on NO emissions 

under oxy-fuel conditions with a 30/70 volumetric mix of O2 and CO2 in the PO and SO 

streams. The effects of varying the PO and SO gas compositions on NO emissions are then 

considered at 30 kWth.  

The effect of excess oxygen, as quantified by the global stoichiometric ratio, on NO 

and CO emissions is shown in Fig. 8.11 for flames at 30 kWth with 100% SO swirl. The 

flames were produced with a PO volumetric flow rate of 5.3 m3/hr in order to match the 

PO flow rate utilized for the majority of the air-fired cases. Consequently, the volumetric 

flow rate in the SO under these conditions was reduced by 38% when compared to the 

volumetric flow rate of the air-fired case at 30 kWth, but was similar to the volumetric flow 
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rate of the 19 kWth air-fired case (ca. 18 m3/hr). Under these conditions the oxy-fuel flame 

appeared asymmetric much like the 19 kWth air-fired flame. That is, the flame appeared to 

be pushed toward one side of the combustor. When decreasing the global stoichiometric 

ratio the NO emissions were only moderately reduced. It can be seen in Fig. 8.11 however, 

that the CO emitted was below the detectable limit of the gas analyzer until the 

stoichiometric ratio was reduced below 1.07 (i.e. 7 vol.% excess O2). At a stoichiometric 

ratio of 1.05 the CO increased to approx. 20 ng/J, at a stoichiometric ratio of 1.035 the CO 

rose to 40 ng/J, and at a stoichiometric ratio of 1.02 the CO exceeded 250 ng/J. A 

comparable experiment was attempted under air-fired conditions; however, the CO readings 

were unsteady during those runs. 

 
Figure 8.11. Nitric oxide and carbon monoxide measured in exhaust vs. stoichiometric ratio under 
oxy-fuel conditions at 30 kWth with 30% O2 and 70% CO2 in the PO and SO streams. 

Assuming that air-fired combustion would have produced more CO than the oxy-

fuel case at a comparable global stoichiometric ratio, the lack of detectable CO production at 

a global stoichiometric ratio of 1.07 and the relatively low amount of CO produced at λ = 

1.05 is an important result when considering the both the production of oxygen and the 
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capture of carbon dioxide. Specifically, if less excess oxygen is required for complete 

combustion under oxy-fuel conditions then the amount of oxygen supplied by the air 

separation unit (ASU) can be reduced resulting in capital and operational cost savings. 

Furthermore, when preparing the exhaust for sequestration less excess oxygen in the 

combustor means less oxygen will have to be removed and/or processed in the compression 

and purification unit (CPU). 

The data in Fig. 8.12 demonstrate the effect of varying the amount of SO swirl under 

oxy-fuel conditions at 30 kWth with a 30/70 volumetric mixture of O2 and CO2 in the PO 

and SO streams and 3 vol.% oxygen measured in the stack (i.e. ~10 vol.% excess oxygen). 

Experiments were performed at two different PO volumetric flow rates (low PO 4.2 m3/hr 

and high PO 5.3 m3/hr), and the air-fired data at a thermal input of 30 kW designated by the 

closed-faced triangles is included for reference. For the high PO oxy-fuel case, designated by 

the closed-face circles, it can be seen that the NO produced at 100% SO swirl was similar to 

that produced by the air-fired flame at 30 kWth with the same PO flow rate.  

Upon reducing the SO swirl the NO immediately increased reaching a maximum of 

approx. 275 ng/J when the swirl was 20-25% of the total SO flow and returning to a value 

comparable to the 30 kW air-fired case when no SO swirl was utilized. Thus, even though 

the molecular nitrogen has been completely removed from the system in the oxy-fuel case, 

presumably eliminating production of NO via the thermal mechanism, the NO was 

unchanged when compared to the air-fired flame at 100% and 0% SO swirl. A similar result 

was observed by Mackrory et al. [239] in a laminar methane piloted system when running 

under unstaged conditions. 
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Figure 8.12. Nitric oxide emissions vs. % SO swirl at 30 kWth.  air-fired;  oxy-coal, 30% O2, 70% CO2 
in PO and SO  QPO = 5.3 m3/hr;  QPO = 4.2 m3/hr 

The low PO flow oxy-fuel flame with a 30/70 volumetric mixture of O2 and CO2 in 

the PO and SO streams, designated by the open-faced circles, was then considered in order 

to increase the relative amount of flow in the SO thereby improving the symmetry of the 

flame at 100% SO swirl. Under air-fired conditions it was previously observed in Fig. 8.7 

that reducing the PO flow rate to 4.2 m3/hr had an insignificant effect on NO emissions 

with 100% SO swirl. Here it can be seen that when the swirl is sufficient to produce a 

symmetrical flame under oxy-fuel conditions with 100% SO swirl, the NO measured in the 

exhaust is reduced by 20% when compared to the air-fired case. Liu et al. [228] also 

observed a 20% reduction in NO emissions in a 20 kWth down-fired combustor under 

unstaged oxy-fuel conditions when compared to air-firing. Assuming that the production of 

NO via the thermal mechanism was eliminated under oxy-fuel conditions, these results and 

those of [228] were reasonable when considering the work of Pershing and Wendt [219, 242] 

who demonstrated that the thermal component of the NO formed in coal combustion 
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accounts for 20-25% of the total NO produced. Additionally, if local temperatures are 

sufficiently high (>2100 K) Andersson et al. [215] and Normann et al. [214] showed that 

NO may be destroyed via the thermal mechanism during oxy-fuel combustion; however, it is 

unlikely that this mechanism played a role in this investigation given that temperatures 

greater than 2100 K were not achieved. Upon decreasing the amount of SO swirl in the low 

PO flow oxy-fuel case, the NO emissions remained relatively constant until the swirl flow 

was reduced to less than 50% of the total SO flow and, similar to all previous results, a 

maximum amount of NO was produced when the swirl flow was approx. 25% of the total 

SO flow. Also, similar to the air-fired case with a PO volumetric flow of 4.2 m3/hr, the NO 

emissions at 100% and 0% swirl are comparable. 

The effect of varying the adiabatic flame temperature by changing the concentration 

of oxygen in the SO stream with a 30/70 volumetric mixture of O2 and CO2 in the PO 

stream on NO emissions is shown in Fig. 8.13 designated by the closed-face circles. The 

flames were produced with a PO volumetric flow of 5.3 m3/hr, no SO swirl, and sufficient 

SO flow to yield 3 vol.% oxygen in the exhaust. The adiabatic flame temperature was 

calculated using the lower heating value (LHV) of the PRB coal assuming complete 

combustion, considering excess oxygen as inert, and assuming the products are CO2 and 

H2O(g) only (no dissociation). The maximum temperature in the near burner region was also 

measured for each flame and is designated by the open-faced circles. As can be seen along 

the upper abscissa, the SO oxygen concentration was varied from 27 vol.% to 39 vol%. With 

39 vol.% oxygen in the SO stream the non-swirling flame remained slightly detached from 

the burner similar to the non-swirling air-fired flames as indicated by a comparison of the 

measured maximum near burner temperatures. Upon decreasing the adiabatic flame 

temperature by reducing the concentration of oxygen in the SO, the brightness of the near 
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burner region observed through the burner ignition port was reduced indicative of the lower 

temperatures that were measured and suggesting that the flame became slightly more 

detached. 

 
Figure 8.13. Nitric oxide emissions and maximum near burner temperature (Tnb) (not corrected for 
radiative loss) vs. adiabatic flame temperature (lower abscissa) and vol.% O2 in the SO stream (upper 
abscissa) 

A minimum amount of NO was produced at an adiabatic flame temperature of 2220 

K with 33 vol.% oxygen in the SO. When the adiabatic flame temperature was decreased 

below 2100 K the flame was completely detached and the near burner region appeared dark 

as demonstrated by the photograph in Fig. 8.10b. The temperature measurements and 

increasing NO emissions also suggest that a transition occurred near this condition. The 

modest changes observed for the flames with adiabatic flame temperatures greater than 2100 

K can be substantiated by the results of Pershing Wendt [219] who demonstrated that the 

fuel NOx mechanism is relatively insensitive to temperature changes for a variety of coals 

over the range of temperatures considered here. Conversely, Hu et al. [225] observed a 
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significant increase in NOx emissions with increasing temperature in an electrically heated 

furnace under oxy-fuel conditions. Nevertheless, these results may be a further indication 

that heated furnace results should be applied to practical systems with caution. 

In Figure 8.14 the effect of cofiring sawdust on NO emissions under oxy-fuel 

conditions is presented along with the 30 kWth air-fired data discussed previously. The air-

fired data is designated by the closed-faced triangles and the oxy-fuel flames produced with a 

swirling SO stream and a PO flow rate of 4.2 m3/hr are designated by the closed-faced 

circles. As observed for the air-fired flames, cofiring sawdust under these specific oxy-fuel 

conditions also had no effect on the production of NO. Moreover, these results provide 

additional evidence in support of the 20% reduction in NO emissions achieved under oxy-

fuel conditions discussed previously. Assuming as before, that the thermal NO mechanism 

makes no contribution to NO production under oxy-fuel conditions, cofiring increased 

amounts of sawdust had no effect on the amount of NO produced because either more coal 

bound nitrogen is converted, sawdust bound nitrogen is converted to NO more efficiently 

than coal nitrogen, or some combination of both effects exists. The effect of elevated local 

temperatures, due to the higher volatile content of the sawdust, leading to increased thermal 

NO under air-fired conditions as previously discussed would not contribute here. 

The effect of varying the PO and SO gas compositions under oxy-fuel conditions at 

a thermal input of 30 kW and constant adiabatic flame temperature with 3 vol.% oxygen 

measured in the stack is shown in Fig. 8.15. The adiabatic flame temperatures were 

maintained when reducing the PO oxygen concentration by increasing the oxygen 

concentration in the SO and were calculated as described previously. Results for high PO 

flow flames with a non-swirling SO are designated by the open-faced circles, while results for 

high PO flow flames with 100% SO swirl are designated by the closed-faced circles. Low PO 
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flow flames with 100% SO swirl are designated by the closed-face diamonds. For all three 

cases the amount of NO produced behaves non-monotonically as a function of the oxygen 

concentration in the PO stream. Minimum NO emissions were observed in the high PO 

flow non-swirling flame at 30 vol.% oxygen in the PO stream. For both the low and high 

PO flow swirling flames the minimum NO emissions were observed when the PO oxygen 

concentration was 20 vol.%, although the difference between the data at 20 and 30 vol.% is 

within the experimental uncertainty. 

 
Figure 8.14. NO emissions vs. mass percentage of sawdust cofired with coal at a thermal input of 30 
kW, 100% SO swirl, and 3 vol.% O2 measured in the exhaust.   Air-fired;  Oxy-fuel with 30 vol.% O2 
in the PO and SO stream and a PO volumetric flow rate of 4.2 m3/hr 

For the high PO flow flames with no SO swirl, the NO emissions were on average 

approx. 25% greater than the NO emissions from the swirling flames with the same PO flow 

rate when the PO oxygen concentration was 30 vol.% or less. When the PO oxygen 

concentration was increased to 40 vol.% the NO produced in these two cases was similar. 

Moreover, it was observed that at 40 vol.% O2 in the PO stream the non-swirling flame was 

firmly attached to the burner in a similar fashion to the swirling flame. This result suggests 
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further that the enhanced stability of the swirling flame plays a dominant role in preventing 

SO stream entrainment and elevated NO emissions [237]. 

 
Figure 8.15. NO emissions under oxy-fuel conditions while varying gas composition in the PO and SO 
streams at constant adiabatic flame temperature and 3% O2 in the exhaust effluent.  QPO = 5.3 
m3/hr, No SO swirl;  QPO = 5.3 m3/hr, 100% SO swirl;  QPO = 4.2 m3/hr, 100% SO swirl. 

In the high PO flow non-swirling flame, the increasing NO observed when the 

oxygen concentration was reduced below 30 vol.% was attributed to slight flame detachment 

and SO entrainment, but delayed devolatilization resulting in more nitrogen remaining in the 

char for NO production in well-mixed regions downstream could have also contributed 

[220]. The latter effect may have been responsible for the increased NO emissions in the low 

and high PO flow swirling flame when decreasing the oxygen concentration below 20 vol.% 

as well, given that the maximum near burner temperatures decreased from 1400 K – 1500 K 

at 30 vol.% oxygen in the PO to 950 K – 1050 K at 4 vol.% oxygen in the PO. 

As mentioned previously, at oxygen concentrations greater than 30 vol.% both the 

non-swirling and swirling high PO flow flames were firmly attached to the burner; thus, 

increased NO emissions at higher oxygen concentrations in the PO for these flames were 
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attributed to the local stoichiometric ratio, λPO, exceeding some critical value. Since NO 

emissions from the air-fired experiments did not exhibit a strong dependence on the 

stoichiometric ratio in the PO, and NO emissions in the low PO flow swirling flame with 40 

vol.% oxygen in the PO did not increase substantially when compared to the emissions 

observed at 20 and 30 vol.% O2 in the PO, this point requires further analysis.  

Returning to the air-fired experiments with 100% SO swirl and variable PO flow 

rate, λPO ranged from 0.14 to 0.26 with minimal changes in NO emissions observed. For the 

low flow rate oxy-fuel flame with 40 vol.% oxygen in the PO λPO was 0.27, which is near the 

upper bound of the conditions considered in the air-fired experiments, a small increase in 

NO was observed. However, for the high PO flow oxy-fuel flame with 40 vol.% O2 in the 

PO λPO was 0.34, which may be at or above a critical value. To provide additional evidence 

for this hypothesis NO emissions from four additional flames were measured. First, a coal-

air flame was produced at a thermal input of 22 kW with a swirling secondary and a PO flow 

rate of 7.7 m3/hr resulting in a stoichiometric ratio in the PO of 0.34. Under these 

conditions the NO emissions increased approx. 100 ng/J when compared to the coal-air 

flame produced with a PO flow rate of 5.3 m3/hr. Three additional non-swirling oxy-coal 

low PO flow flames at the same adiabatic flame temperature were also generated with 40 

vol.% O2 in the PO stream at thermal inputs of 25, 33, and 35 kW, and sufficient excess 

oxygen to yield 3 vol.% O2 in the exhaust. The NO measured in the exhaust for these three 

flames along with the non-swirling 30 kWth flame with 40 vol.% O2 in the PO from Fig. 

8.15 are shown in Fig. 8.16. 

While the influence of enhanced mixing in the high PO flow rate coal-air flame may 

play an important role in the increased NO emissions, the influence of the stoichiometric 

ratio in the PO in the apparent critical value region was isolated in Fig. 8.16. It can be seen that 
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NO emissions were 30% higher in the 25 kWth flame having a stoichiometric ratio in the 

PO stream of 0.42 when compared to the 30 kWth flame having a stoichiometric ratio in the 

PO of 0.34. Upon increasing the thermal input to 33 kW, which reduced λPO to 0.31, the NO 

emissions dropped only 7%.  Finally, at thermal input of 35 kW and a stoichiometric ratio in 

the PO of 0.29, the NO emissions were unchanged. 

 
Figure 8.16. NO emission vs. thermal input and λPO for non-swirling oxy-fuel flames at the same 
adiabatic flame temperature with 40 vol.% O2 in the PO and 27 vol.% O2 in the SO and 3 vol.% O2 
measured in the exhaust. 

8.4 Conclusions 

Measurements of NO concentrations in the exhaust gas during unstaged coal and 

coal/sawdust combustion in an unpiloted laboratory-scale 30 kWth combustor under a 

variety of air-fired and oxy-fuel conditions were performed. The effects of thermal input, 

secondary oxidizer swirl, primary oxidizer flow rate, excess air, and sawdust cofiring on NO 

emissions were first demonstrated under air-fired conditions. The effects of excess oxygen, 

swirl, adiabatic flame temperature, sawdust cofiring, and primary and secondary stream gas 
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composition were then demonstrated under oxy-fuel conditions and the following 

conclusions can be made: 

1) In the system used here, which was not designed for low-NOx combustion (i.e. no 

burner optimization, no staged combustion), baseline NO emissions under air-fired 

conditions were approx. 86 ng/J (0.2 lb/MMBtu) with a swirling secondary flow and 

130 ng/J (0.3 lb/MMBtu) without a swirling secondary flow. Typical power plants 

burning high-volatility bituminous coals utilizing low NOx burners and/or staged 

combustion emit 130-215 ng/J (0.3-0.5 lb/MMBtu) of NOx, and it is typically 

assumed that NO constitutes >95% of the total NOx [161]. 

2) In this burner, the primary influence of secondary swirl on NO emissions appears to 

be through flame stabilization. Moreover, interactions between the tangential 

swirling flow and the axial flow at reduced swirl (20-25% of total SO flow) resulted 

in poor hydrodynamics, unsteady detached flames, and increased NO emissions. 

3) When operating under swirling oxy-fuel conditions in which the oxidizer air was 

replaced with a mixture of 30 vol.% O2 and 70 vol.% CO2 and the primary oxidizer 

stream volumetric flow rate was equivalent to the baseline air-fired scenario, NO 

emissions were not reduced relative to the baseline air-fired case. By maintaining the 

PO volumetric flow rate, as would likely be required under a retrofit scenario for 

existing utility boilers, the SO flow rate was reduced by 38% resulting in poor swirl 

hydrodynamics and unsteady flames. Reducing the PO volumetric flow rate by 20% 

was sufficient to produce a steady swirling flame under the 30/70 oxy-fuel 

conditions and a 20% reduction in NO emissions was observed similar to the work 

of Liu et al. [228]. Such a reduction in PO flow rate is not likely an option for current 
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boilers given that a minimum velocity of 17 m/s is required to keep the pulverized 

coal in suspension and the expense of coal delivery tube replacement is enormous. 

However, the ability to increase the angle of adjustable swirl vanes may have also 

been sufficient to resolve the hydrodynamic issues. 

4) Cofiring sawdust having 84% less fuel-N on a mass basis (50% less fuel-N on a 

thermal basis) than the PRB coal used here in a marginally stable flame further 

reduced flame stability and increased NO formation. When cofiring this same 

sawdust under stable flame conditions up to 40 wt.% sawdust (33% thermal) NO 

emissions were not reduced under air-fired or oxy-fuel conditions (i.e. more fuel-N 

was converted to NO). Sami et al. [24] indicated that NOx emissions may not scale 

with the reduction in fuel-N when cofiring biomass due to the higher volatile 

content of biomass, which could increase local temperature resulting in elevated 

thermal NOx. However, comparing the air-fired and oxy-fuel results here, and 

assuming that the thermal NOx mechanism could be neglected under oxy-fuel 

conditions since molecular nitrogen had been removed from the system, these results 

suggest that other mechanisms may be important when considering cofiring for 

NOx reduction. 

5) Under oxy-fuel conditions the excess oxygen was reduced below 7 vol.% (16 vol.% 

excess is common when air-firing) before CO concentrations could be detected. The 

ability to reduce the amount of excess oxygen while still achieving complete 

combustion under oxy-fuel conditions can result in energy savings in both the air 

separation unit (ASU) and the compression and purification unit (CPU) used to 

process the exhaust gases for sequestration. 
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6) Increasing the adiabatic flame temperature under oxy-fuel conditions by changing 

the oxygen concentration in the SO stream with a 30 vol.%/70 vol.% mixture of O2 

and CO2 in the PO stream resulted in negligible changes in NO emissions when the 

flame remained attached to the burner. These results indicate that the fuel NO 

mechanism may not be strongly dependent on temperature. Reducing the adiabatic 

flame temperature below ca. 2100 K resulted in a detached flame as observed visually 

and via near burner thermocouple measurements. As in previous cases, flame 

detachment resulted in higher NO emissions. Since increasing the oxygen 

concentration in the PO will also increase the stoichiometric ratio in the high 

temperature core of the flame, this technique may be valuable for improving flame 

stability without increasing NO formation. 

7) Varying the PO and SO gas compositions at constant adiabatic flame temperature 

(i.e. low O2 in PO with high O2 in SO, high O2 in PO with low O2 in SO) resulted 

in non-monotonic NO emissions as a function of the PO stream oxygen 

concentration. Minimum NO emissions were observed when the PO oxygen 

concentration was between 20 and 30 vol.%. Low oxygen concentrations in the PO  

reduced the maximum near burner flame temperature and presumably caused 

delayed devolatilization resulting in higher NO. At high oxygen concentrations in the 

PO a critical stoichiometric ratio was identified at which NO emissions increased 

sharply. Thus, if elevated oxygen concentrations are to be utilized in the PO stream 

for flame stability the stoichiometric ratio in the PO must be kept below a critical 

value, which is most likely coal dependent. 
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9 Summary and Recommendations 

The work presented in this dissertation examined two aspects of oxygen-enhanced 

combustion and was divided into two parts. Part I, Fundamental Non-Premixed Gaseous Flame 

Studies, examined the effects of fuel-dilution and oxygen-enrichment on flame structure and 

soot formation in ethylene flames. Part II, Air-Fired and Oxy-Fuel Combustion of Coal and 

Coal/Biomass Mixtures, investigated the emission of nitric oxide (NO) from a 30 kWth 

unstaged combustor while burning coal and coal/biomass mixtures in air and when air was 

replaced by a mixture of oxygen and carbon dioxide (i.e. oxy-fuel combustion). A summary 

of the major findings and recommendations for future work follow. 

9.1 Part I Summary 

The main objective of Part I was to enhance the understanding of the structural 

changes that occur in high Zst non-premixed flames leading to the inhibition of soot 

formation. This objective was pursued both experimentally and numerically. The following 

list summarizes the work performed and major conclusions. 

• Non-premixed coflow flame experiments performed under normal and inverse 

conditions were able to isolate the effects of residence time, flame structure, and 

flame configuration on soot formation. Contrary to previous findings, the effect 

of increasing Zst on soot formation was shown to be similar in normal and 

inverse coflow flames, provided the effect of residence time was removed. 

• An extension to the soot inception model proposed by Sunderland et al. [36] was 

presented, which accounts for residence time and finite-rate chemistry effects 
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through a global one-step reaction scheme for soot inception. The region 

conducive to soot formation in non-premixed flames of ethylene was shown to 

be bounded on the fuel side of stoichiometry by two isotherms. The high 

temperature boundary was associated with the location where the local atomic 

carbon-to-oxygen (C/O) ratio was 0.53 and the local temperature was 1640 K. 

The low temperature boundary was associated with the location where 

insufficient temperature, time, and fuel species were available for soot formation. 

Soot-free flames at high Zst were attributed to the convergence of these 

boundaries. 

• A numerical investigation using detailed chemistry was performed to understand 

the key sub-mechanisms responsible for the presence of appreciable molecular 

oxygen at the location of maximum temperature in high Zst non-premixed 

flames. 

• The characteristics of the primary mechanism responsible for oxygen 

consumption were shown to be independent of Zst. A double coupling (kinetic and 

thermal) was observed between the primary oxygen consumption reaction and 

the dominant CO2, H2O, and heat producing reactions, which constrains the 

location of oxygen depletion to the location of global stoichiometry. 

• The presence of appreciable oxygen at the location of maximum temperature for 

high Zst flames was shown to be a consequence of a shifting of the location of 

maximum temperature toward the oxygen side of the location where O2 is 

consumed. 
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• The shifting of the location of maximum temperature was attributed to 

exothermic reactions displaced from the location of oxygen depletion and the 

location of the heat release profile relative to the fuel and oxidizer free-streams in 

mixture fraction space. 

• A second numerical study investigated the effects of flame structure on the 

detailed kinetics of soot precursor formation and destruction to better 

understand the existence of soot-free high Zst flames. 

• A unique approach termed reverse pathway analysis was developed and utilized to 

determine the dominant chemical pathway leading to soot precursor formation. 

• Based on the mechanism used here, one of the dominant chemical pathways 

leading to a key soot precursor species was shown to reverse directions at 

sufficiently high Zst due to changes in flame structure. Consequently, increasing 

Zst was shown to eliminate a primary pathway to soot and open up a new 

pathway for soot precursor oxidation leading to soot-free flames. 

9.2 Part I Recommendations 

The counterflow flame results of Du and Axelbaum [30] and Lin and Faeth [42], as 

well as spherical flame experiments conducted in microgravity by Sunderland et al. [36] 

indicate that soot-free flames can be obtained at residence times approaching infinity relative 

to typical flame time scales, even at high temperature. Recent inverse coflow flame 

experiments, not included in this work, suggest that soot-free flames may not be attainable in 

this configuration. Preliminary computational analysis indicates that this phenomenon may 

be a result of preferential diffusion of the H radical in the upper portion of the flame. 

Additional work is needed to confirm and explain these results. 
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The shifting of the peak temperature toward the oxygen side of global stoichiometry, 

which is responsible for the presence of appreciable oxygen at the location of maximum 

temperature in high Zst flames, was explained only qualitatively. A more rigorous approach 

should be pursued by developing a simplified four-step reaction scheme, representative of 

the four observed heat release zones, and demonstrating the temperature shift at high Zst via 

high activation energy asymptotics. 

The numerical study investigating the detailed chemistry associated with high Zst 

soot-free flames was conducted with only one fuel and one detailed mechanism. It is 

believed that the soot formation pathway for other aliphatic fuels such as ethane and 

propane may exhibit similar behavior leading to soot-free conditions at high Zst. In addition, 

the soot pathway reversal should be investigated using additional chemical mechanisms 

having potentially different reactions and rate parameters to determine if the results 

presented here were mechanism dependent. 

9.3 Part II Summary 

The main objectives of Part II were to investigate the effects of oxy-fuel combustion 

and biomass cofiring on the emissions of nitric oxide (NO) relative to air-fired combustion 

of coal. A summary of the work performed and key findings are listed below. 

• A 30 kWth coal combustor was designed and constructed and several technical 

issues relating to fuel delivery and carbon dioxide delivery (for simulating flue gas 

recycle) were overcome. 

• Nitric oxide emissions under baseline air-fired unstaged conditions from the 

laboratory combustor with a swirling secondary oxidizer stream were near the 

low end of the average emissions produced by industrial utility boilers equipped 
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with low-NOx burners and/or running under staged combustion conditions. 

Air-firing with no secondary swirl resulted in NO emissions near the upper end 

of the average. At steady state, CO emissions were below the detectable limits 

for all cases when 3 vol.% O2 was present in the exhaust. 

• Under air-fired conditions the effects of thermal input, secondary swirl, excess 

air, primary oxidizer stream flow rate, and biomass (sawdust) cofiring on NO 

emissions were investigated. Varying the thermal input, primary stream flow rate, 

and excess air had a greater impact on NO emissions in non-swirling flames. At 

30 kWth reducing the SO swirl did not affect NO emissions until the swirl was 

reduced to 20-25% of the total SO flow, at which point NO emissions rose 

sharply. Cofiring sawdust with less fuel-N on both a mass and thermal basis did 

not reduce NO emissions. 

• Under the baseline oxy-fuel conditions in which the oxidizer air was replaced 

with a mixture of 30 vol.% O2 and 70 vol.% CO2, the effects of excess oxygen, 

secondary swirl, and sawdust cofiring on NO emissions were investigated. When 

the primary stream flow rate was matched to that of the air-fired flame, the SO 

volumetric flow rate had to be reduced more than 30% to maintain 3 vol.% 

oxygen in the exhaust. Consequently, the SO swirl was insufficient to produce a 

symmetric flame and NO emissions were not reduced relative to air-firing, even 

though molecular nitrogen had been removed from the system. Upon reducing 

the primary stream flow rate and increasing the SO swirl, NO emissions were 

reduced by 20%. In this system CO remained below the gas analyzer’s detectable 

limits until the excess oxygen was reduced below 7 vol.%. The ability to achieve 

complete combustion at low excess oxygen during oxy-fuel conditions has 
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important implications with respect to the requirements for the air separation 

unit and the CO2 compression and purification unit. Reducing the SO swirl to 

20% of the total SO flow also increased the NO emissions in the baseline oxy-

fuel case, similar to the result observed during air-firing. Also similar to air-firing, 

cofiring sawdust did not reduce NO emissions. 

• The effect of temperature on NO emissions was investigated by varying the 

oxygen concentration in the SO stream while maintaining the baseline oxy-fuel 

concentrations in the PO. Increasing the temperature beyond the oxy-fuel 

baseline did not result in significantly more NO, although at lower temperatures 

the flames became detached and NO emissions increased due to SO 

entrainment. Increased oxygen concentrations in the SO may be a valuable 

strategy to maintain flame stability under deeper staging. 

• The effect of varying the oxygen concentrations in the PO and SO streams on 

NO emissions was investigated while maintaining constant adiabatic flame 

temperature and 3 vol.% O2 in the exhaust. Non-monotonic behavior was 

observed and the results indicated that the primary influence of a swirling SO 

stream on NO emissions in this system is through flame stabilization. The results 

also indicated that increased oxygen concentrations in the PO can improve flame 

stability without increasing NO emissions provided the local stoichiometric ratio 

is maintained below some critical value. 
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9.4 Part II Recommendations 

A number of modifications to the existing system are desirable. In addition, many 

highly valuable air-fired and oxy-fuel studies can be performed with this combustor as it 

stands, or after incorporating the modifications. The recommendations are listed below. 

9.4.1 System Modifications 

• Adding gas and temperature sampling ports from the near burner region 

incrementally along the length of the combustor would enable valuable 

measurements showing the evolution of NO and other species as well as the 

changes in the axial temperature profile under different air-fired and oxy-fuel 

conditions. In addition, the extent of flame detachment could be ascertained. 

• Water cooling the combustor walls would decrease the time required to reach 

steady state and would prevent sslagging. Cooling should also be added to the 

vertical stainless exhaust given that the sampling temperature approaches 800 K 

after several hours of operation under the current conditions. It was also 

observed that the laboratory HVAC system was insufficient maintain a 

comfortable temperature. Thus, cooling would improve the comfort of 

operators. 

• Visual observations as well as CFD modeling have indicated that flow and 

particles were being recirculated well into the burner head when operating with 

high SO swirl. It has been presumed that this is due to the relatively large 

diameter provided for the secondary swirling flow, which results in low axial 

velocities. Following CFD modeling to determine the optimal diameter, the 

burner head should be modified to eliminate this recirculation by reducing the 
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diameter of the SO flow inlet. A quarl should also be modeled for optimization 

and added to the burner at this same time. 

• The primary stream exit velocity in this system was significantly lower than that 

observed in practical systems. This aided in flame stability, but may reduce the 

relevance of the results. The PO exit velocity can be increased without increasing 

the thermal input by reducing the diameter of the primary stream tube. 

• Adjustable swirl vanes in the secondary stream should be added to enable higher 

tangential velocities when operating under oxy-fuel conditions. 

• Overfire oxidizer ports should be added to enable staged combustion 

experiments. 

• Carbon dioxide and sulfur oxide gas analyzers should be installed. A more robust 

oxygen sensor that is not pressure sensitive should also be installed if possible. 

9.4.2 Future Work 

• It is believed that the relatively low NO emissions observed in this unstaged 

combustor when compared to full-scale utility boilers were related to this 

system’s excellent flame attachment resulting in flames that more closely 

resembled non-premixed combustion rather than partially-premixed combustion. 

This phenomenon should be explored to determine the relevance of results 

obtained with this system. 

• Pulverized coal samples were obtained from a local power plant by sampling 

from a coal delivery pipe downstream of a mill. It is believed that the sampling 

method led to a bias in the particle size distribution toward smaller particles. 
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Though not specifically studied, it was observed on several occasions that 

samples having a larger fraction of smaller coal particles (< 74 microns) led to 

improved flame stability and lower NO emissions. These effects could be 

quantified by preparing coal samples in binned size ranges via sieving. 

• Cofiring sawdust having a lower nitrogen content than coal did not lower NO 

emissions. This was attributed to the larger sawdust particle sizes leading to 

delayed volatile release from both the coal and sawdust particles. This would 

leave more nitrogen in the char to form NO downstream where mixing has 

occurred. Experiments should be conducted with sawdust samples having a 

smaller average particle diameter to confirm this hypothesis. Sawdust samples 

should be prepared and cofired below 50 mesh, 80 mesh, 100 mesh, and 200 

mesh to demonstrate the effect of particle size. 

• In this study only one coal type and one biomass type were utilized. Future 

studies should investigate emissions using coals of different rank and chemical 

composition as well as the cofiring of a variety of biomass fuels such as 

switchgrass, miscanthus, algae, and wheat straw. 

• The efficiency of particle capture techniques for fly ash under oxy-fuel 

combustion may be influenced by both the reduced volumetric flow of flue gases 

and changes in the particle size distribution. Cofiring biomass may also influence 

the particle size distribution. The effects of oxy-fuel combustion and biomass 

cofiring on the sub-micron particle size distribution should be quantified. 

• Fly ash from coal utility boilers is often used in Portland cement and in many 

other applications. At the present time, fly ash produced from biomass is not 
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typically accepted for use. Moreover, oxy-fuel combustion may influence fly ash 

characteristics. The effects of oxy-fuel combustion and biomass cofiring on the 

characteristics and composition of the bottom ash and fly ash should be 

quantified. Studies could be conducted in conjunction with the structural 

engineering department to evaluate any differences between Portland cement 

produced with fly ash produced under various combustion scenarios. 

• Higher oxygen concentrations in oxy-fuel combustion may lead to higher particle 

temperatures, which could influence slagging and fouling characteristics. When 

cofiring biomass fuels that contain more sodium and potassium than coal the ash 

melting temperature can be reduced leading to slagging problems. Biomass fuels 

may also contain high chlorine, which can accelerate boiler tube corrosion. Thus, 

the effects of oxy-fuel combustion and biomass cofiring on slagging, fouling, and 

corrosion should be quantified. 

• Finally, following system modifications all experiments should be performed 

under staged and unstaged conditions. 
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Appendix A 
Flame Equilibrium Formulation 

In the flame equilibrium approach utilized here the following simplifications to the 

governing equations for a reacting flow are employed: 

• steady-state 

• mass diffusion occurs only due to concentration gradients 

• viscous heating is negligible 

• body forces are ignored 

• radiation heat transfer is ignored 

• diffusion coefficients equal for all species (i.e. Di,j=D) 

• unity Lewis number, Le = k/(ρcpD) = 1 

• one-step chemistry, Fuel + Oxidizer →Products 

Under these simplifying assumptions the species conservation equation reduces to 

( )[ ] ( )ωρρ '''v iiiii vvWYDY −=∇−⋅∇     (A.1) 

where the subscript i refers to ith species, ρ is the density of the mixture, Y is the mass 

fraction, v is the velocity of the bulk flow, D is the diffusion coefficient assumed constant 

and equivalent for all species, W is the molecular weight, v’ and v’’ are the stoichiometric 

coefficients in the one-step reaction for the reactants and products, respectively, and ω is the 

species independent reaction rate given by 
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where wi is the reaction rate of species i. The energy equation is similarly reduced to 

( )[ ] ( )ωρρ '''
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v iii
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=

       (A.3) 

where hs is the sensible enthalpy, hi
0 is the enthalpy of formation of species i, and N is the 

number of species. Noting the similarity of the L.H.S. of Eqs. 1 and 3 and using the 

common abbreviation for the operation performed on Yi and 

hs, ( )[ ])  ()  ( )  ( v ⋅∇−⋅⋅∇=⋅ DL ρρ , Eqs. 1 and 3 can be written as 

( ) ( )ω'''

iiii vvWYL −=             (A.1a) 

and 

( ) ( )ω'''

1
iii

O
i

N

i

s vvWhhL −∑−=
=

.              (A.3a) 

From the theory of linear ODEs the principle of superposition states that the linear 

combination of two or more unique solutions to an ODE is also a valid and unique solution. 

Thus, any combination of the individual species profiles represents a valid solution to Eq. 1 

and any combination of species profiles with the profile of sensible enthalpy represents a 

valid solution to Eq. 3. The goal of any such combination is to eliminate the reaction term 

on the R.H.S. of the species and energy equations. When this goal is achieved, the combined 

quantity is referred to as a conserved scalar or coupling function because it is unaffected by 

chemical reactions in the flow and therefore removes the coupling between the species and 

energy equations. 
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Appropriate conserved scalars can be formulated by first defining a 

stoichiometrically weighted mass fraction for species i with respect to the fuel as 
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where the subscript F refers to the fuel species, fu indicates that the quantity is to be 

evaluated in the fuel free stream, and 
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is the stoichiometric mass ratio of species i to the fuel. A stoichiometrically weighted non-

dimensional enthalpy or temperature is then defined as 
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where qc,F is the chemical heat release per unit mass of fuel reacted defined as 
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Considering the one-step reaction Fuel + Oxygen → Products, a suitable conserved 

scalar for Eq. 1, βF,O2
,
 
can be defined as βF,O2

= 
2

~~
OF YY − . For Eq. 3, two appropriate 

conserved scalars are βF = Fs Yh
~~

+  and βO2
 =

2

~~
Os Yh + . Substituting these conserved scalars 

into Eqs. 1a and 3a yields 

( ) 0
2, =OFL β ,        (A.1b) 

( ) 0=FL β ,        (A.3b) 
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and 

( ) 0
2

=OL β .        (A.3c) 

While the solutions of Eqs. 1b, 3b, and 3c would yield useful results in physical space 

for a chosen flame configuration and coordinate system, it is desirable to develop a more 

general formulation that provides results as a function of a variable that is independent of 

flame configuration (i.e. counterflow, coflow, spherical). One such variable is the mixture 

fraction, Z, defined as the local fraction of mass that originated from the fuel stream. By 

considering Eqs. 1b, 3b, and 3c in Z space, a solution to these ODEs can be developed 

purely on the basis of the principle of superposition without formal integration. 

In terms of the conserved scalar βF,O2 
the mixture fraction can be written for one-step 

chemistry as  
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where the subscripts fu and ox indicate that the quantity is to be evaluated in the fuel free 

stream and oxidizer free stream, respectively. Thus, by definition Z = 0 in the oxidizer free 

stream and Z =1 in the fuel free stream. Because Z is linearly related to βF,O2
,
 
the principle of 

superposition requires that Z also be a solution to Eq. 1. Solving Eq. 8 for βF,O2
,yields 

( ) ( )( ) ( )
oxOFoxOFfuOFOF Z

2222 ,,,, ββββ +−= .   (A.9) 

Thus, 

( ) oxOoxOfuFOF YZYYYY ,,, 222

~~~~~
−+=− .          (A.9a) 
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To solve for the fuel and oxidizer profiles in Z space it is now necessary to apply the flame 

sheet assumption. At the location of stoichiometric composition the flame sheet assumption 

requires complete consumption of the reactants (i.e. Y5F = Y5O2 
= 0). Thus, the stoichiometric 

mixture fraction, Zst , can be written 

( ) 1

,,,

,,

,

22

2

2 1~~

~
−+=

+
= oxOfuFFO

oxOfuF

oxO

st YY
YY

Y
Z σ .           (A.10) 

Note here that Zst is a useful parameter in describing the extent of free stream fuel dilution 

and oxygen-enrichment given that Zst is close to zero for pure fuel burning in air and close to 

unity for heavily-diluted fuel burning in pure oxygen. Since reactants are consumed at Z=Zst, 

the fuel mass fraction on the fuel side of stoichiometry is described by 

( ) oxOoxOfuFF YZYYY ,,, 22

~~~~
−+=     (A.11) 

while the oxygen mass fraction on the oxidizer side of stoichiometry is describe by 

( ) oxOoxOfuFO YZYYY ,,, 222

~~~~
++−= .   (A.12) 

Moreover, with the unity Lewis number assumption linear relationships between the mixture 

fraction and βF and βO2
 can also be written as 
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yielding 
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on the oxidizer side of stoichiometry and 
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oxOoxOfuss ZhTh ,,, 22
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on the fuel side of stoichiometry. At the location of stoichiometry Z = Zst and the adiabatic 

flame temperature is given by 
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Note that as previously indicated, the species and temperature profiles in mixture fraction 

space have been computed without formally solving the simplified linear ODEs. 
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Appendix B 
Reaction Mechanism Used in Chapter 6 
 
Chemistry from naphthalene to pyrene from Appel et al. [133] appended to USC Mech 
Version II [137]. 
 

  k=A Tbexp(-E/RT) 
 Reactions Considered  A b E (cal/mol)  

1 H+O2=O+OH  2.64E+16 -7.00E-01 1.70E+04  
2 O+H2=H+OH  4.59E+04 2.70E+00 6.26E+03  
3 OH+H2=H+H2O  1.73E+08 1.50E+00 3.43E+03  
4 OH+OH=O+H2O  3.97E+04 2.40E+00 -2.11E+03  
5 H+H+M=H2+M  1.78E+18 -1.00E+00 0.00E+00  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CO2  AR  
  0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 6.30E-01  

6 H+H+H2=H2+H2  9.00E+16 -6.00E-01 0.00E+00  
7 H+H+H2O=H2+H2O  5.62E+19 -1.20E+00 0.00E+00  
8 H+H+CO2=H2+CO2  5.50E+20 -2.00E+00 0.00E+00  
9 H+OH+M=H2O+M  4.40E+22 -2.00E+00 0.00E+00  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CO  CO2  AR 
  2.00E+00 6.30E+00 1.75E+00 3.60E+00 3.80E-01 

10 O+H+M=OH+M  9.43E+18 -1.00E+00 0.00E+00  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CO  CO2  AR 
  2.00E+00 1.20E+01 1.75E+00 3.60E+00 7.00E-01 

11 O+O+M=O2+M  1.20E+17 -1.00E+00 0.00E+00  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CO  CO2  AR 
  2.40E+00 1.54E+01 1.75E+00 3.60E+00 8.30E-01 

12 H+O2(+M)=HO2(+M)  5.12E+12 4.00E-01 0.00E+00  
 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 6.33E+19 -1.40E+00  
 TROE centering  5.00E-01 1.00E-30 1.00E+30  
 Enhanced by  O2  H2O  CO  CO2  AR 
  8.50E-01 1.19E+01 1.09E+00 2.18E+00 4.00E-01 

13 H2+O2=HO2+H  5.92E+05 2.40E+00 5.35E+04  
14 OH+OH(+M)=H2O2(+M)  1.11E+14 -4.00E-01 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 2.01E+17 -5.84E-01  
 TROE centering  7.35E-01 9.40E+01 1.76E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CO  CO2  AR 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 1.75E+00 3.60E+00 7.00E-01 

15 HO2+H=O+H2O  3.97E+12 0.00E+00 6.71E+02  
16 HO2+H=OH+OH  7.48E+13 0.00E+00 2.95E+02  
17 HO2+O=OH+O2  4.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
18 HO2+HO2=O2+H2O2  1.30E+11 0.00E+00 -1.63E+03  

 Declared duplicate reaction      
19 HO2+HO2=O2+H2O2  3.66E+14 0.00E+00 1.20E+04  

 Declared duplicate reaction      
20 OH+HO2=H2O+O2  1.41E+18 -1.80E+00 6.00E+01  

 Declared duplicate reaction      
21 OH+HO2=H2O+O2  1.12E+85 -2.23E+01 2.69E+04  

 Declared duplicate reaction      
22 OH+HO2=H2O+O2  5.37E+70 -1.67E+01 3.29E+04  

 Declared duplicate reaction      
23 OH+HO2=H2O+O2  2.51E+12 2.00E+00 4.00E+04  

 Declared duplicate reaction      
24 OH+HO2=H2O+O2  1.00E+136 -4.00E+01 3.48E+04  

 Declared duplicate reaction      
25 H2O2+H=HO2+H2  6.05E+06 2.00E+00 5.20E+03  
26 H2O2+H=OH+H2O  2.41E+13 0.00E+00 3.97E+03  
27 H2O2+O=OH+HO2  9.63E+06 2.00E+00 3.97E+03  
28 H2O2+OH=HO2+H2O  2.00E+12 0.00E+00 4.27E+02  

 Declared duplicate reaction      
29 H2O2+OH=HO2+H2O  2.67E+41 -7.00E+00 3.76E+04  

 Declared duplicate reaction      
30 CO+O(+M)=CO2(+M)  1.36E+10 0.00E+00 2.38E+03  
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 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 1.17E+24 -2.79E+00  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CO  CO2  AR 
  2.00E+00 1.20E+01 1.75E+00 3.60E+00 7.00E-01 

31 CO+OH=CO2+H  7.05E+04 2.10E+00 -3.56E+02  
 Declared duplicate reaction      

32 CO+OH=CO2+H  5.76E+12 -7.00E-01 3.32E+02  
 Declared duplicate reaction      

33 CO+O2=CO2+O  1.12E+12 0.00E+00 4.77E+04  
34 CO+HO2=CO2+OH  1.57E+05 2.20E+00 1.79E+04  
35 HCO+H=CO+H2  1.20E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
36 HCO+O=CO+OH  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
37 HCO+O=CO2+H  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
38 HCO+OH=CO+H2O  3.02E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
39 HCO+M=CO+H+M  1.87E+17 -1.00E+00 1.70E+04  

 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CO  CO2  
  2.00E+00 0.00E+00 1.75E+00 3.60E+00  

40 HCO+H2O=CO+H+H2O  2.24E+18 -1.00E+00 1.70E+04  
41 HCO+O2=CO+HO2  1.20E+10 8.00E-01 -7.27E+02  
42 CO+H2(+M)=CH2O(+M)  4.30E+07 1.50E+00 7.96E+04  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 5.07E+27 -3.42E+00  
 TROE centering  9.32E-01 1.97E+02 1.54E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

43 C+OH=CO+H  5.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
44 C+O2=CO+O  5.80E+13 0.00E+00 5.76E+02  
45 CH+H=C+H2  1.10E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
46 CH+O=CO+H  5.70E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
47 CH+OH=HCO+H  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
48 CH+H2=CH2+H  1.11E+08 1.80E+00 1.67E+03  
49 CH+H2O=CH2O+H  5.71E+12 0.00E+00 -7.55E+02  
50 CH+O2=HCO+O  3.30E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
51 CH+CO(+M)=HCCO(+M)  5.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 2.69E+28 -3.74E+00  
 TROE centering  5.76E-01 2.37E+02 1.65E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

52 CH+CO2=HCO+CO  3.40E+12 0.00E+00 6.90E+02  
53 HCO+H(+M)=CH2O(+M)  1.09E+12 5.00E-01 -2.60E+02  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 1.35E+24 -2.57E+00  
 TROE centering  7.82E-01 2.71E+02 2.76E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

54 CH2+H(+M)=CH3(+M)  2.50E+16 -8.00E-01 0.00E+00  
 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 3.20E+27 -3.14E+00  
 TROE centering  6.80E-01 7.80E+01 2.00E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

55 CH2+O=HCO+H  8.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
56 CH2+OH=CH2O+H  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
57 CH2+OH=CH+H2O  1.13E+07 2.00E+00 3.00E+03  
58 CH2+H2=H+CH3  5.00E+05 2.00E+00 7.23E+03  
59 CH2+O2=HCO+OH  1.06E+13 0.00E+00 1.50E+03  
60 CH2+O2=CO2+H+H  2.64E+12 0.00E+00 1.50E+03  
61 CH2+HO2=CH2O+OH  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
62 CH2+C=C2H+H  5.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
63 CH2+CO(+M)=CH2CO(+M)  8.10E+11 5.00E-01 4.51E+03  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 2.69E+33 -5.11E+00  
 TROE centering  5.91E-01 2.75E+02 1.23E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
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   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

64 CH2+CH=C2H2+H  4.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
65 CH2+CH2=C2H2+H2  3.20E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
66 CH2*+N2=CH2+N2  1.50E+13 0.00E+00 6.00E+02  
67 CH2*+AR=CH2+AR  9.00E+12 0.00E+00 6.00E+02  
68 CH2*+H=CH+H2  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
69 CH2*+O=CO+H2  1.50E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
70 CH2*+O=HCO+H  1.50E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
71 CH2*+OH=CH2O+H  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
72 CH2*+H2=CH3+H  7.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
73 CH2*+O2=H+OH+CO  2.80E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
74 CH2*+O2=CO+H2O  1.20E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
75 CH2*+H2O(+M)=CH3OH(+M)  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 2.70E+38 -6.30E+00  
 TROE centering  1.51E-01 1.34E+02 2.38E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6     
  3.00E+00     

76 CH2*+H2O=CH2+H2O  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
77 CH2*+CO=CH2+CO  9.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
78 CH2*+CO2=CH2+CO2  7.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
79 CH2*+CO2=CH2O+CO  1.40E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
80 CH2O+H(+M)=CH2OH(+M)  5.40E+11 5.00E-01 3.60E+03  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 1.27E+32 -4.82E+00  
 TROE centering  7.19E-01 1.03E+02 1.29E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6     
  3.00E+00     

81 CH2O+H(+M)=CH3O(+M)  5.40E+11 5.00E-01 2.60E+03  
 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 2.20E+30 -4.80E+00  
 TROE centering  7.58E-01 9.40E+01 1.56E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6     
  3.00E+00     

82 CH2O+H=HCO+H2  2.30E+10 1.10E+00 3.28E+03  
83 CH2O+O=HCO+OH  3.90E+13 0.00E+00 3.54E+03  
84 CH2O+OH=HCO+H2O  3.43E+09 1.20E+00 -4.47E+02  
85 CH2O+O2=HCO+HO2  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 4.00E+04  
86 CH2O+HO2=HCO+H2O2  1.00E+12 0.00E+00 8.00E+03  
87 CH2O+CH=CH2CO+H  9.46E+13 0.00E+00 -5.15E+02  
88 CH3+H(+M)=CH4(+M)  1.27E+16 -6.00E-01 3.83E+02  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 2.48E+33 -4.76E+00  
 TROE centering  7.83E-01 7.40E+01 2.94E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

89 CH3+O=CH2O+H  8.43E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
90 CH3+OH(+M)=CH3OH(+M)  6.30E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 2.70E+38 -6.30E+00  
 TROE centering  2.11E-01 8.35E+01 5.40E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6     
  3.00E+00     

91 CH3+OH=CH2+H2O  5.60E+07 1.60E+00 5.42E+03  
92 CH3+OH=CH2*+H2O  2.50E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
93 CH3+O2=O+CH3O  3.08E+13 0.00E+00 2.88E+04  
94 CH3+O2=OH+CH2O  3.60E+10 0.00E+00 8.94E+03  
95 CH3+HO2=CH4+O2  1.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
96 CH3+HO2=CH3O+OH  1.34E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
97 CH3+H2O2=CH4+HO2  2.45E+04 2.50E+00 5.18E+03  
98 CH3+C=C2H2+H  5.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
99 CH3+CH=C2H3+H  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
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100 CH3+HCO=CH4+CO  8.48E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
101 CH3+CH2O=CH4+HCO  3.32E+03 2.80E+00 5.86E+03  
102 CH3+CH2=C2H4+H  4.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
103 CH3+CH2*=C2H4+H  1.20E+13 0.00E+00 -5.70E+02  
104 CH3+CH3(+M)=C2H6(+M)  2.12E+16 -1.00E+00 6.20E+02  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 1.77E+50 -9.67E+00  
 TROE centering  5.33E-01 1.51E+02 1.04E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

105 CH3+CH3=H+C2H5  4.99E+12 1.00E-01 1.06E+04  
106 CH3+HCCO=C2H4+CO  5.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
107 CH3+C2H=C3H3+H  2.41E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
108 CH3O+H(+M)=CH3OH(+M)  5.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 8.60E+28 -4.00E+00  
 TROE centering  8.90E-01 1.44E+02 2.84E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6     
  3.00E+00     

109 CH3O+H=CH2OH+H  3.40E+06 1.60E+00 0.00E+00  
110 CH3O+H=CH2O+H2  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
111 CH3O+H=CH3+OH  3.20E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
112 CH3O+H=CH2*+H2O  1.60E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
113 CH3O+O=CH2O+OH  1.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
114 CH3O+OH=CH2O+H2O  5.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
115 CH3O+O2=CH2O+HO2  4.28E-13 7.60E+00 -3.53E+03  
116 CH2OH+H(+M)=CH3OH(+M)  1.80E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 3.00E+31 -4.80E+00  
 TROE centering  7.68E-01 3.38E+02 1.81E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6     
  3.00E+00     

117 CH2OH+H=CH2O+H2  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
118 CH2OH+H=CH3+OH  1.20E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
119 CH2OH+H=CH2*+H2O  6.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
120 CH2OH+O=CH2O+OH  1.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
121 CH2OH+OH=CH2O+H2O  5.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
122 CH2OH+O2=CH2O+HO2  1.80E+13 0.00E+00 9.00E+02  
123 CH4+H=CH3+H2  6.60E+08 1.60E+00 1.08E+04  
124 CH4+O=CH3+OH  1.02E+09 1.50E+00 8.60E+03  
125 CH4+OH=CH3+H2O  1.00E+08 1.60E+00 3.12E+03  
126 CH4+CH=C2H4+H  6.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
127 CH4+CH2=CH3+CH3  2.46E+06 2.00E+00 8.27E+03  
128 CH4+CH2*=CH3+CH3  1.60E+13 0.00E+00 -5.70E+02  
129 CH4+C2H=C2H2+CH3  1.81E+12 0.00E+00 5.00E+02  
130 CH3OH+H=CH2OH+H2  1.70E+07 2.10E+00 4.87E+03  
131 CH3OH+H=CH3O+H2  4.20E+06 2.10E+00 4.87E+03  
132 CH3OH+O=CH2OH+OH  3.88E+05 2.50E+00 3.10E+03  
133 CH3OH+O=CH3O+OH  1.30E+05 2.50E+00 5.00E+03  
134 CH3OH+OH=CH2OH+H2O  1.44E+06 2.00E+00 -8.40E+02  
135 CH3OH+OH=CH3O+H2O  6.30E+06 2.00E+00 1.50E+03  
136 CH3OH+CH3=CH2OH+CH4  3.00E+07 1.50E+00 9.94E+03  
137 CH3OH+CH3=CH3O+CH4  1.00E+07 1.50E+00 9.94E+03  
138 C2H+H(+M)=C2H2(+M)  1.00E+17 -1.00E+00 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 3.75E+33 -4.80E+00  
 TROE centering  6.46E-01 1.32E+02 1.32E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

139 C2H+O=CH+CO  5.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
140 C2H+OH=H+HCCO  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
141 C2H+O2=HCO+CO  5.00E+13 0.00E+00 1.50E+03  
142 C2H+H2=H+C2H2  4.90E+05 2.50E+00 5.60E+02  
143 C2O+H=CH+CO  5.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
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144 C2O+O=CO+CO  5.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
145 C2O+OH=CO+CO+H  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
146 C2O+O2=CO+CO+O  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
147 HCCO+H=CH2*+CO  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
148 HCCO+O=H+CO+CO  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
149 HCCO+O2=OH+2CO  1.60E+12 0.00E+00 8.54E+02  
150 HCCO+CH=C2H2+CO  5.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
151 HCCO+CH2=C2H3+CO  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
152 HCCO+HCCO=C2H2+CO+CO  1.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
153 HCCO+OH=C2O+H2O  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
154 C2H2(+M)=H2CC(+M)  8.00E+14 -5.00E-01 5.08E+04  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 2.45E+15 -6.40E-01  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  C2H4    
  3.00E+00 2.50E+00    

155 C2H3(+M)=C2H2+H(+M)  3.86E+08 1.60E+00 3.70E+04  
 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 2.57E+27 -3.40E+00  
 TROE centering  1.98E+00 5.38E+03 4.29E+00  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR  C2H2  C2H4  
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01 3.00E+00 3.00E+00  

156 C2H2+O=C2H+OH  4.60E+19 -1.40E+00 2.90E+04  
157 C2H2+O=CH2+CO  4.08E+06 2.00E+00 1.90E+03  
158 C2H2+O=HCCO+H  1.63E+07 2.00E+00 1.90E+03  
159 C2H2+OH=CH2CO+H  2.18E-04 4.50E+00 -1.00E+03  
160 C2H2+OH=HCCOH+H  5.04E+05 2.30E+00 1.35E+04  
161 C2H2+OH=C2H+H2O  3.37E+07 2.00E+00 1.40E+04  
162 C2H2+OH=CH3+CO  4.83E-04 4.00E+00 -2.00E+03  
163 C2H2+HCO=C2H3+CO  1.00E+07 2.00E+00 6.00E+03  
164 C2H2+CH2=C3H3+H  1.20E+13 0.00E+00 6.62E+03  
165 C2H2+CH2*=C3H3+H  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
166 C2H2+C2H=C4H2+H  9.60E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
167 C2H2+C2H(+M)=nC4H3(+M)  8.30E+10 9.00E-01 -3.63E+02  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 1.24E+31 -4.72E+00  
 TROE centering  1.00E+00 1.00E+02 5.61E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  C2H2  C2H4   
  3.00E+00 2.50E+00 2.50E+00   

168 C2H2+C2H(+M)=iC4H3(+M)  8.30E+10 9.00E-01 -3.63E+02  
 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 1.24E+31 -4.72E+00  
 TROE centering  1.00E+00 1.00E+02 5.61E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  C2H2  C2H4   
  3.00E+00 2.50E+00 2.50E+00   

169 C2H2+HCCO=C3H3+CO  1.00E+11 0.00E+00 3.00E+03  
170 C2H2+CH3=pC3H4+H  2.56E+09 1.10E+00 1.36E+04  
171 C2H2+CH3=aC3H4+H  5.14E+09 9.00E-01 2.22E+04  
172 C2H2+CH3=CH3CCH2  4.99E+22 -4.40E+00 1.89E+04  
173 C2H2+CH3=CH3CHCH  3.20E+35 -7.80E+00 1.33E+04  
174 C2H2+CH3=aC3H5  2.68E+53 -1.28E+01 3.57E+04  
175 H2CC+H=C2H2+H  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
176 H2CC+OH=CH2CO+H  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
177 H2CC+O2=HCO+HCO  1.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
178 H2CC+C2H2(+M)=C4H4(+M)  3.50E+05 2.10E+00 -2.40E+03  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 1.40E+60 -1.26E+01  
 TROE centering  9.80E-01 5.60E+01 5.80E+02  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  C2H2  C2H4   
  3.00E+00 3.00E+00 3.00E+00   

179 H2CC+C2H4=C4H6  1.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
180 CH2CO+H(+M)=CH2CHO(+M)  3.30E+14 -1.00E-01 8.50E+03  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 3.80E+41 -7.64E+00  
 TROE centering  3.37E-01 1.71E+03 3.20E+03  
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 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR  C2H2  C2H4  
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01 3.00E+00 3.00E+00  

181 CH2CO+H=HCCO+H2  5.00E+13 0.00E+00 8.00E+03  
182 CH2CO+H=CH3+CO  1.50E+09 1.40E+00 2.69E+03  
183 CH2CO+O=HCCO+OH  1.00E+13 0.00E+00 8.00E+03  
184 CH2CO+O=CH2+CO2  1.75E+12 0.00E+00 1.35E+03  
185 CH2CO+OH=HCCO+H2O  7.50E+12 0.00E+00 2.00E+03  
186 HCCOH+H=CH2CO+H  1.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
187 C2H3+H(+M)=C2H4(+M)  6.08E+12 3.00E-01 2.80E+02  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 1.40E+30 -3.86E+00  
 TROE centering  7.82E-01 2.08E+02 2.66E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR  C2H2  C2H4  
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01 3.00E+00 3.00E+00  

188 C2H3+H=C2H2+H2  9.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
189 C2H3+H=H2CC+H2  6.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
190 C2H3+O=CH2CO+H  4.80E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
191 C2H3+O=CH3+CO  4.80E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
192 C2H3+OH=C2H2+H2O  3.01E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
193 C2H3+O2=C2H2+HO2  1.34E+06 1.60E+00 -3.83E+02  
194 C2H3+O2=CH2CHO+O  3.00E+11 3.00E-01 1.10E+01  
195 C2H3+O2=HCO+CH2O  4.60E+16 -1.40E+00 1.01E+03  
196 C2H3+HO2=CH2CHO+OH  1.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
197 C2H3+H2O2=C2H4+HO2  1.21E+10 0.00E+00 -5.96E+02  
198 C2H3+HCO=C2H4+CO  9.03E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
199 C2H3+HCO=C2H3CHO  1.80E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
200 C2H3+CH3=C2H2+CH4  3.92E+11 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
201 C2H3+CH3(+M)=C3H6(+M)  2.50E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 4.27E+58 -1.19E+01  
 TROE centering  1.75E-01 1.34E+03 6.00E+04  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR  C2H4   
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01 3.00E+00   

202 C2H3+CH3=aC3H5+H  1.50E+24 -2.80E+00 1.86E+04  
203 C2H3+C2H2=C4H4+H  2.00E+18 -1.70E+00 1.06E+04  
204 C2H3+C2H2=nC4H5  9.30E+38 -8.80E+00 1.20E+04  
205 C2H3+C2H2=iC4H5  1.60E+46 -1.10E+01 1.86E+04  
206 C2H3+C2H3=C4H6  1.50E+42 -8.80E+00 1.25E+04  
207 C2H3+C2H3=iC4H5+H  1.20E+22 -2.40E+00 1.37E+04  
208 C2H3+C2H3=nC4H5+H  2.40E+20 -2.00E+00 1.54E+04  
209 C2H3+C2H3=C2H2+C2H4  9.60E+11 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
210 CH2CHO=CH3+CO  7.80E+41 -9.10E+00 4.69E+04  
211 CH2CHO+H(+M)=CH3CHO(+M)  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 5.20E+39 -7.30E+00  
 TROE centering  5.50E-01 8.90E+03 4.35E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  C2H2  C2H4   
  3.00E+00 3.00E+00 3.00E+00   

212 CH2CHO+H=CH3CO+H  5.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
213 CH2CHO+H=CH3+HCO  9.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
214 CH2CHO+H=CH2CO+H2  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 4.00E+03  
215 CH2CHO+O=CH2CO+OH  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 4.00E+03  
216 CH2CHO+OH=CH2CO+H2O  1.00E+13 0.00E+00 2.00E+03  
217 CH2CHO+O2=CH2CO+HO2  1.40E+11 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
218 CH2CHO+O2=CH2O+CO+OH  1.80E+10 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
219 CH3+CO(+M)=CH3CO(+M)  4.85E+07 1.60E+00 6.15E+03  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 7.80E+30 -5.40E+00  
 TROE centering  2.58E-01 5.98E+02 2.10E+04  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR  C2H2  C2H4  
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01 3.00E+00 3.00E+00  

220 CH3CO+H(+M)=CH3CHO(+M)  9.60E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
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 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 3.85E+44 -8.57E+00  
 TROE centering  1.00E+00 2.90E+03 2.90E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  C2H2  C2H4   
  3.00E+00 3.00E+00 3.00E+00   

221 CH3CO+H=CH3+HCO  9.60E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
222 CH3CO+O=CH2CO+OH  3.90E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
223 CH3CO+O=CH3+CO2  1.50E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
224 CH3CO+OH=CH2CO+H2O  1.20E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
225 CH3CO+OH=CH3+CO+OH  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
226 CH3CO+HO2=CH3+CO2+OH  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
227 CH3CO+H2O2=CH3CHO+HO2  1.80E+11 0.00E+00 8.23E+03  
228 CH3+HCO(+M)=CH3CHO(+M)  1.80E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 2.20E+48 -9.59E+00  
 TROE centering  6.17E-01 1.31E+01 2.08E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  C2H2  C2H4   
  3.00E+00 3.00E+00 3.00E+00   

229 CH3CHO+H=CH3CO+H2  4.10E+09 1.20E+00 2.40E+03  
230 CH3CHO+H=CH4+HCO  5.00E+10 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
231 CH3CHO+O=CH3CO+OH  5.80E+12 0.00E+00 1.80E+03  
232 CH3CHO+OH=CH3CO+H2O  2.35E+10 7.00E-01 -1.11E+03  
233 CH3CHO+CH3=CH3CO+CH4  2.00E-06 5.60E+00 2.46E+03  
234 CH3CHO+HCO=CO+HCO+CH4  8.00E+12 0.00E+00 1.04E+04  
235 CH3CHO+O2=CH3CO+HO2  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 3.91E+04  
236 CH2OCH2=CH3+HCO  3.63E+13 0.00E+00 5.72E+04  
237 CH2OCH2=CH3CHO  7.26E+13 0.00E+00 5.72E+04  
238 CH2OCH2=CH4+CO  1.21E+13 0.00E+00 5.72E+04  
239 CH2OCH2+H=CH2OCH+H2  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 8.30E+03  
240 CH2OCH2+H=C2H3+H2O  5.00E+09 0.00E+00 5.00E+03  
241 CH2OCH2+H=C2H4+OH  9.51E+10 0.00E+00 5.00E+03  
242 CH2OCH2+O=CH2OCH+OH  1.91E+12 0.00E+00 5.25E+03  
243 CH2OCH2+OH=CH2OCH+H2O  1.78E+13 0.00E+00 3.61E+03  
244 CH2OCH2+CH3=CH2OCH+CH4  1.07E+12 0.00E+00 1.18E+04  
245 CH2OCH+M=CH3+CO+M  3.16E+14 0.00E+00 1.20E+04  
246 CH2OCH+M=CH2CHO+M  5.00E+09 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
247 CH2OCH+M=CH2CO+H+M  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 8.00E+03  
248 C2H4(+M)=H2+H2CC(+M)  8.00E+12 4.00E-01 8.88E+04  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 7.00E+50 -9.31E+00  
 TROE centering  7.35E-01 1.80E+02 1.04E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

249 C2H4+H(+M)=C2H5(+M)  1.37E+09 1.50E+00 1.36E+03  
 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 2.03E+39 -6.64E+00  
 TROE centering  -5.69E-01 2.99E+02 9.15E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

250 C2H4+H=C2H3+H2  5.07E+07 1.90E+00 1.30E+04  
251 C2H4+O=C2H3+OH  1.51E+07 1.90E+00 3.74E+03  
252 C2H4+O=CH3+HCO  1.92E+07 1.80E+00 2.20E+02  
253 C2H4+O=CH2+CH2O  3.84E+05 1.80E+00 2.20E+02  
254 C2H4+OH=C2H3+H2O  3.60E+06 2.00E+00 2.50E+03  
255 C2H4+HCO=C2H5+CO  1.00E+07 2.00E+00 8.00E+03  
256 C2H4+CH=aC3H4+H  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
257 C2H4+CH=pC3H4+H  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
258 C2H4+CH2=aC3H5+H  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 6.00E+03  
259 C2H4+CH2*=H2CC+CH4  5.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
260 C2H4+CH2*=aC3H5+H  5.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
261 C2H4+CH3=C2H3+CH4  2.27E+05 2.00E+00 9.20E+03  
262 C2H4+CH3=nC3H7  3.30E+11 0.00E+00 7.70E+03  
263 C2H4+C2H=C4H4+H  1.20E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
264 C2H4+O2=C2H3+HO2  4.22E+13 0.00E+00 6.08E+04  
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265 C2H4+C2H3=C4H7  7.93E+38 -8.50E+00 1.42E+04  
266 C2H4+HO2=CH2OCH2+OH  2.82E+12 0.00E+00 1.71E+04  
267 C2H5+H(+M)=C2H6(+M)  5.21E+17 -1.00E+00 1.58E+03  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 1.99E+41 -7.08E+00  
 TROE centering  8.42E-01 1.25E+02 2.22E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

268 C2H5+H=C2H4+H2  2.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
269 C2H5+O=CH3+CH2O  1.60E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
270 C2H5+O=CH3CHO+H  8.02E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
271 C2H5+O2=C2H4+HO2  2.00E+10 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
272 C2H5+HO2=C2H6+O2  3.00E+11 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
273 C2H5+HO2=C2H4+H2O2  3.00E+11 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
274 C2H5+HO2=CH3+CH2O+OH  2.40E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
275 C2H5+H2O2=C2H6+HO2  8.70E+09 0.00E+00 9.74E+02  
276 C2H5+CH3(+M)=C3H8(+M)  4.90E+14 -5.00E-01 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 6.80E+61 -1.34E+01  
 TROE centering  1.00E+00 1.00E+03 1.43E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

277 C2H5+C2H3(+M)=C4H81(+M)  1.50E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 1.55E+56 -1.18E+01  
 TROE centering  1.98E-01 2.28E+03 6.00E+04  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

278 C2H5+C2H3=aC3H5+CH3  3.90E+32 -5.20E+00 1.97E+04  
279 C2H6+H=C2H5+H2  1.15E+08 1.90E+00 7.53E+03  
280 C2H6+O=C2H5+OH  8.98E+07 1.90E+00 5.69E+03  
281 C2H6+OH=C2H5+H2O  3.54E+06 2.10E+00 8.70E+02  
282 C2H6+CH2*=C2H5+CH3  4.00E+13 0.00E+00 -5.50E+02  
283 C2H6+CH3=C2H5+CH4  6.14E+06 1.70E+00 1.05E+04  
284 C3H3+H=pC3H4  1.50E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
285 C3H3+H=aC3H4  2.50E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
286 C3H3+O=CH2O+C2H  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
287 C3H3+O2=CH2CO+HCO  3.00E+10 0.00E+00 2.87E+03  
288 C3H3+HO2=OH+CO+C2H3  8.00E+11 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
289 C3H3+HO2=aC3H4+O2  3.00E+11 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
290 C3H3+HO2=pC3H4+O2  2.50E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
291 C3H3+HCO=aC3H4+CO  2.50E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
292 C3H3+HCO=pC3H4+CO  2.50E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
293 C3H3+HCCO=C4H4+CO  2.50E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
294 C3H3+CH=iC4H3+H  5.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
295 C3H3+CH2=C4H4+H  5.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
296 C3H3+CH3(+M)=C4H612(+M)  1.50E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 2.60E+57 -1.19E+01  
 TROE centering  1.75E-01 1.34E+03 6.00E+04  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

297 C3H3+C2H2=C5H5  6.87E+55 -1.25E+01 4.20E+04  
298 C3H3+C3H3=>C6H5+H  5.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
299 C3H3+C3H3=>C6H6  2.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
300 C3H3+C4H4=C6H5CH2  6.53E+05 1.30E+00 -4.61E+03  
301 C3H3+C4H6=C6H5CH3+H  6.53E+05 1.30E+00 -4.61E+03  
302 aC3H4+H=C3H3+H2  1.30E+06 2.00E+00 5.50E+03  
303 aC3H4+H=CH3CHCH  5.40E+29 -6.10E+00 1.63E+04  
304 aC3H4+H=CH3CCH2  9.46E+42 -9.40E+00 1.12E+04  
305 aC3H4+H=aC3H5  1.52E+59 -1.35E+01 2.69E+04  
306 aC3H4+O=C2H4+CO  2.00E+07 1.80E+00 1.00E+03  
307 aC3H4+OH=C3H3+H2O  5.30E+06 2.00E+00 2.00E+03  
308 aC3H4+CH3=C3H3+CH4  1.30E+12 0.00E+00 7.70E+03  
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309 aC3H4+CH3=iC4H7  2.00E+11 0.00E+00 7.50E+03  
310 aC3H4+C2H=C2H2+C3H3  1.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
311 pC3H4=cC3H4  1.20E+44 -9.90E+00 6.93E+04  
312 pC3H4=aC3H4  5.15E+60 -1.39E+01 9.11E+04  
313 pC3H4+H=aC3H4+H  6.27E+17 -9.00E-01 1.01E+04  
314 pC3H4+H=CH3CCH2  1.66E+47 -1.06E+01 1.37E+04  
315 pC3H4+H=CH3CHCH  5.50E+28 -5.70E+00 4.30E+03  
316 pC3H4+H=aC3H5  4.91E+60 -1.44E+01 3.16E+04  
317 pC3H4+H=C3H3+H2  1.30E+06 2.00E+00 5.50E+03  
318 pC3H4+C3H3=aC3H4+C3H3  6.14E+06 1.70E+00 1.05E+04  
319 pC3H4+O=HCCO+CH3  7.30E+12 0.00E+00 2.25E+03  
320 pC3H4+O=C2H4+CO  1.00E+13 0.00E+00 2.25E+03  
321 pC3H4+OH=C3H3+H2O  1.00E+06 2.00E+00 1.00E+02  
322 pC3H4+C2H=C2H2+C3H3  1.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
323 pC3H4+CH3=C3H3+CH4  1.80E+12 0.00E+00 7.70E+03  
324 cC3H4=aC3H4  4.89E+41 -9.20E+00 4.96E+04  
325 aC3H5+H(+M)=C3H6(+M)  2.00E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 1.33E+60 -1.20E+01  
 TROE centering  2.00E-02 1.10E+03 1.10E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

326 aC3H5+H=aC3H4+H2  1.80E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
327 aC3H5+O=C2H3CHO+H  6.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
328 aC3H5+OH=C2H3CHO+H+H  4.20E+32 -5.20E+00 3.01E+04  
329 aC3H5+OH=aC3H4+H2O  6.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
330 aC3H5+O2=aC3H4+HO2  4.99E+15 -1.40E+00 2.24E+04  
331 aC3H5+O2=CH3CO+CH2O  1.19E+15 -1.00E+00 2.01E+04  
332 aC3H5+O2=C2H3CHO+OH  1.82E+13 -4.00E-01 2.29E+04  
333 aC3H5+HO2=C3H6+O2  2.66E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
334 aC3H5+HO2=OH+C2H3+CH2O  6.60E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
335 aC3H5+HCO=C3H6+CO  6.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
336 aC3H5+CH3(+M)=C4H81(+M)  1.00E+14 -3.00E-01 -2.62E+02  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 3.91E+60 -1.28E+01  
 TROE centering  1.04E-01 1.61E+03 6.00E+04  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

337 aC3H5+CH3=aC3H4+CH4  3.00E+12 -3.00E-01 -1.31E+02  
338 aC3H5=CH3CCH2  7.06E+56 -1.41E+01 7.59E+04  
339 aC3H5=CH3CHCH  5.00E+51 -1.30E+01 7.33E+04  
340 aC3H5+C2H2=lC5H7  8.38E+30 -6.20E+00 1.28E+04  
341 CH3CCH2=CH3CHCH  1.50E+48 -1.27E+01 5.39E+04  
342 CH3CCH2+H=pC3H4+H2  3.34E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
343 CH3CCH2+O=CH3+CH2CO  6.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
344 CH3CCH2+OH=CH3+CH2CO+H  5.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
345 CH3CCH2+O2=CH3CO+CH2O  1.00E+11 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
346 CH3CCH2+HO2=CH3+CH2CO+OH  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
347 CH3CCH2+HCO=C3H6+CO  9.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
348 CH3CCH2+CH3=pC3H4+CH4  1.00E+11 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
349 CH3CCH2+CH3=iC4H8  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
350 CH3CHCH+H=pC3H4+H2  3.34E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
351 CH3CHCH+O=C2H4+HCO  6.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
352 CH3CHCH+OH=C2H4+HCO+H  5.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
353 CH3CHCH+O2=CH3CHO+HCO  1.00E+11 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
354 CH3CHCH+HO2=C2H4+HCO+OH  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
355 CH3CHCH+HCO=C3H6+CO  9.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
356 CH3CHCH+CH3=pC3H4+CH4  1.00E+11 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
357 C3H6+H(+M)=nC3H7(+M)  1.33E+13 0.00E+00 3.26E+03  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 6.26E+38 -6.66E+00  
 TROE centering  1.00E+00 1.00E+03 1.31E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

358 C3H6+H(+M)=iC3H7(+M)  1.33E+13 0.00E+00 1.56E+03  
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 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 8.70E+42 -7.50E+00  
 TROE centering  1.00E+00 1.00E+03 6.45E+02  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

359 C3H6+H=C2H4+CH3  8.00E+21 -2.40E+00 1.12E+04  
360 C3H6+H=aC3H5+H2  1.73E+05 2.50E+00 2.49E+03  
361 C3H6+H=CH3CCH2+H2  4.00E+05 2.50E+00 9.79E+03  
362 C3H6+H=CH3CHCH+H2  8.04E+05 2.50E+00 1.23E+04  
363 C3H6+O=CH2CO+CH3+H  8.00E+07 1.60E+00 3.27E+02  
364 C3H6+O=C2H3CHO+H+H  4.00E+07 1.60E+00 3.27E+02  
365 C3H6+O=C2H5+HCO  3.50E+07 1.60E+00 -9.72E+02  
366 C3H6+O=aC3H5+OH  1.80E+11 7.00E-01 5.88E+03  
367 C3H6+O=CH3CCH2+OH  6.00E+10 7.00E-01 7.63E+03  
368 C3H6+O=CH3CHCH+OH  1.21E+11 7.00E-01 8.96E+03  
369 C3H6+OH=aC3H5+H2O  3.10E+06 2.00E+00 -2.98E+02  
370 C3H6+OH=CH3CCH2+H2O  1.10E+06 2.00E+00 1.45E+03  
371 C3H6+OH=CH3CHCH+H2O  2.14E+06 2.00E+00 2.78E+03  
372 C3H6+HO2=aC3H5+H2O2  9.60E+03 2.60E+00 1.39E+04  
373 C3H6+CH3=aC3H5+CH4  2.20E+00 3.50E+00 5.68E+03  
374 C3H6+CH3=CH3CCH2+CH4  8.40E-01 3.50E+00 1.17E+04  
375 C3H6+CH3=CH3CHCH+CH4  1.35E+00 3.50E+00 1.28E+04  
376 C3H6+C2H3=C4H6+CH3  7.23E+11 0.00E+00 5.00E+03  
377 C3H6+HO2=CH3CHOCH2+OH  1.09E+12 0.00E+00 1.42E+04  
378 C2H3CHO+H=C2H4+HCO  1.08E+11 5.00E-01 5.82E+03  
379 C2H3CHO+O=C2H3+OH+CO  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 3.54E+03  
380 C2H3CHO+O=CH2O+CH2CO  1.90E+07 1.80E+00 2.20E+02  
381 C2H3CHO+OH=C2H3+H2O+CO  3.43E+09 1.20E+00 -4.47E+02  
382 C2H3CHO+CH3=CH2CHCO+CH4  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 1.10E+04  
383 C2H3CHO+C2H3=C4H6+HCO  2.80E+21 -2.40E+00 1.47E+04  
384 CH2CHCO=C2H3+CO  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 2.70E+04  
385 CH2CHCO+H=C2H3CHO  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
386 CH3CHOCH2=CH3CH2CHO  1.84E+14 0.00E+00 5.85E+04  
387 CH3CHOCH2=C2H5+HCO  2.45E+13 0.00E+00 5.85E+04  
388 CH3CHOCH2=CH3+CH2CHO  2.45E+13 0.00E+00 5.88E+04  
389 CH3CHOCH2=CH3COCH3  1.01E+14 0.00E+00 5.99E+04  
390 CH3CHOCH2=CH3+CH3CO  4.54E+13 0.00E+00 5.99E+04  
391 iC3H7+H(+M)=C3H8(+M)  2.40E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 1.70E+58 -1.21E+01  
 TROE centering  6.49E-01 1.21E+03 1.21E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

392 iC3H7+H=CH3+C2H5  1.40E+28 -3.90E+00 1.59E+04  
393 iC3H7+H=C3H6+H2  3.20E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
394 iC3H7+O=CH3CHO+CH3  9.60E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
395 iC3H7+OH=C3H6+H2O  2.40E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
396 iC3H7+O2=C3H6+HO2  1.30E+11 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
397 iC3H7+HO2=CH3CHO+CH3+OH  2.40E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
398 iC3H7+HCO=C3H8+CO  1.20E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
399 iC3H7+CH3=CH4+C3H6  2.20E+14 -7.00E-01 0.00E+00  
400 nC3H7+H(+M)=C3H8(+M)  3.60E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 3.01E+48 -9.32E+00  
 TROE centering  4.98E-01 1.31E+03 1.31E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

401 nC3H7+H=C2H5+CH3  3.70E+24 -2.90E+00 1.25E+04  
402 nC3H7+H=C3H6+H2  1.80E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
403 nC3H7+O=C2H5+CH2O  9.60E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
404 nC3H7+OH=C3H6+H2O  2.40E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
405 nC3H7+O2=C3H6+HO2  9.00E+10 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
406 nC3H7+HO2=C2H5+OH+CH2O  2.40E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
407 nC3H7+HCO=C3H8+CO  6.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
408 nC3H7+CH3=CH4+C3H6  1.10E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
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409 C3H8+H=H2+nC3H7  1.30E+06 2.50E+00 6.76E+03  
410 C3H8+H=H2+iC3H7  1.30E+06 2.40E+00 4.47E+03  
411 C3H8+O=nC3H7+OH  1.90E+05 2.70E+00 3.72E+03  
412 C3H8+O=iC3H7+OH  4.76E+04 2.70E+00 2.11E+03  
413 C3H8+OH=nC3H7+H2O  1.40E+03 2.70E+00 5.27E+02  
414 C3H8+OH=iC3H7+H2O  2.70E+04 2.40E+00 3.93E+02  
415 C3H8+O2=nC3H7+HO2  4.00E+13 0.00E+00 5.09E+04  
416 C3H8+O2=iC3H7+HO2  4.00E+13 0.00E+00 4.76E+04  
417 C3H8+HO2=nC3H7+H2O2  4.76E+04 2.50E+00 1.65E+04  
418 C3H8+HO2=iC3H7+H2O2  9.64E+03 2.60E+00 1.39E+04  
419 C3H8+CH3=CH4+nC3H7  9.03E-01 3.60E+00 7.15E+03  
420 C3H8+CH3=CH4+iC3H7  1.51E+00 3.50E+00 5.48E+03  
421 C4H2+H=nC4H3  1.10E+42 -8.70E+00 1.53E+04  
422 C4H2+H=iC4H3  1.10E+30 -4.90E+00 1.08E+04  
423 C4H2+OH=H2C4O+H  6.60E+12 0.00E+00 -4.10E+02  
424 C4H2+C2H=C6H2+H  9.60E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
425 C4H2+C2H=C6H3  4.50E+37 -7.70E+00 7.10E+03  
426 H2C4O+H=C2H2+HCCO  5.00E+13 0.00E+00 3.00E+03  
427 H2C4O+OH=CH2CO+HCCO  1.00E+07 2.00E+00 2.00E+03  
428 nC4H3=iC4H3  4.10E+43 -9.50E+00 5.30E+04  
429 nC4H3+H=iC4H3+H  2.50E+20 -1.70E+00 1.08E+04  
430 nC4H3+H=C2H2+H2CC  6.30E+25 -3.30E+00 1.00E+04  
431 nC4H3+H=C4H4  2.00E+47 -1.03E+01 1.31E+04  
432 nC4H3+H=C4H2+H2  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
433 nC4H3+OH=C4H2+H2O  2.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
434 nC4H3+C2H2=l-C6H4+H  2.50E+14 -6.00E-01 1.06E+04  
435 nC4H3+C2H2=C6H5  9.60E+70 -1.78E+01 3.13E+04  
436 nC4H3+C2H2=o-C6H4+H  6.90E+46 -1.00E+01 3.01E+04  
437 iC4H3+H=C2H2+H2CC  2.80E+23 -2.50E+00 1.08E+04  
438 iC4H3+H=C4H4  3.40E+43 -9.00E+00 1.21E+04  
439 iC4H3+H=C4H2+H2  6.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
440 iC4H3+OH=C4H2+H2O  4.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
441 iC4H3+O2=HCCO+CH2CO  7.86E+16 -1.80E+00 0.00E+00  
442 C4H4+H=nC4H5  1.30E+51 -1.19E+01 1.65E+04  
443 C4H4+H=iC4H5  4.90E+51 -1.19E+01 1.77E+04  
444 C4H4+H=nC4H3+H2  6.65E+05 2.50E+00 1.22E+04  
445 C4H4+H=iC4H3+H2  3.33E+05 2.50E+00 9.24E+03  
446 C4H4+OH=nC4H3+H2O  3.10E+07 2.00E+00 3.43E+03  
447 C4H4+OH=iC4H3+H2O  1.55E+07 2.00E+00 4.30E+02  
448 C4H4+O=C3H3+HCO  6.00E+08 1.40E+00 -8.60E+02  
449 C4H4+C2H=l-C6H4+H  1.20E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
450 nC4H5=iC4H5  1.50E+67 -1.69E+01 5.91E+04  
451 nC4H5+H=iC4H5+H  3.10E+26 -3.40E+00 1.74E+04  
452 nC4H5+H=C4H4+H2  1.50E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
453 nC4H5+OH=C4H4+H2O  2.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
454 nC4H5+HCO=C4H6+CO  5.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
455 nC4H5+HO2=C2H3+CH2CO+OH  6.60E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
456 nC4H5+H2O2=C4H6+HO2  1.21E+10 0.00E+00 -5.96E+02  
457 nC4H5+HO2=C4H6+O2  6.00E+11 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
458 nC4H5+O2=CH2CHCHCHO+O  3.00E+11 3.00E-01 1.10E+01  
459 nC4H5+O2=HCO+C2H3CHO  9.20E+16 -1.40E+00 1.01E+03  
460 nC4H5+C2H2=C6H6+H  1.60E+16 -1.30E+00 5.40E+03  
461 nC4H5+C2H3=C6H6+H2  1.84E-13 7.10E+00 -3.61E+03  
462 iC4H5+H=C4H4+H2  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
463 iC4H5+H=C3H3+CH3  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 2.00E+03  
464 iC4H5+OH=C4H4+H2O  4.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
465 iC4H5+HCO=C4H6+CO  5.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
466 iC4H5+HO2=C4H6+O2  6.00E+11 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
467 iC4H5+HO2=C2H3+CH2CO+OH  6.60E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
468 iC4H5+H2O2=C4H6+HO2  1.21E+10 0.00E+00 -5.96E+02  
469 iC4H5+O2=CH2CO+CH2CHO  2.16E+10 0.00E+00 2.50E+03  
470 C4H5-2=iC4H5  1.50E+67 -1.69E+01 5.91E+04  
471 iC4H5+H=C4H5-2+H  3.10E+26 -3.40E+00 1.74E+04  
472 C4H5-2+HO2=OH+C2H2+CH3CO  8.00E+11 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
473 C4H5-2+O2=CH3CO+CH2CO  2.16E+10 0.00E+00 2.50E+03  
474 C4H5-2+C2H2=C6H6+H  5.00E+14 0.00E+00 2.50E+04  
475 C4H5-2+C2H4=C5H6+CH3  5.00E+14 0.00E+00 2.50E+04  
476 C4H6=iC4H5+H  5.70E+36 -6.30E+00 1.12E+05  
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477 C4H6=nC4H5+H  5.30E+44 -8.60E+00 1.24E+05  
478 C4H6=C4H4+H2  2.50E+15 0.00E+00 9.47E+04  
479 C4H6+H=nC4H5+H2  1.33E+06 2.50E+00 1.22E+04  
480 C4H6+H=iC4H5+H2  6.65E+05 2.50E+00 9.24E+03  
481 C4H6+H=C2H4+C2H3  1.46E+30 -4.30E+00 2.16E+04  
482 C4H6+H=pC3H4+CH3  2.00E+12 0.00E+00 7.00E+03  
483 C4H6+H=aC3H4+CH3  2.00E+12 0.00E+00 7.00E+03  
484 C4H6+O=nC4H5+OH  7.50E+06 1.90E+00 3.74E+03  
485 C4H6+O=iC4H5+OH  7.50E+06 1.90E+00 3.74E+03  
486 C4H6+O=CH3CHCHCO+H  1.50E+08 1.40E+00 -8.60E+02  
487 C4H6+O=CH2CHCHCHO+H  4.50E+08 1.40E+00 -8.60E+02  
488 C4H6+OH=nC4H5+H2O  6.20E+06 2.00E+00 3.43E+03  
489 C4H6+OH=iC4H5+H2O  3.10E+06 2.00E+00 4.30E+02  
490 C4H6+HO2=C4H6O25+OH  1.20E+12 0.00E+00 1.40E+04  
491 C4H6+HO2=C2H3CHOCH2+OH  4.80E+12 0.00E+00 1.40E+04  
492 C4H6+CH3=nC4H5+CH4  2.00E+14 0.00E+00 2.28E+04  
493 C4H6+CH3=iC4H5+CH4  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 1.98E+04  
494 C4H6+C2H3=nC4H5+C2H4  5.00E+13 0.00E+00 2.28E+04  
495 C4H6+C2H3=iC4H5+C2H4  2.50E+13 0.00E+00 1.98E+04  
496 C4H6+C3H3=nC4H5+aC3H4  1.00E+13 0.00E+00 2.25E+04  
497 C4H6+C3H3=iC4H5+aC3H4  5.00E+12 0.00E+00 1.95E+04  
498 C4H6+aC3H5=nC4H5+C3H6  1.00E+13 0.00E+00 2.25E+04  
499 C4H6+aC3H5=iC4H5+C3H6  5.00E+12 0.00E+00 1.95E+04  
500 C4H6+C2H3=C6H6+H2+H  5.62E+11 0.00E+00 3.24E+03  
501 C4H612=iC4H5+H  4.20E+15 0.00E+00 9.26E+04  
502 C4H612+H=C4H6+H  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 4.00E+03  
503 C4H612+H=iC4H5+H2  1.70E+05 2.50E+00 2.49E+03  
504 C4H612+H=aC3H4+CH3  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 2.00E+03  
505 C4H612+H=pC3H4+CH3  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 2.00E+03  
506 C4H612+CH3=iC4H5+CH4  7.00E+13 0.00E+00 1.85E+04  
507 C4H612+O=CH2CO+C2H4  1.20E+08 1.60E+00 3.27E+02  
508 C4H612+O=iC4H5+OH  1.80E+11 7.00E-01 5.88E+03  
509 C4H612+OH=iC4H5+H2O  3.10E+06 2.00E+00 -2.98E+02  
510 C4H612=C4H6  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 6.50E+04  
511 C4H6-2=C4H6  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 6.50E+04  
512 C4H6-2=C4H612  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 6.70E+04  
513 C4H6-2+H=C4H612+H  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 4.00E+03  
514 C4H6-2+H=C4H5-2+H2  3.40E+05 2.50E+00 2.49E+03  
515 C4H6-2+H=CH3+pC3H4  2.60E+05 2.50E+00 1.00E+03  
516 C4H6-2=H+C4H5-2  5.00E+15 0.00E+00 8.73E+04  
517 C4H6-2+CH3=C4H5-2+CH4  1.40E+14 0.00E+00 1.85E+04  
518 C2H3CHOCH2=C4H6O23  2.00E+14 0.00E+00 5.06E+04  
519 C4H6O23=CH3CHCHCHO  1.95E+13 0.00E+00 4.94E+04  
520 C4H6O23=C2H4+CH2CO  5.75E+15 0.00E+00 6.93E+04  
521 C4H6O23=C2H2+CH2OCH2  1.00E+16 0.00E+00 7.58E+04  
522 C4H6O25=C4H4O+H2  5.30E+12 0.00E+00 4.85E+04  
523 C4H4O=CO+pC3H4  1.78E+15 0.00E+00 7.75E+04  
524 C4H4O=C2H2+CH2CO  5.01E+14 0.00E+00 7.75E+04  
525 CH3CHCHCHO=C3H6+CO  3.90E+14 0.00E+00 6.90E+04  
526 CH3CHCHCHO+H=CH2CHCHCHO+H2  1.70E+05 2.50E+00 2.49E+03  
527 CH3CHCHCHO+H=CH3CHCHCO+H2  1.00E+05 2.50E+00 2.49E+03  
528 CH3CHCHCHO+H=CH3+C2H3CHO  4.00E+21 -2.40E+00 1.12E+04  
529 CH3CHCHCHO+H=C3H6+HCO  4.00E+21 -2.40E+00 1.12E+04  
530 CH3CHCHCHO+CH3=CH2CHCHCHO+CH4  2.10E+00 3.50E+00 5.68E+03  
531 CH3CHCHCHO+CH3=CH3CHCHCO+CH4  1.10E+00 3.50E+00 5.68E+03  
532 CH3CHCHCHO+C2H3=CH2CHCHCHO+C2H4  2.21E+00 3.50E+00 4.68E+03  
533 CH3CHCHCHO+C2H3=CH3CHCHCO+C2H4  1.11E+00 3.50E+00 4.68E+03  
534 CH3CHCHCO=CH3CHCH+CO  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 3.00E+04  
535 CH3CHCHCO+H=CH3CHCHCHO  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
536 CH2CHCHCHO=aC3H5+CO  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 2.50E+04  
537 CH2CHCHCHO+H=CH3CHCHCHO  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
538 C4H7=C4H6+H  2.48E+53 -1.23E+01 5.20E+04  
539 C4H7+H(+M)=C4H81(+M)  3.60E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 3.01E+48 -9.32E+00  
 TROE centering  4.98E-01 1.31E+03 1.31E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
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  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    
540 C4H7+H=CH3+aC3H5  2.00E+21 -2.00E+00 1.10E+04  
541 C4H7+H=C4H6+H2  1.80E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
542 C4H7+O2=C4H6+HO2  1.00E+11 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
543 C4H7+HO2=CH2O+OH+aC3H5  2.40E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
544 C4H7+HCO=C4H81+CO  6.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
545 C4H7+CH3=C4H6+CH4  1.10E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
546 iC4H7+H(+M)=iC4H8(+M)  2.00E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 1.33E+60 -1.20E+01  
 TROE centering  2.00E-02 1.10E+03 1.10E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

547 iC4H7+H=CH3CCH2+CH3  2.60E+45 -8.20E+00 3.79E+04  
548 iC4H7+O=CH2O+CH3CCH2  9.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
549 iC4H7+HO2=CH3CCH2+CH2O+OH  4.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
550 C4H81+H(+M)=pC4H9(+M)  1.33E+13 0.00E+00 3.26E+03  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 6.26E+38 -6.66E+00  
 TROE centering  1.00E+00 1.00E+03 1.31E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

551 C4H81+H(+M)=sC4H9(+M)  1.33E+13 0.00E+00 1.56E+03  
 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 8.70E+42 -7.50E+00  
 TROE centering  1.00E+00 1.00E+03 6.45E+02  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

552 C4H81+H=C2H4+C2H5  1.60E+22 -2.40E+00 1.12E+04  
553 C4H81+H=C3H6+CH3  3.20E+22 -2.40E+00 1.12E+04  
554 C4H81+H=C4H7+H2  6.50E+05 2.50E+00 6.76E+03  
555 C4H81+O=nC3H7+HCO  3.30E+08 1.40E+00 -4.02E+02  
556 C4H81+O=C4H7+OH  1.50E+13 0.00E+00 5.76E+03  

 Declared duplicate reaction      
557 C4H81+O=C4H7+OH  2.60E+13 0.00E+00 4.47E+03  

 Declared duplicate reaction      
558 C4H81+OH=C4H7+H2O  7.00E+02 2.70E+00 5.27E+02  
559 C4H81+O2=C4H7+HO2  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 5.09E+04  
560 C4H81+HO2=C4H7+H2O2  1.00E+12 0.00E+00 1.43E+04  
561 C4H81+CH3=C4H7+CH4  4.50E-01 3.60E+00 7.15E+03  
562 C4H82+H(+M)=sC4H9(+M)  1.33E+13 0.00E+00 1.56E+03  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 8.70E+42 -7.50E+00  
 TROE centering  1.00E+00 1.00E+03 6.45E+02  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

563 C4H82+H=C4H7+H2  3.40E+05 2.50E+00 2.49E+03  
564 C4H82+O=C2H4+CH3CHO  2.40E+08 1.60E+00 3.27E+02  
565 C4H82+OH=C4H7+H2O  6.20E+06 2.00E+00 -2.98E+02  
566 C4H82+O2=C4H7+HO2  5.00E+13 0.00E+00 5.33E+04  
567 C4H82+HO2=C4H7+H2O2  1.90E+04 2.60E+00 1.39E+04  
568 C4H82+CH3=C4H7+CH4  4.40E+00 3.50E+00 5.68E+03  
569 iC4H8+H(+M)=iC4H9(+M)  1.33E+13 0.00E+00 3.26E+03  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 6.26E+38 -6.66E+00  
 TROE centering  1.00E+00 1.00E+03 1.31E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

570 iC4H8+H=iC4H7+H2  1.20E+06 2.50E+00 6.76E+03  
571 iC4H8+H=C3H6+CH3  8.00E+21 -2.40E+00 1.12E+04  
572 iC4H8+O=CH3+CH3+CH2CO  1.20E+08 1.60E+00 3.27E+02  
573 iC4H8+O=iC3H7+HCO  3.50E+07 1.60E+00 -9.72E+02  
574 iC4H8+O=iC4H7+OH  2.90E+05 2.50E+00 3.64E+03  
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575 iC4H8+OH=iC4H7+H2O  1.50E+08 1.50E+00 7.75E+02  
576 iC4H8+HO2=iC4H7+H2O2  2.00E+04 2.50E+00 1.55E+04  
577 iC4H8+O2=iC4H7+HO2  2.70E+13 0.00E+00 5.09E+04  
578 iC4H8+CH3=iC4H7+CH4  9.10E-01 3.60E+00 7.15E+03  
579 C2H4+C2H5=pC4H9  1.50E+11 0.00E+00 7.30E+03  
580 pC4H9+H(+M)=C4H10(+M)  3.60E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 3.01E+48 -9.32E+00  
 TROE centering  4.98E-01 1.31E+03 1.31E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

581 pC4H9+H=C2H5+C2H5  3.70E+24 -2.90E+00 1.25E+04  
582 pC4H9+H=C4H81+H2  1.80E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
583 pC4H9+O=nC3H7+CH2O  9.60E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
584 pC4H9+OH=C4H81+H2O  2.40E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
585 pC4H9+O2=C4H81+HO2  2.70E+11 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
586 pC4H9+HO2=nC3H7+OH+CH2O  2.40E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
587 pC4H9+HCO=C4H10+CO  9.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
588 pC4H9+CH3=C4H81+CH4  1.10E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
589 C3H6+CH3(+M)=sC4H9(+M)  1.70E+11 0.00E+00 7.40E+03  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 2.31E+28 -4.27E+00  
 TROE centering  5.65E-01 6.00E+04 5.34E+02  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

590 sC4H9+H(+M)=C4H10(+M)  2.40E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 1.70E+58 -1.21E+01  
 TROE centering  6.49E-01 1.21E+03 1.21E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

591 sC4H9+H=C2H5+C2H5  1.40E+28 -3.90E+00 1.59E+04  
592 sC4H9+H=C4H81+H2  3.20E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
593 sC4H9+H=C4H82+H2  2.10E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
594 sC4H9+O=CH3CHO+C2H5  9.60E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
595 sC4H9+OH=C4H81+H2O  2.40E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
596 sC4H9+OH=C4H82+H2O  1.60E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
597 sC4H9+O2=C4H81+HO2  5.10E+10 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
598 sC4H9+O2=C4H82+HO2  1.20E+11 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
599 sC4H9+HO2=CH3CHO+C2H5+OH  2.40E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
600 sC4H9+HCO=C4H10+CO  1.20E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
601 sC4H9+CH3=CH4+C4H81  2.20E+14 -7.00E-01 0.00E+00  
602 sC4H9+CH3=CH4+C4H82  1.50E+14 -7.00E-01 0.00E+00  
603 C3H6+CH3(+M)=iC4H9(+M)  9.60E+10 0.00E+00 8.00E+03  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 1.30E+28 -4.27E+00  
 TROE centering  5.65E-01 6.00E+04 5.34E+02  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

604 iC4H9+H(+M)=iC4H10(+M)  3.60E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 3.27E+56 -1.17E+01  
 TROE centering  5.06E-01 1.27E+03 1.27E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

605 iC4H9+H=iC3H7+CH3  1.90E+35 -5.80E+00 2.25E+04  
606 iC4H9+H=iC4H8+H2  9.00E+11 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
607 iC4H9+O=iC3H7+CH2O  9.60E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
608 iC4H9+OH=iC4H8+H2O  1.20E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
609 iC4H9+O2=iC4H8+HO2  2.40E+10 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
610 iC4H9+HO2=iC3H7+CH2O+OH  2.41E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
611 iC4H9+HCO=iC4H10+CO  3.60E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
612 iC4H9+CH3=iC4H8+CH4  6.00E+12 -3.00E-01 0.00E+00  
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613 tC4H9(+M)=iC4H8+H(+M)  8.30E+13 0.00E+00 3.82E+04  
 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 1.90E+41 -7.36E+00  
 TROE centering  2.93E-01 6.49E+02 6.00E+04  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

614 tC4H9+H(+M)=iC4H10(+M)  2.40E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 1.47E+61 -1.29E+01  
 TROE centering  0.00E+00 1.46E+03 1.00E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

615 tC4H9+H=iC3H7+CH3  2.60E+36 -6.10E+00 2.56E+04  
616 tC4H9+H=iC4H8+H2  5.42E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
617 tC4H9+O=iC4H8+OH  1.80E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
618 tC4H9+O=CH3COCH3+CH3  1.80E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
619 tC4H9+OH=iC4H8+H2O  1.80E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
620 tC4H9+O2=iC4H8+HO2  4.80E+11 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
621 tC4H9+HO2=CH3+CH3COCH3+OH  1.80E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
622 tC4H9+HCO=iC4H10+CO  6.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
623 tC4H9+CH3=iC4H8+CH4  3.80E+15 -1.00E+00 0.00E+00  
624 CH3COCH3+H=H2+CH2CO+CH3  1.30E+06 2.50E+00 6.76E+03  
625 CH3COCH3+O=OH+CH2CO+CH3  1.90E+05 2.70E+00 3.72E+03  
626 CH3COCH3+OH=H2O+CH2CO+CH3  3.20E+07 1.80E+00 9.34E+02  
627 CH3+CH3CO=CH3COCH3  4.00E+15 -8.00E-01 0.00E+00  
628 nC3H7+CH3(+M)=C4H10(+M)  1.93E+14 -3.00E-01 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 2.68E+61 -1.32E+01  
 TROE centering  1.00E+00 1.00E+03 1.43E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

629 C2H5+C2H5(+M)=C4H10(+M)  1.88E+14 -5.00E-01 0.00E+00  
 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 2.61E+61 -1.34E+01  
 TROE centering  1.00E+00 1.00E+03 1.43E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

630 C4H10+H=pC4H9+H2  9.20E+05 2.50E+00 6.76E+03  
631 C4H10+H=sC4H9+H2  2.40E+06 2.40E+00 4.47E+03  
632 C4H10+O=pC4H9+OH  4.90E+06 2.40E+00 5.50E+03  
633 C4H10+O=sC4H9+OH  4.30E+05 2.60E+00 2.58E+03  
634 C4H10+OH=pC4H9+H2O  3.30E+07 1.80E+00 9.54E+02  
635 C4H10+OH=sC4H9+H2O  5.40E+06 2.00E+00 -5.96E+02  
636 C4H10+O2=pC4H9+HO2  4.00E+13 0.00E+00 5.09E+04  
637 C4H10+O2=sC4H9+HO2  8.00E+13 0.00E+00 4.76E+04  
638 C4H10+HO2=pC4H9+H2O2  4.76E+04 2.50E+00 1.65E+04  
639 C4H10+HO2=sC4H9+H2O2  1.90E+04 2.60E+00 1.39E+04  
640 C4H10+CH3=pC4H9+CH4  9.03E-01 3.60E+00 7.15E+03  
641 C4H10+CH3=sC4H9+CH4  3.00E+00 3.50E+00 5.48E+03  
642 iC3H7+CH3(+M)=iC4H10(+M)  1.40E+15 -7.00E-01 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 4.16E+61 -1.33E+01  
 TROE centering  9.31E-01 6.00E+04 1.27E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6  AR    
  3.00E+00 7.00E-01    

643 iC4H10+H=iC4H9+H2  1.80E+06 2.50E+00 6.76E+03  
644 iC4H10+H=tC4H9+H2  6.00E+05 2.40E+00 2.58E+03  
645 iC4H10+O=iC4H9+OH  4.30E+05 2.50E+00 3.64E+03  
646 iC4H10+O=tC4H9+OH  1.57E+05 2.50E+00 1.11E+03  
647 iC4H10+OH=iC4H9+H2O  2.30E+08 1.50E+00 7.75E+02  
648 iC4H10+OH=tC4H9+H2O  5.73E+10 5.00E-01 6.40E+01  
649 iC4H10+HO2=iC4H9+H2O2  3.00E+04 2.50E+00 1.55E+04  
650 iC4H10+HO2=tC4H9+H2O2  3.60E+03 2.50E+00 1.05E+04  
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651 iC4H10+O2=iC4H9+HO2  4.00E+13 0.00E+00 5.09E+04  
652 iC4H10+O2=tC4H9+HO2  4.00E+13 0.00E+00 4.40E+04  
653 iC4H10+CH3=iC4H9+CH4  1.36E+00 3.60E+00 7.15E+03  
654 iC4H10+CH3=tC4H9+CH4  9.00E-01 3.50E+00 4.60E+03  
655 C6H2+H=C6H3  1.10E+30 -4.90E+00 1.08E+04  
656 C6H3+H=C4H2+C2H2  2.80E+23 -2.50E+00 1.08E+04  
657 C6H3+H=l-C6H4  3.40E+43 -9.00E+00 1.21E+04  
658 C6H3+H=C6H2+H2  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
659 C6H3+OH=C6H2+H2O  4.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
660 l-C6H4+H=C6H5  1.70E+78 -1.97E+01 3.14E+04  
661 l-C6H4+H=o-C6H4+H  1.40E+54 -1.17E+01 3.45E+04  
662 l-C6H4+H=C6H3+H2  1.33E+06 2.50E+00 9.24E+03  
663 l-C6H4+OH=C6H3+H2O  3.10E+06 2.00E+00 4.30E+02  
664 C4H2+C2H2=o-C6H4  5.00E+78 -1.93E+01 6.79E+04  
665 o-C6H4+OH=CO+C5H5  1.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
666 C6H5+CH3=C6H5CH3  1.38E+13 0.00E+00 4.60E+01  
667 C6H5CH3+O2=C6H5CH2+HO2  3.00E+14 0.00E+00 4.30E+04  
668 C6H5CH3+OH=C6H5CH2+H2O  1.62E+13 0.00E+00 2.77E+03  
669 C6H5CH3+OH=C6H4CH3+H2O  1.33E+08 1.40E+00 1.45E+03  
670 C6H5CH3+H=C6H5CH2+H2  1.26E+14 0.00E+00 8.36E+03  
671 C6H5CH3+H=C6H6+CH3  1.93E+06 2.20E+00 4.16E+03  
672 C6H5CH3+O=OC6H4CH3+H  2.60E+13 0.00E+00 3.80E+03  
673 C6H5CH3+CH3=C6H5CH2+CH4  3.16E+11 0.00E+00 9.50E+03  
674 C6H5CH3+C6H5=C6H5CH2+C6H6  2.10E+12 0.00E+00 4.40E+03  
675 C6H5CH3+HO2=C6H5CH2+H2O2  3.98E+11 0.00E+00 1.41E+04  
676 C6H5CH3+HO2=C6H4CH3+H2O2  5.42E+12 0.00E+00 2.88E+04  
677 C6H5CH2+H(+M)=C6H5CH3(+M)  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 NaN -2.46E+01  
 TROE centering  4.31E-01 3.83E+02 1.52E+02  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6     
  3.00E+00     

678 C6H5CH2+H=C6H5+CH3  1.50E+66 -1.39E+01 6.46E+04  
679 C6H5CH2+O=C6H5CHO+H  4.00E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
680 C6H5CH2+OH=C6H5CH2OH  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
681 C6H5CH2+HO2=C6H5CHO+H+OH  5.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
682 C6H5CH2+C6H5OH=C6H5CH3+C6H5O  1.05E+11 0.00E+00 9.50E+03  
683 C6H5CH2+HOC6H4CH3=C6H5CH3+OC6H4CH3  1.05E+11 0.00E+00 9.50E+03  
684 C6H5CH2OH+OH=C6H5CHO+H2O+H  5.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
685 C6H5CH2OH+H=C6H5CHO+H2+H  8.00E+13 0.00E+00 8.24E+03  
686 C6H5CH2OH+H=C6H6+CH2OH  1.20E+13 0.00E+00 5.15E+03  
687 C6H5CH2OH+C6H5=C6H5CHO+C6H6+H  1.40E+12 0.00E+00 4.40E+03  
688 C6H5+HCO=C6H5CHO  1.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
689 C6H5CHO=C6H5CO+H  3.98E+15 0.00E+00 8.69E+04  
690 C6H5CHO+O2=C6H5CO+HO2  1.02E+13 0.00E+00 3.90E+04  
691 C6H5CHO+OH=C6H5CO+H2O  2.35E+10 7.00E-01 -1.11E+03  
692 C6H5CHO+H=C6H5CO+H2  4.10E+09 1.20E+00 2.40E+03  
693 C6H5CHO+H=C6H6+HCO  1.93E+06 2.20E+00 4.16E+03  
694 C6H5CHO+O=C6H5CO+OH  5.80E+12 0.00E+00 1.80E+03  
695 C6H5CHO+C6H5CH2=C6H5CO+C6H5CH3  2.00E-06 5.60E+00 2.46E+03  
696 C6H5CHO+CH3=C6H5CO+CH4  2.00E-06 5.60E+00 2.46E+03  
697 C6H5CHO+C6H5=C6H5CO+C6H6  2.10E+12 0.00E+00 4.40E+03  
698 C6H5CO+H2O2=C6H5CHO+HO2  1.80E+11 0.00E+00 8.23E+03  
699 OC6H4CH3+H(+M)=HOC6H4CH3(+M)  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 4.00E+93 -2.18E+01  
 TROE centering  4.30E-02 3.04E+02 6.00E+04  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 

700 OC6H4CH3+H=C6H5O+CH3  1.93E+06 2.20E+00 4.16E+03  
701 OC6H4CH3+O=C6H4O2+CH3  8.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
702 HOC6H4CH3+OH=OC6H4CH3+H2O  6.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
703 HOC6H4CH3+H=OC6H4CH3+H2  1.15E+14 0.00E+00 1.24E+04  
704 HOC6H4CH3+H=C6H5CH3+OH  2.21E+13 0.00E+00 7.91E+03  
705 HOC6H4CH3+H=C6H5OH+CH3  1.20E+13 0.00E+00 5.15E+03  
706 C6H5CO=C6H5+CO  5.27E+14 0.00E+00 2.90E+04  
707 C6H5+H(+M)=C6H6(+M)  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 6.60E+75 -1.63E+01  
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 TROE centering  1.00E+00 1.00E-01 5.85E+02  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 

708 C6H6+OH=C6H5+H2O  3.98E+05 2.30E+00 1.06E+03  
709 C6H6+OH=C6H5OH+H  1.30E+13 0.00E+00 1.06E+04  
710 C6H6+O=C6H5O+H  1.39E+13 0.00E+00 4.91E+03  
711 C6H6+O=C5H5+HCO  1.39E+13 0.00E+00 4.53E+03  
712 C6H5+H2=C6H6+H  5.71E+04 2.40E+00 6.27E+03  
713 C6H5(+M)=o-C6H4+H(+M)  4.30E+12 6.00E-01 7.73E+04  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 1.00E+84 -1.89E+01  
 TROE centering  9.02E-01 6.96E+02 3.58E+02  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 

714 C6H5+H=o-C6H4+H2  2.00E+11 1.10E+00 2.45E+04  
715 C6H5+O2=C6H5O+O  2.60E+13 0.00E+00 6.12E+03  
716 C6H5+O2=C6H4O2+H  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 8.98E+03  
717 C6H5+O=C5H5+CO  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
718 C6H5+OH=C6H5O+H  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
719 C6H5+HO2=C6H5O+OH  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
720 C6H5+HO2=C6H6+O2  1.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
721 C6H5+CH4=C6H6+CH3  3.89E-03 4.60E+00 5.26E+03  
722 C6H5+C2H6=C6H6+C2H5  2.10E+11 0.00E+00 4.44E+03  
723 C6H5+CH2O=C6H6+HCO  8.55E+04 2.20E+00 3.80E+01  
724 C6H5+C2H2=n-A1C2H2  7.00E+38 -8.00E+00 1.64E+04  
725 C6H5+C2H2=C6H5C2H+H  3.30E+33 -5.70E+00 2.55E+04  
726 C6H5C2H+H=n-A1C2H2  3.00E+43 -9.20E+00 1.53E+04  
727 C6H5C2H+H=i-A1C2H2  3.00E+43 -9.20E+00 1.53E+04  
728 C6H5C2H+H=A1C2H*+H2  2.50E+14 0.00E+00 1.60E+04  
729 C6H5C2H+OH=A1C2H*+H2O  1.60E+08 1.40E+00 1.45E+03  
730 C6H5C2H+C2H=A1C2H)2+H  5.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
731 C6H5+C2H4=C6H5C2H3+H  2.51E+12 0.00E+00 6.19E+03  
732 C6H5+C4H4=C10H8+H  3.30E+33 -5.70E+00 2.55E+04  
733 C6H5C2H3+H=n-A1C2H2+H2  6.65E+06 2.50E+00 1.22E+04  
734 C6H5C2H3+H=i-A1C2H2+H2  3.33E+05 2.50E+00 9.24E+03  
735 C6H4O2=C5H4O+CO  7.40E+11 0.00E+00 5.90E+04  
736 C6H4O2+H=CO+C5H5O(1,3)  4.30E+09 1.40E+00 3.90E+03  
737 C6H4O2+O=2CO+C2H2+CH2CO  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 5.00E+03  
738 C6H5O+H=C5H5+HCO  1.00E+13 0.00E+00 1.20E+04  
739 C6H5O+H=C5H6+CO  5.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
740 C6H5O=CO+C5H5  3.76E+54 -1.21E+01 7.28E+04  
741 C6H5O+O=C6H4O2+H  2.60E+10 5.00E-01 7.95E+02  
742 C6H5OH=C5H6+CO  1.00E+12 0.00E+00 6.08E+04  
743 C6H5OH+OH=C6H5O+H2O  2.95E+06 2.00E+00 -1.31E+03  
744 C6H5OH+H=C6H5O+H2  1.15E+14 0.00E+00 1.24E+04  
745 C6H5OH+O=C6H5O+OH  2.81E+13 0.00E+00 7.35E+03  
746 C6H5OH+C2H3=C6H5O+C2H4  6.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
747 C6H5OH+nC4H5=C6H5O+C4H6  6.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
748 C6H5OH+C6H5=C6H5O+C6H6  4.91E+12 0.00E+00 4.40E+03  
749 C5H6+H=C2H2+aC3H5  7.74E+36 -6.20E+00 3.29E+04  
750 C5H6+H=lC5H7  NaN -3.23E+01 8.23E+04  
751 C5H6+H=C5H5+H2  3.03E+08 1.70E+00 5.59E+03  
752 C5H6+O=C5H5+OH  4.77E+04 2.70E+00 1.11E+03  
753 C5H6+O=C5H5O(1,3)+H  8.91E+12 -1.00E-01 5.90E+02  

 Declared duplicate reaction      
754 C5H6+O=C5H5O(1,3)+H  5.60E+12 -1.00E-01 2.00E+02  

 Declared duplicate reaction      
755 C5H6+O=nC4H5+CO+H  8.70E+51 -1.11E+01 3.32E+04  
756 C5H6+OH=C5H5+H2O  3.08E+06 2.00E+00 0.00E+00  
757 C5H6+HO2=C5H5+H2O2  1.10E+04 2.60E+00 1.29E+04  
758 C5H6+O2=C5H5+HO2  4.00E+13 0.00E+00 3.72E+04  
759 C5H6+HCO=C5H5+CH2O  1.08E+08 1.90E+00 1.60E+04  
760 C5H6+CH3=C5H5+CH4  1.80E-01 4.00E+00 0.00E+00  
761 C5H5+H(+M)=C5H6(+M)  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 4.40E+80 -1.83E+01  
 TROE centering  6.80E-02 4.01E+02 4.14E+03  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 

762 C5H5+O2=C5H5O(2,4)+O  7.78E+15 -7.00E-01 4.87E+04  
763 C5H5+O=C5H5O(2,4)  1.12E-12 5.90E+00 -1.73E+04  
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764 C5H5+O=C5H4O+H  5.81E+13 0.00E+00 2.00E+01  
765 C5H5+O=nC4H5+CO  3.20E+13 -2.00E-01 4.40E+02  
766 C5H5+OH=C5H4OH+H  3.51E+57 -1.22E+01 4.84E+04  
767 C5H5+OH=C5H5O(2,4)+H  1.36E+51 -1.05E+01 5.71E+04  
768 C5H5+HO2=C5H5O(2,4)+OH  6.27E+29 -4.70E+00 1.17E+04  
769 C5H5+OH=C5H5OH  6.49E+14 -8.00E-01 -2.73E+03  

 Declared duplicate reaction      
770 C5H5+OH=C5H5OH  1.15E+43 -8.80E+00 1.87E+04  

 Declared duplicate reaction      
771 C5H5+OH=C5H5OH  1.06E+59 -1.31E+01 3.35E+04  

 Declared duplicate reaction      
772 C5H5+O2=C5H4O+OH  1.80E+12 1.00E-01 1.80E+04  
773 C5H5OH+H=C5H5O(2,4)+H2  1.15E+14 0.00E+00 1.54E+04  
774 C5H5OH+H=C5H4OH+H2  1.20E+05 2.50E+00 1.49E+03  
775 C5H5OH+OH=C5H5O(2,4)+H2O  6.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
776 C5H5OH+OH=C5H4OH+H2O  3.08E+06 2.00E+00 0.00E+00  
777 C5H5O(2,4)+H=C5H5OH  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
778 C5H5O(2,4)=C5H4O+H  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 3.00E+04  
779 C5H5O(2,4)+O2=C5H4O+HO2  1.00E+11 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
780 C5H4O+H=C5H5O(1,3)  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 2.00E+03  
781 C5H5O(1,3)=c-C4H5+CO  1.00E+12 0.00E+00 3.60E+04  
782 C5H5O(1,3)+O2=C5H4O+HO2  1.00E+11 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
783 C5H4OH=C5H4O+H  2.10E+13 0.00E+00 4.80E+04  
784 C5H4O=2C2H2+CO  6.20E+41 -7.90E+00 9.87E+04  
785 C5H4O+H=CO+c-C4H5  4.30E+09 1.40E+00 3.90E+03  
786 C5H4O+O=CO+HCO+C3H3  6.20E+08 1.40E+00 -8.58E+02  
787 c-C4H5+H=C4H6  1.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
788 c-C4H5+H=C2H4+C2H2  1.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
789 c-C4H5+O=CH2CHO+C2H2  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
790 c-C4H5+O2=CH2CHO+CH2CO  4.80E+11 0.00E+00 1.90E+04  
791 c-C4H5=C4H4+H  3.00E+12 0.00E+00 5.20E+04  
792 c-C4H5=C2H3+C2H2  2.00E+12 0.00E+00 5.80E+04  
793 aC3H5+C2H3=lC5H7+H  1.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
794 lC5H7+O=C2H3CHO+C2H3  5.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
795 lC5H7+OH=C2H3CHO+C2H4  2.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
796 C6H6+H=c-C6H7  1.40E+51 -1.19E+01 1.61E+04  
797 nC4H3+C4H2=A1C2H-  9.60E+70 -1.78E+01 3.13E+04  
798 C6H6+C2H=C6H5C2H+H  5.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
799 C6H5C2H+H=A1C2H-+H2  2.50E+14 0.00E+00 1.60E+04  
800 C6H5C2H+OH=A1C2H-+H2O  1.60E+08 1.40E+00 1.45E+03  
801 A1C2H-+H(+M)=C6H5C2H(+M)  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 6.60E+75 -1.63E+01  
 TROE centering  1.00E+00 1.00E-01 5.85E+02  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6     
  3.00E+00     

802 A1C2H*+H(+M)=C6H5C2H(+M)  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 6.60E+75 -1.63E+01  
 TROE centering  1.00E+00 1.00E-01 5.85E+02  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6     
  3.00E+00     

803 C6H6+C2H3=C6H5C2H3+H  7.90E+11 0.00E+00 6.40E+03  
804 C6H5+C2H3=C6H5C2H3  1.20E+27 -4.20E+00 7.24E+03  
805 C6H5+C2H3=i-A1C2H2+H  8.50E-02 4.70E+00 1.84E+04  
806 C6H5+C2H3=n-A1C2H2+H  9.40E+00 4.10E+00 2.32E+04  
807 C6H5C2H3=i-A1C2H2+H  5.30E+27 -3.60E+00 1.09E+05  
808 C6H5C2H3=n-A1C2H2+H  1.10E+32 -4.80E+00 1.19E+05  
809 C6H5C2H3+H=A1C2H3*+H2  2.50E+14 0.00E+00 1.60E+04  
810 C6H5C2H3+OH=A1C2H3*+H2O  1.60E+08 1.40E+00 1.45E+03  
811 A1C2H3*+H(+M)=C6H5C2H3(+M)  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 6.60E+75 -1.63E+01  
 TROE centering  1.00E+00 1.00E-01 5.85E+02  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6     
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  3.00E+00     
812 C6H5C2H3+OH=n-A1C2H2+H2O  3.10E+06 2.00E+00 3.43E+03  
813 C6H5C2H3+OH=i-A1C2H2+H2O  1.55E+06 2.00E+00 4.30E+02  
814 n-A1C2H2+H=C6H5C2H+H2  1.50E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
815 i-A1C2H2+H=C6H5C2H+H2  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
816 n-A1C2H2+H=i-A1C2H2+H  9.90E+04 3.40E+00 2.20E+04  
817 n-A1C2H2+OH=C6H5C2H+H2O  2.50E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
818 i-A1C2H2+OH=C6H5C2H+H2O  5.00E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
819 A1C2H*+C2H2=A2-1  2.20E+62 -1.46E+01 3.31E+04  
820 A1C2H*+C2H2=A1C2H)2+H  1.80E+19 -1.70E+00 1.88E+04  
821 A1C2H*+C2H2=naphthyne+H  5.70E+64 -1.44E+01 5.70E+04  
822 A1C2H)2+H=A2-1  1.40E+64 -1.46E+01 2.99E+04  
823 A1C2H)2+H=naphthyne+H  1.90E+73 -1.63E+01 6.09E+04  
824 naphthyne+H=A2-1  4.90E+52 -1.24E+01 3.30E+04  
825 A1C2H3*+C2H2=C10H8+H  1.60E+16 -1.30E+00 6.60E+03  
826 n-A1C2H2+C2H2=C10H8+H  1.60E+16 -1.30E+00 5.40E+03  
827 C10H8+H=A2-1+H2  2.50E+14 0.00E+00 1.60E+04  
828 C10H8+H=A2-2+H2  2.50E+14 0.00E+00 1.60E+04  
829 C10H8+OH=A2-1+H2O  1.60E+08 1.40E+00 1.45E+03  
830 C10H8+OH=A2-2+H2O  1.60E+08 1.40E+00 1.45E+03  
831 A2-1+H(+M)=C10H8(+M)  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 NaN -3.14E+01  
 TROE centering  2.00E-01 1.23E+02 4.78E+02  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6     
  3.00E+00     

832 A2-2+H(+M)=C10H8(+M)  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 NaN -3.21E+01  
 TROE centering  8.70E-01 4.93E+02 1.18E+02  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6     
  3.00E+00     

833 A2-1+H=A2-2+H  2.40E+24 -1.80E+00 4.53E+04  
834 C10H8+C2H=A2C2HA+H  5.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
835 C10H8+C2H=A2C2HB+H  5.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
836 A2-1+C2H2=A2C2H2  1.70E+43 -9.10E+00 2.11E+04  
837 A2-1+C2H2=A2C2HA+H  1.30E+24 -3.10E+00 2.26E+04  
838 A2C2HA+H=A2C2H2  5.90E+46 -1.00E+01 1.91E+04  
839 A2C2H2+H=A2C2HA+H2  1.50E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
840 A2C2H2+OH=A2C2HA+H2O  2.50E+12 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
841 A2C2HA+H=A2C2HA*+H2  2.50E+14 0.00E+00 1.60E+04  
842 A2C2HB+H=A2C2HB*+H2  2.50E+14 0.00E+00 1.60E+04  
843 A2C2HA+OH=A2C2HA*+H2O  1.60E+08 1.40E+00 1.45E+03  
844 A2C2HB+OH=A2C2HB*+H2O  1.60E+08 1.40E+00 1.45E+03  
845 A2C2HB*+H(+M)=A2C2HB(+M)  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 NaN -3.14E+01  
 TROE centering  2.00E-01 1.23E+02 4.78E+02  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6     
  3.00E+00     

846 A2C2HA*+H(+M)=A2C2HA(+M)  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 NaN -3.21E+01  
 TROE centering  8.70E-01 4.93E+02 1.18E+02  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6     
  3.00E+00     

847 A2C2HB*+C2H2=A3-1  1.10E+62 -1.46E+01 3.31E+04  
848 A2C2HB*+C2H2=A2C2H)2+H  1.80E+19 -1.70E+00 1.88E+04  
849 A2C2H)2+H=A3-1  6.90E+63 -1.46E+01 2.99E+04  
850 A2C2HA*+C2H2=A3-4  1.10E+62 -1.46E+01 3.31E+04  
851 A2C2HA*+C2H2=A2C2H)2+H  1.80E+19 -1.70E+00 1.88E+04  
852 A2C2H)2+H=A3-4  6.90E+63 -1.46E+01 2.99E+04  
853 A2C2HA+C2H=A2C2H)2+H  5.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
854 A2C2HB+C2H=A2C2H)2+H  5.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
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855 A3+H=A3-1+H2  2.50E+14 0.00E+00 1.60E+04  
856 A3+H=A3-4+H2  2.50E+14 0.00E+00 1.60E+04  
857 A3+OH=A3-1+H2O  1.60E+08 1.40E+00 1.45E+03  
858 A3+OH=A3-4+H2O  1.60E+08 1.40E+00 1.45E+03  
859 A3-1+H(+M)=A3(+M)  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 NaN -3.75E+01  
 TROE centering  1.00E+00 5.36E+02 1.45E+02  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6     
  3.00E+00     

860 A3-4+H(+M)=A3(+M)  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 NaN -3.48E+01  
 TROE centering  1.00E-03 1.71E+02 1.71E+02  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6     
  3.00E+00     

861 A3-1+H=A3-4+H  3.80E+40 -6.30E+00 6.18E+04  
862 A2-1+C4H4=A3+H  3.30E+33 -5.70E+00 2.55E+04  
863 A2-2+C4H4=A3+H  3.30E+33 -5.70E+00 2.55E+04  
864 A2R5+H=A2R5-+H2  2.50E+14 0.00E+00 1.60E+04  
865 A2R5+OH=A2R5-+H2O  1.60E+08 1.40E+00 1.45E+03  
866 A2R5-+H(+M)=A2R5(+M)  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 6.60E+75 -1.63E+01  
 TROE centering  1.00E+00 1.00E-01 5.85E+02  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6     
  3.00E+00     

867 A2-1+C2H2=A2R5+H  9.70E+30 -5.30E+00 2.16E+04  
868 A2C2HA+H=A2R5+H  4.60E+37 -7.00E+00 2.31E+04  
869 A2C2H2=A2R5+H  1.56E+46 -1.03E+01 4.13E+04  
870 A1C2H*+C6H6=A3+H  1.10E+23 -2.90E+00 1.59E+04  
871 C6H5+C6H5C2H=A3+H  1.10E+23 -2.90E+00 1.59E+04  
872 A3+C2H=A3C2H+H  5.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
873 A3-4+C2H2=A3C2H2  8.00E+61 -1.45E+01 3.48E+04  
874 A3-4+C2H2=A3C2H+H  1.20E+26 -3.40E+00 3.02E+04  
875 A3-4+C2H2=A4+H  6.60E+24 -3.40E+00 1.78E+04  
876 A3C2H+H=A3C2H2  1.90E+64 -1.51E+01 2.93E+04  
877 A3C2H+H=A4+H  9.00E+38 -7.40E+00 2.07E+04  
878 A3C2H2=A4+H  2.00E+63 -1.53E+01 4.32E+04  
879 A4+H=A4-+H2  2.50E+14 0.00E+00 1.60E+04  
880 A4+OH=A4-+H2O  1.60E+08 1.40E+00 1.45E+03  
881 A4-+H=A4  1.00E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
882 C6H6+C6H5=P2+H  1.10E+23 -2.90E+00 1.59E+04  
883 C6H6+C6H5=P2-H  3.70E+32 -6.70E+00 9.87E+03  
884 P2-H=P2+H  3.80E+37 -8.00E+00 2.79E+04  
885 C6H5+C6H5=P2  2.00E+19 -2.00E+00 2.90E+03  
886 C6H5+C6H5=P2-+H  2.30E-01 4.60E+00 2.90E+04  
887 P2=P2-+H  1.10E+25 -2.70E+00 1.14E+05  
888 P2+H=P2-+H2  2.50E+14 0.00E+00 1.60E+04  
889 P2+OH=P2-+H2O  1.60E+08 1.40E+00 1.45E+03  
890 P2-+C2H2=A3+H  4.60E+06 2.00E+00 7.30E+03  
891 C6H5O+O=HCO+2C2H2+CO  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
892 C6H5O+H(+M)=C6H5OH(+M)  2.50E+14 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  

 Low pressure limit  0.00E+00 1.00E+94 -2.18E+01  
 TROE centering  4.30E-02 3.04E+02 6.00E+04  
 Enhanced by  H2  H2O  CH4  CO  CO2 
  2.00E+00 6.00E+00 2.00E+00 1.50E+00 2.00E+00 
   C2H6     
  3.00E+00     

893 C5H4OH+H=CH2O+2C2H2  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
894 C5H4OH+O=CO2+nC4H5  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
895 C5H4O+O=CO2+2C2H2  3.00E+13 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
896 C6H5C2H+OH=>C6H5+CH2CO  2.18E-04 4.50E+00 -1.00E+03  
897 A1C2H)2+OH=>A1C2H-+CH2CO  2.18E-04 4.50E+00 -1.00E+03  
898 A2C2HA+OH=>A2-1+CH2CO  2.18E-04 4.50E+00 -1.00E+03  
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899 A2C2HB+OH=>A2-2+CH2CO  2.18E-04 4.50E+00 -1.00E+03  
900 A3C2H+OH=>A3-4+CH2CO  2.18E-04 4.50E+00 -1.00E+03  
901 C6H5C2H+OH=>C6H5O+C2H2  1.30E+13 0.00E+00 1.06E+04  
902 C6H5C2H3+OH=>C6H5O+C2H4  1.30E+13 0.00E+00 1.06E+04  
903 A1C2H)2+OH=>C4H2+C6H5O  1.30E+13 0.00E+00 1.06E+04  
904 C10H8+OH=>C6H5C2H+CH2CO+H  1.30E+13 0.00E+00 1.06E+04  
905 A2C2HA+OH=>C6H5C2H+H2C4O+H  1.30E+13 0.00E+00 1.06E+04  
906 A2C2HB+OH=>C6H5C2H+H2C4O+H  1.30E+13 0.00E+00 1.06E+04  
907 A3+OH=>A2C2HB+CH2CO+H  6.50E+12 0.00E+00 1.06E+04  
908 A3+OH=>A2C2HA+CH2CO+H  6.50E+12 0.00E+00 1.06E+04  
909 A3C2H+OH=>A2C2HA+H2C4O+H  6.50E+12 0.00E+00 1.06E+04  
910 A3C2H+OH=>A2C2HB+H2C4O+H  6.50E+12 0.00E+00 1.06E+04  
911 A4+OH=>A3-4+CH2CO  1.30E+13 0.00E+00 1.06E+04  
912 C6H5C2H+O=>HCCO+C6H5  2.04E+07 2.00E+00 1.90E+03  
913 A1C2H)2+O=>HCCO+A1C2H-  2.04E+07 2.00E+00 1.90E+03  
914 C6H5C2H3+O=>C6H5+CH3+CO  1.92E+07 1.80E+00 2.20E+02  
915 A2C2HA+O=>HCCO+A2-1  2.04E+07 2.00E+00 1.90E+03  
916 A2C2HB+O=>HCCO+A2-2  2.04E+07 2.00E+00 1.90E+03  
917 C6H5C2H+O=>C2H+C6H5O  2.20E+13 0.00E+00 4.53E+03  
918 C6H5C2H3+O=>C2H3+C6H5O  2.20E+13 0.00E+00 4.53E+03  
919 A1C2H)2+O=>C6H5O+C4H  2.20E+13 0.00E+00 4.53E+03  
920 C10H8+O=>CH2CO+C6H5C2H  2.20E+13 0.00E+00 4.53E+03  
921 A2C2HA+O=>A1C2H)2+CH2CO  2.20E+13 0.00E+00 4.53E+03  
922 A2C2HB+O=>A1C2H)2+CH2CO  2.20E+13 0.00E+00 4.53E+03  
923 A3+O=>A2C2HA+CH2CO  1.10E+13 0.00E+00 4.53E+03  
924 A3+O=>A2C2HB+CH2CO  1.10E+13 0.00E+00 4.53E+03  
925 A3C2H+O=>A2C2HA+H2C4O  1.10E+13 0.00E+00 4.53E+03  
926 A3C2H+O=>A2C2HB+H2C4O  1.10E+13 0.00E+00 4.53E+03  
927 A4+O=>A3-4+HCCO  2.20E+13 0.00E+00 4.53E+03  
928 A1C2H*+O2=>l-C6H4+CO+HCO  2.10E+12 0.00E+00 7.47E+03  
929 A1C2H-+O2=>l-C6H4+CO+HCO  2.10E+12 0.00E+00 7.47E+03  
930 A1C2H3*+O2=>l-C6H6+CO+HCO  2.10E+12 0.00E+00 7.47E+03  
931 n-A1C2H2+O2=>C6H5+CO+CH2O  1.00E+11 0.00E+00 0.00E+00  
932 A2-1+O2=>C6H5C2H+HCO+CO  2.10E+12 0.00E+00 7.47E+03  
933 A2-2+O2=>C6H5C2H+HCO+CO  2.10E+12 0.00E+00 7.47E+03  
934 A2C2HA*+O2=>A2-1+CO+CO  2.10E+12 0.00E+00 7.47E+03  
935 A2C2HB*+O2=>A2-2+CO+CO  2.10E+12 0.00E+00 7.47E+03  
936 A3-4+O2=>A2C2HB+HCO+CO  2.10E+12 0.00E+00 7.47E+03  
937 A3-1+O2=>A2C2HA+HCO+CO  2.10E+12 0.00E+00 7.47E+03  
938 A4-+O2=>A3-4+CO+CO  2.10E+12 0.00E+00 7.47E+03  
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Appendix C 
30 kWth Coal Combustor Standard 
Operating Procedure (SOP) 

C.1 Preliminaries 

1. Calibrate oxygen sensor, NO, and CO analyzers. 

2. Replace filters and desiccants as necessary. 

3. Verify oxygen sampling line is free of ash and moisture. 

4. Start oxygen slipstream cooling water. 

5. Verify all flow meters are shut off before beginning ignition procedure. 

C.2 Ignition 

1. Close exhaust damper. 

2. Remove ignition port cover. 

3. Set secondary air flow to slightly lift the float from the bottom of the “SO Mix” flow 

meter and verify that all flow is being introduced tangentially (i.e. 100% SO swirl). 

4. Open methane/propane tank. (NOTE: IT IS CRITICAL THAT THE PILOT FLOW 

METER VALVE IS CLOSED TO PREVENT THE BUILD UP OF A POTENTIALLY 

DANGEROUS PREMIXTURE IN THE COMBUSTOR) 

5. Open ignition wand valve on flow panel. 

6. Light ignition wand and insert into ignition port. Verify visually that ignition wand 

remained ignited. 

7. Open pilot gas flow meter valve and set steel ball scale to 20-30. 

8. Open exhaust baffle to marked position (~0.04 inH2O). 
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9. Increase SO air flow to 6-8 SCFM at 50 psig. 

10. Verify pilot fuel is burning, close local ignition wand valve, and remove ignition wand. 

11. Replace ignition port cover. 

C.3 Coal Delivery 

1. Increase methane/propane pilot flow to a scale reading of 55 for the steel ball. 

2. Begin sending air to the PO (eductor) and set the scale reading to 50 for the steel ball at 50 

psig. (NOTE: IF EDUCTOR BAG IS INSTALLED BAG FLOW AIR SHOULD BE A 

MINIMUM OF 70 LPM BEFORE SENDING FLOW TO THE EDUCTOR) 

3. Insert ear plugs. 

4. Increase vibrator plate pressure to 60 psig. 

5. Set coal feeder RPM to 180 (on low speed setting, default) and press the “run” button. 

6. Wait approx. 30 seconds and verify that coal is burning steadily. 

7. Shut pilot methane/propane tank off and close all pilot and ignition valves on flow panel. 

8. Set desired flow settings and wait 45-80 minutes for steady state operation. 

C.4 Shutdown 

1. Press the “stop” button on K-Tron coal feeder controller and turn off Schenk (sawdust) 

feeder if cofiring. 

2. Wait 30 seconds for residual fuel to enter combustor and burn and then turn vibrator 

plate pressure regulator off. 

3a. Under air-fired conditions reduce the air flow pressure to 15 psig, turn bag and eductor 

flows off, and leave 2-3 SCFM of flow at 50 psig flowing through the combustor for cooling 
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purposes. If experiments are to be run the following day, the air can be turned off to prevent 

rapid cooling such that the startup time on the following day can be reduced. 

3b. Under oxy-fuel conditions, close the pressure builder and turn the oxygen dewar off to 

bleed the pressure from the oxygen lines. After the oxygen flow is eliminated, reduce the 

flow of carbon dioxide in half at the flow panel and keep the pressure under 50 psig. Reduce 

the voltages on the 3 Sylvania heaters and the ceiling heater in half. Close the CO2 dewar 

pressure regulators. Close two of the CO2 dewar valves. Turn the three Sylvania heaters 

down to 20 Volts and turn off the third CO2 dewar. Turn all CO2 heaters off. Turn off 

Sylvania thermocouple readout. 

4. Turn off O2 slipstream cooling water. 
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